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Abstract

Condensation, or jamming transitions, are observed throughout the natural and so-
cial sciences as prevalent emergent phenomena in complex systems, from shaken granular
gases to traffic congestion. The understanding of the critical behaviour in these systems
is currently a major research topic, in particular a mathematically rigorous treatment
of the associated metastable dynamics. In this thesis we study these phenomena in the
context of interacting particle systems. In particular we focus on two generic models for
condensation, the zero-range process, and the recently introduced inclusion process.

We firstly give a brief review of some relevant aspects of Markov processes, with a par-
ticular emphasis on interacting particle systems and a heuristic description of metasta-
bility. Subsequently, we present a general framework for studying the equivalence of
ensembles, and the large deviations of the maximum site occupation, in interacting par-
ticle systems that exhibit product stationary measures. These original results are based
on relative entropy methods and techniques from the theory of large deviations. They
form the theoretical basis of this thesis, which enables us to find the relevant scales
on which metastability is observed, and to derive refined results on the equivalence of
ensembles.

The general approach is to first derive a large deviation principle for the density
and maximum site occupation under a reference measure. This gives rise to the large
deviations of the maximum in the thermodynamic limit, or a more refined scaling limit,
which describe the metastable behaviour. Also it gives rise to equivalence of ensembles
results, which are used to find the limiting expectation of important observables (such
as the stationary current).

In the second part of the thesis we use these general results to give a detailed analysis
of three cases. We derive the leading order finite size effects for a generic family of
condensing zero-range process. At this scale we observe, and are able to characterise,
metastable switching between fluid and condensed states. Secondly, we study a zero-
range process with size-dependent rates, for which metastable effects are stabilised in
the thermodynamic limit. Here we are able to describe two distinct mechanisms of
condensate motion. Finally, we study condensation of a different origin in the inclusion
process. In this case our general results can no longer be applied directly, since some
of the regularity assumptions do not hold, however the guiding principles still apply.
Following these we make formal calculations that give rise to the relevant stationary
properties. We give a heuristic analysis of the dynamics which turn out to be very
different from those in the zero-range process. Throughout the thesis theoretical results
are supported by Monte Carlo simulations and numerical calculations where appropriate.

Our results contribute to a detailed understanding of the nature of finite size effects
and metastable dynamics close to condensation and jamming transitions. This is vital
in applications in complex systems such as granular media and traffic flow, which exhibit
moderate system sizes and cannot be fully described by the usual thermodynamic limit.
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Notation

(aL) Thermodynamic scale. Scale of the large deviation principle (p. 31)

(bL) Density (mass) scale (p. 30)

Ā Closure of the set A (p. 45)

z̄L,m(µ) Grand canonical partition function of the restricted ensembles (p. 34)

ν̄Lm, ν̄Lµ,m Restricted reference measure and restricted grand canonical measure
with restriction m. (p. 33)

B The Borel σ-algebra generated by open sets (p. 5)

Df Essential domain of the function f (p. 31)

Eν [F ] Expectation corresponding to path measure Pν (p. 6)

ηx Local configuration (particle number) on site x (p. 30)

ν (f) Expectation of f with respect to measure ν on the state space (p. 10)

η = (ηx)x∈ΛL Full configuration (p. 30)

1A Indicator function of the set A, 1A(x) = 1 if x ∈ A and 0 otherwise (p.
35)

ΛL Lattice of L sites, connected subset of Zd (p. 30)

bxc The integer floor of a real number x ∈ R (p. 23)

�,(�) Asymptotically much smaller (greater), fn � gn ⇔ lim fn
gn

= 0 (p. 45)

µ Chemical potential (p. 31)

ν = νL Reference single site marginal (p. 30)

νL Reference measure (p. 30)

νLµ , ν
L
µ,m Grand canonical measure, and restricted grand canonical measure at

system size L (p. 31)

Pν Path measure of a Markov process with initial distribution ν (p. 6)

π � ν Measure π is absolutely continuous with respect to ν (p. 152)

πLρ , π
L
ρ,m Canonical and restricted canonical measures at system size L (p. 35)

R The set of real numbers (−∞,∞) (p. 30)
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R+ Non-negative reals [0,∞) (p. 21)

scan Canonical entropy density (p. 39)

scond Condensed entropy density contribution (p. 41)

sgcan Grand canonical entropy density (p. 40)

|X| Cardinality of the set X (p. 30)

‖ · ‖T.V. The total variation norm (p. 153)

∧,∨ a ∧ b = min{a, b} and a ∨ b = max{a, b} (p. 43)

π−→ Convergence in probability w.r.t. probability measure π. (p. 23)

Zd d-dimensional integer lattice (p. 5)

A◦ Interior of the set A (p. 45)

Ac Complement of the set A (p. 45)

Cb Bounded continuous functions (p. 152)

Cb0 Set of bounded cylinder functions (p. 37)

D[0,∞) Canonical path space of a Markov process (p. 6)

E Local state space (p. 30)

f(h) = o(h) f(h)/h→ 0 as h→ 0 (p. 6)

f∗ The Legendre-Fenchel transform of f (p. 157)

fn = O(n) |fn| ≤ C|n| for some C > 0 and n sufficiently large (p. 45)

fn ∼ gn Asymptotically proportional fn = Cgn + o(1) (p. 61)

fn ' gn Asymptotically equivalent fn = gn + o(1) (p. 61)

I(ρ,m) Rate function for the joint density and maximum under the reference
measure (p. 50)

Iρ(m) Rate function for the maximum under the canonical measures (p. 51)

ML Random variable on XL giving the macroscopic maximum site occupa-
tion on scale (bL) (p. 33)

PLρ
aL←→ QLµ Measures PLρ and QLµ are equivalent, Definition 3.11 (p. 36)

SL Empirical density or rescaled density (p. 30)

x, y Lattice sites (p. 30)

XL, X
L
ρL

State space XL = NΛL and canonical state space XL
ρL

= {η ∈ XL |
SL(η) = ρL} (p. 34)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Statistical mechanics is fundamentally concerned with understanding the macroscopic

behaviour of systems composed of many interacting microscopic components. Such

systems are ubiquitous in nature, from states of matter comprising a huge number of

particles (of the order ∼ 1023), through to granular media, traffic flow and crowd dynam-

ics. In principle the microscopic dynamics often follow deterministic, albeit potentially

complicated, equations of motion. However, typically it is not feasible or desirable to

have a complete description of such systems on the level of the microscopic dynamics.

We therefore approximate the system in terms of an effective probabilistic description.

The origin of the apparent random fluctuations is often related to sensitive dependence

on initial conditions and mixing properties of the microscopic dynamics. In practice

a mathematically rigorous justification of this approximation is often very challenging.

In many cases we cannot hope to accurately predict the microscopic dynamics, due to

their complexity, such as predicting the behaviour of people in traffic flow. Due to the

large number of individual components, however, it is often sufficient to approximate

the microscopic behaviour in terms of postulated probability distributions, since the

behaviour of the system on the macroscopic scale is robust with respect to the actually

origin of the noise.

The probabilistic description gives rise to a characterization of the system in terms

of the expected value of certain observables. Mathematically these correspond to mea-

surable functions on the microscopic state space. It turns out that after some suitable

equilibration time, in the large system size limit these observables are typically deter-

mined by a small number of macroscopic system parameters, such as the temperature

or total density. Of particular interest is the dependence of certain observables on these

parameters. Phase transitions occur when the system undergoes a qualitative change in

the macroscopic behaviour as some parameter is varied. These are signalled by singu-

larities in some thermodynamic functions and abrupt transitions of some macroscopic

observables.

There is a very well developed general understanding of systems of many identi-

cal components which are in equilibrium with their surroundings. Such systems are

described by a Hamiltonian, or energy function, and the dynamics are assumed to be

ergodic and reversible with respect to associated stationary distributions. In this case,
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in the long time and large system limit, the typical value of macroscopic observables are

given by the expected values under the relevant stationary measure. Such systems have

been extensively studied in the physical literature, since the seminal work of Boltzmann,

and there is now a well developed mathematical theory [76, 111]. There is also a well

developed mathematical understanding of phase transitions in such systems in terms of

Gibbs measures [55].

There are two ways that the equilibrium scenario can breakdown. The system could

be driven out of equilibrium, so that time reversibility is not satisfied, such as attaching a

thermal system to two heat baths at different temperatures, or similarly, if we consider

traffic on a uni-directional road. Secondly, dynamic aspects of the systems may be

relevant on long time scales comparable with the typical observation times, such as

slow relaxation times from certain initial conditions. In this case, a description of the

system in terms of the long time stationary distributions for the process is no longer

satisfactory. In both of these cases it is no longer clear that the equilibrium approach is

still valid, and there currently exists no such general formalism. However, such systems

are ubiquitous in nature, and of significant practical importance. The models discussed

in this thesis will typically be non-equilibrium in the sense of at least one of these ways.

Frequently, we consider the case of both non-reversibility and the existence of dynamics

relevant on macroscopic time scales.

A system is said to exhibit metastability if given certain initial conditions it quickly

relaxes to some apparently stable equilibrium, but on a much longer time scale a random

fluctuation or external perturbation causes it to relax to a more stable state. The

characterising feature is the existence of two or more well separated time scales. This

phenomena is typically present at first order phase transitions. Metastability is well

understood on a heuristic level, however a mathematical description is an active area of

research in probability theory and statistical physics [17, 107].

To clarify ideas somewhat we describe the feature discussed above in more detail for

the example of traffic modelling. We consider a single stretch of road, with two open

boundaries, cars may enter at one end and move towards the exit. Any stochastic model

of traffic on a uni-directional road (such as a motorway) clearly cannot be time reversible

with respect to any stationary distribution since the system supports a non-zero current.

As the total density of cars increases the flux initially increases until, at some critical

density, a jam may form and the average flux then begins to decrease. A defining feature

of such traffic models is that close to the jamming transition the system switches between

metastable fluid and jammed states. Also the typical number of cars (single components)

in traffic jams is typically only of order ∼103−104. This is far fewer than the number

of individual microscopic components in classical applications of statistical mechanics,

which is of order ∼1023. Therefore, finite size effects are also significant in understanding

the observed behaviour in applications. Each of these issues are addressed, for a system

that can be applied as a simple model of traffic flow, in Chapter 4.

Although there is, as yet, fewer general principles that apply to non-equilibrium

systems, considerable insight has been gained by studying interacting particle systems
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[85, 94, 95]. These consist of particles that randomly jump on a lattice and whose

dynamics are influenced by interactions with each other. Formally they are defined in

terms of continuous time Markov process on a discrete state space (see Chapter 2). The

specific dynamics can be chosen to represent the microscopic behaviour of some physical

system of interest. These models have been widely applied in physics, biology and social

sciences. The underlying process may naturally be defined in terms of discrete particles

on some lattice, for example a system of coupled service queues, otherwise continuous

degrees of freedom may be described by a coarse graining procedure, for example when

modelling traffic. As usual we expect the phenomenology described by the models to be

independent of certain details of the underlying microscopic system of interest. In this

sense interacting particle systems can be interpreted as mesoscopic models that serve as

an approximation of the true underlying microscopic dynamics. They continue to be of

interest in the physics and mathematical literature due to their broad applications and

the variety of non-trivial behaviour they can exhibit, such as phase transitions in only

one dimension, whilst (in many cases) remaining reasonably tractable.

A particular interacting particle system, known as the zero-range process (introduced

in [115]), serves as a generic model for condensation and jamming transitions and has

various applications (see [42, 43, 113] and references there in). There is, a priori, no

bound on the number of particles that can occupy each lattice site, and particles interact

only with other particles on the same site (a zero-range of interaction). This process has

received considerable research attention recently due to its non-trivial critical behaviour.

This process, and the condensation transition, are the focus of Chapters 4 and 5. A

description of the leading order finite size effects for a generic class of condensing zero-

range processes is contained in Chapter 4.

A real space condensation transition analogous to that in the zero-range process has

been observed experimentally in granular media [123]. In these experiments it has been

found that the effective jump rates of particles can depend non trivially on the total

system size [117]. In Chapter 5 we study a toy model in which size-dependent jump

rates lead to an effective long range interaction, this stabilises metastability and non-

equivalence of ensembles in the thermodynamic limit. Studying the thermodynamic

limit in this model can therefore help to understand the behaviour of finite systems.

This behaviour is analogous to the case of Kac potentials in equilibrium systems [107].

In the models we consider, the total number of particles (or total mass) is conserved

by the dynamics. So, restricted to finite initial conditions the processes typically exhibit

unique stationary measures. These stationary measures, called the canonical measures,

describe the typical long time behaviour of the system. Calculating the expected value

of relevant observables under these measures is often not practical. A much simpler

description is often found by instead fixing only the mean of the conserved quantity, this

gives rise to the grand canonical measures. One then hopes that in the limit of large

system sizes these two descriptions give rise to the same predictions for all relevant

observables. In this case the grand canonical measures give a sufficient description

of the system. This is known as equivalence of ensembles, and is intimately related
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to phases transitions [1, 55]. Although the systems we look at are non-equilibrium

the stationary measures are essentially still Gibbs measures and many results from

equilibrium statistical mechanics still hold [54].

In this thesis we develop a general approach, based on entropy and large deviation

methods, for studying the stationary properties of a class of interacting particle systems

that exhibit condensation transitions. These results belong to a wide class of large

deviation and entropy methods in statistical mechanics [1, 40, 118]. We generalise recent

methods such as relative entropy techniques, making use of refined local limit theorems.

With regards to the equivalence of ensembles our results are closely related to the work

of Lewis et al. [93]. However, the results here generalise to non-compact local state

space and point-wise estimates of large deviation probabilities, which are relevant in the

systems we study. The general framework we derive allows us to consider various scaling

limits, and identify the relevant scale on which metastability is observed.

Broadly, the general approach is to derive a large deviation principle for the joint

density (corresponding to the conserved quantity) and maximum site occupation under

a fixed grand canonical measure [34]. This then gives rise to a large deviation principle

for the density alone, which in turn gives rise to results on equivalence of ensembles,

useful for calculating the expected value of certain observables. Also we are able to

extract the canonical large deviations of the maximum site occupation, which give rise

to an effective free energy landscape for the (scaled) maximum site occupation. The

maximum site occupation turns out to be the relevant order parameter for describing

metastability in the condensing systems we consider and we associate local minimum in

the free energy landscape with metastable states. Phase transitions are observed when

the nature of the global minimum changes. These results could be significant for a first

rigorous analysis of metastability in such systems, as the system size diverges.

In Chapter 2 we define the models that are used in the thesis and summarise relevant

results from existing literature on interacting particle systems and metastability. We

outline our general approach to studying equivalence of ensembles and metastability,

and summarise relevant technical results in Chapter 3. On first reading, the results

of Section 3.4 may be omitted and used as a reference in later chapters. In Chapter

4 we apply these techniques to derive original results on the finite-size effects in a

generic class of condensing zero-range processes, which give rise to metastability in the

appropriate scaling limit. In Chapter 5 we study a system for which these effects are

stabilised in the thermodynamic limit. Here we extend recent results on the stationary

properties of the system, and gain further insight into the metastability and relocation

dynamics of the condensate. The general framework of Chapter 3 also gives rise to

a simpler analysis of this system than in previous studies [70]. Finally in Chapter 6,

we discuss condensation in a different model, the recently introduced inclusion process

[57, 69], where condensation in the canonical ensemble has not been studied before. We

observe two distinct regimes which are dependent on an external parameter (namely the

microscopic diffusivity), and describe the dynamics using non-rigorous approaches.
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Chapter 2

Interacting particle systems

In this chapter we give a precise definition of the stochastic particle systems that are

studied in this thesis, and summarise some relevant previous results related to these

models. We introduce key concepts that will be treated throughout the thesis, such as

equivalence of ensembles, condensation and metastability.

2.1 Definitions

In this section we give a precise description of stochastic particle systems largely follow-

ing [95] and [86]. Relevant results for continuous time Markov chains can also be found

in [106].

2.1.1 Dynamics: Generators and master equations

Interacting particle systems are a class of continuous-time Markov processes on discrete

state spaces. States in the state space define particle configurations. The dynamics are

usually specified by giving the infinitesimal rates at which transitions between states

occur.

The state space X of the process is the set of all possible particle configurations.

For interacting particle systems the state space is given by X = EΛ (formally given

by the set of functions from Λ to E), where E is the (countable) local state space

and Λ is a countable lattice. Throughout this thesis the lattice Λ is typically a finite

connected subset of Zd, for example in the one dimensional case ΛL = {1, 2, . . . , L}. We

restrict our attention to processes on the one dimensional, countable local state spaces

E = N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. We note that since the local state space E is not compact, X

is itself not compact. We denote configurations of X by bold Greek letters, so that for

each x ∈ Λ, ηx stands for the number of particles at lattice site x in the full configuration

η = (ηx)x∈Λ ∈ X. The state space X is endowed with the product topology which is

metrizable, with measurable structure given by the Borel σ-algebra, B.

The time evolution is given by sample paths which are elements of the canonical
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path space,

D[0,∞) = {η(·) : [0,∞)→ X | η(·) is right continuous and has left limits} .

The occupation of site x at time t is given by ηx(t). Let F be the smallest σ-algebra

on D[0,∞) relative to which all the functions η(·) 7→ η(s) for s ≥ 0 are measurable.

For t ∈ [0,∞), let Ft be the smallest σ-algebra on D[0,∞) relative to which all the

mappings η(·) 7→ η(s) for 0 ≤ s ≤ t are measurable. The filtered space (D[0,∞),F ,Ft)
serves as a generic choice for the probability space of the process.

Definition 2.1. A Markov Process on X is a collection {Pη,η ∈ X} of probability

measures on D[0,∞) indexed by initial configuration in X with the following properties,

(a) Pη[ζ(·) ∈ D[0,∞) : ζ(0) = η] = 1 for all η ∈ X.

(b) Pη[ζ(s+ ·) ∈ A | Fs] = Pζ(s)[A] a.s. for every η ∈ X and A ∈ F .

(Markov property)

(c) The mapping η 7→ Pη[A] is measurable for every A ∈ F .

Property (a) states that Pη is normalised on paths with initial condition η. Property

(b) is the Markov property and ensures that the probability of some future event occur-

ring, conditioned on the history up to some time s, depends only on the configuration

at time s (memoryless). Property (c) allows us to consider the process with arbitrary

initial distribution ν on X, defined by,

Pν =

∫
X
Pη ν(dη) . (2.1)

For a Markov Process the expectation corresponding to Pη will be denoted by Eη,

Eη [F ] =

∫
D[0,∞)

F dPη , (2.2)

for any measurable function F on D[0,∞) which is integrable with respect to Pη.

The dynamics are characterised by transition rates c(η,η′) ≥ 0 which, for all

η,η′ ∈ X, describe the rate at which the system changes from the current state η to

the new state η′. The intuitive meaning of the transition rates c is given by

Pη[η(δt) = η′] = c(η,η′)δt+ o(δt) as δt↘ 0 for η′ 6= η . (2.3)

So given the state is currently η then in a small time δt the probability of the system

transitioning to state η′ is approximately c(η,η′)δt.

Throughout this thesis we focus on systems in which the number of particles is locally

conserved, so-called driven diffusive systems (or lattice gases), in which particles move on

the lattice without being created or annihilated. For compact local state spaces there is a

general theory on how to construct interacting particle systems even on infinite lattices

using continuous test functions and the Hille-Yosida theorem [95]. For non-compact
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local state spaces which we consider in this thesis, constructions on infinite lattices can

be done on a case by case basis and require more restrictive assumptions on possible test

functions and jump rates, see for example [2] for a construction of zero-range processes.

To extend this construction to inclusion processes with bilinear growth of jump rates is

an interesting theoretical problem which has not been studied so far. We do not discuss

such constructions here, since do not study processes on infinite lattices, but only scaling

limits of large finite systems and their properties. On finite lattices or graphs the state

space of our models is still non-compact but countable, and therefore we are effectively

working with Markov chains and their construction is standard [95, 106].

Markov chains are well defined for all time if the process does not explode for each

initial configuration (see e.g. Chapter 2 of [106]). This is trivially fulfilled in our case

since the processes we consider conserve the total number of particles. Under every

(reasonable) initial distribution we have ν[ηx <∞] = 1, so the total number of particles

on a finite lattice is
∑

x∈Λ ηx < ∞ almost surely. Therefore, for every initial condition

the time evolution of the process concentrates on a finite subset of the total state space

characterized by the number of particles, and explosion is impossible.

Although we only consider Markov chains, we stick to the customary formulation

using semigroups and generators in this thesis, and explain the connection to the master

equation and other concepts for Markov chains in the following. Our state space X is a

countable (not necessarily compact) metric space and we denote,

Cb = {f : X → R | f is continuous and bounded} ,

regarded as a Banach space with respect to the uniform norm ‖f‖∞ = supη∈X |f(η)|.
Functions in Cb are regarded as observables, and we define the dynamics firstly with

respect to the time evolution of the expected value of all observables. In particular

cases it is possible to consider a larger class of functions, however Cb is sufficient to

uniquely characterize the distribution of the Markov chain as a consequence of the Riesz

representation theorem (for example see [110], Theorem 2.14).

Definition 2.2. For a given process {Pη,η ∈ X}, for each t ≥ 0 we define the operator,

S(t) : Cb → Cb by (S(t)f) (η) = Eη
[
f
(
η(t)

)]
. (2.4)

In general f ∈ Cb need not imply S(t)f ∈ Cb, however all the processes we consider do

have this property and are known as Feller Processes.

These operators form a Markov semigroup in the following sense.

Definition 2.3. A Markov semigroup is a collection of linear operators {S(t), t ≥ 0} on

Cb with the following properties:

(a) S(0) = 1, the identity operator on Cb.

(b) The mapping t 7→ S(t)f is right continuous for every f ∈ Cb.

(c) S(t+ s)f = S(t)S(s)f for all f ∈ Cb and all s, t ≥ 0.
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(d) S(t)1 = 1 for all t ≥ 0.

(e) S(t)f ≥ 0 for all non-negative f ∈ Cb.

The importance of Markov semigroups lies in the fact that there is a one-to-one

correspondence with Markov processes.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose {Pη,η ∈ X} is a Feller Markov process on X, then S(t) in

Definition 2.2 is a Markov semigroup.

Also the following converse of this theorem holds.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose {S(t), t ≥ 0} is a Markov semigroup on Cb. Then there exists

a unique Feller Markov process {Pη,η ∈ X} such that (2.4) holds for all t ≥ 0.

Proof. For proofs of these two theorems see for example [95] and [106].

The semigroup defined above describes the time evolution of expected values of

observables f ∈ Cb for a given Markov process. It provides a full representation of the

Markov process, dual to the path measures {Pη,η ∈ X}. Following (2.1) and (2.2) the

expectation of observables at t ≥ 0 with respect to initial distribution ν is given by,

Eν
[
f
(
η(t)

)]
=

∫
X

(S(t)f)(ζ)ν[dζ] =

∫
X
S(t)f dν for all f ∈ Cb .

We expect, from property (c) of the definition of the semigroup operator S(t), that

it is of an exponential form generated by the ‘time derivative’ of S at zero, S′(0),

“S(t) = etS
′(0) = I + S′(0)t+ o(t)” .

This is made precise in the following.

Definition 2.4. The (infinitesimal) generator L : Cb → Cb for the process {S(t), t ≥ 0}
is given by,

Lf = lim
δt↘0

S(δt)f − f
δt

for f ∈ Cb . (2.5)

Theorem 2.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between Markov generators and

semigroups on Cb, given by

S(t)f = lim
n→∞

(
I − t

n
L
)−n

f for f ∈ Cb, t ≥ 0 .

For f ∈ Cb also S(t)f ∈ Cb for all t ≥ 0 and,

d

dt
S(t)f = S(t)Lf = LS(t)f , (2.6)

called the forward and backward equation, respectively. Formally we write S(t) = etL

in analogy with scalar exponentials.
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With jump rates c(η,η′) the generator can be computed directly from (2.3), for

small δt↘ 0,

S(δt)f(η) = Eη
[
f
(
η(δt)

)]
=
∑
η′∈X

f(η′)Pη[η(δt) = η′]

=
∑
η′ 6=η

c(η,η′)f(η′)δt+ f(η)

1−
∑
η′ 6=η

c(η,η′)δt

+ o(δt) . (2.7)

With the definition 2.4 of the generator, above, this implies,

Lf(η) =
∑
η′∈X

c(η,η′)
(
f(η′)− f(η)

)
.

where we use the convention that c(η,η) = 0 for all η ∈ X.

The description above, for Markov chains, is equivalent to a description in terms of

the master equation as follows. The indicator functions 1η : X → {0, 1} defined by,

1η(ζ) =

1 if ζ = η

0 otherwise,

are bounded and form a basis of Cb. We denote the probability distribution on X at

time t starting from initial distribution ν by,

pt[η] =

∫
X
S(t)1η dν . (2.8)

Since we have countable state space, we can identify measures on X with their proba-

bility mass functions and use the same symbol to avoid overloading the notation. Sub-

stituting into the forwards equation from Theorem 2.3, for all η ∈ X,

d

dt
pt[η] =

∫
X
S(t)L1η dν =

∑
ζ∈X

pt[ζ]
∑
ζ′∈X

c(ζ, ζ′)
(
1η(ζ′)− 1η(ζ)

)
=
∑
ζ∈X

pt[ζ]c(ζ,η)− pt[η]
∑
ζ′∈X

c(η, ζ′) .

This gives rise to the master equation,

d

dt
pt[η] =

∑
ζ∈X

(
pt[ζ]c(ζ,η)− pt[η]c(η, ζ)

)
(2.9)

with intuitive gain and loss terms on the right-hand side. For Markov chains this is

equivalent to the forward equation (2.6), since the indicator functions form a basis of

Cb.
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2.1.2 Stationary measures

A stationary distribution for the process is a probability distribution which is invariant

under the dynamics.

Definition 2.5. A measure ν on X is stationary if

ν (S(t)f) = ν (f) for all f ∈ Cb .

Throughout the thesis we use the notation ν (f) =
∫
X f dν for the expected value with

respect to measures on the state space.

If ν is a stationary measure then,

Pν [η(·) ∈ A] = Pν [η(t+ ·) ∈ A] for all t ≥ 0, A ∈ F .

Equivalently, using the master equation notation (2.8), if ν is stationary and p0 = ν,

then pt = ν for all t ≥ 0.

Proposition 2.4. A measure ν on X is stationary if and only if,

ν (Lf) = 0 for all f ∈ Cb .

Proof. See for example Liggett [95] Proposition 2.13.

Since the indicator functions used to construct the master equation form a basis of Cb

this can be stated equivalently in terms of the master equation as; ν is stationary if and

only if it solves the system of differential equations,

d

dt
ν[η] =

∑
ζ∈X

(
ν[ζ]c(ζ,η)− ν[η]c(η, ζ)

)
= 0 for all η ∈ X .

Definition 2.6. A Markov process with semigroup {S(t), t ≥ 0} is ergodic if there exists

a unique stationary distribution π and,

lim
t→∞

pt = π for all initial distributions p0 ,

where pt is the distribution at time t, as given by (2.8).

Not every Markov chain has a stationary distribution. However, existence of at least

one stationary distribution is guaranteed if the state space X is finite.

Definition 2.7. A Markov process {Pη : η ∈ X} is called irreducible, if for all η,η′ ∈ X,

Pη[η(t) = η′] > 0 for some t ≥ 0 .

An irreducible Markov process can sample the entire state space, from any initial

condition. This implies that there is at most one stationary distribution (see [106], Sec-
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tion 3.5). The processes we focus on in this thesis are typically ergodic when restricted

to a fixed finite number of particles on a finite lattice, due to the following theorem.

Theorem 2.5. An irreducible Markov process with finite state space X is ergodic.

Proof. The proof is a direct result of the Perron-Frobenius theorem ([64] Theorem 6.6.1).

The generator of the process for finite state space is a real matrix c(η,η′), which has

unique eigenvalue 0, and the corresponding unique eigenvector corresponds to the unique

stationary distribution.

2.1.3 Reversibility

Definition 2.8. A measure ν is called reversible for the process with semigroup

{S(t) : t ≥ 0} if,

ν (fS(t)g) = ν (gS(t)f) for all f, g ∈ Cb .

For Feller processes the definition is equivalent to,

ν (fLg) = ν (gLf) for all f, g ∈ Cb .

Choosing g = 1 in the definition of reversible we see that every reversible measure is

stationary. Under the stationary distribution the process can be extended to negative

times on the path space D(−∞,∞). If the measure ν is reversible then the forward

process, with initial condition ν, has the same joint distributions as the time reversed

process.

By inserting indicator functions into the definition 2.8 we arrive at the following

characterisation on countable state spaces.

Proposition 2.6. A measure ν on countable state space X is reversible for the process

with transition rates c(· , ·) if and only if it fulfils the detailed balance conditions

ν[η] c(η, ζ) = ν[ζ] c(ζ,η) for all η, ζ ∈ X .

2.2 Models

2.2.1 Zero-range process

The zero-range process (ZRP) is a stochastic particle system with no restriction on the

number of particles per site and with jump rates that depend only on the occupation of

the departure site. The process was originally introduced by Spitzer [115]. The simple

zero-range interaction leads to a product structure of the stationary distributions [2, 115].

These processes have been a focus of recent research interest since they can exhibit a

condensation transition (described in Section 2.3.2). Findings for the zero-range process

can be applied to understand condensation phenomena in a variety of nonequilibrium

systems (see [43] and references therein), as well as providing a generic model of domain

wall dynamics and a criterion for phase separation using a mapping to one-dimensional
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exclusion systems [81] (see Section 2.2.2 for more details). The process continues to be

of interest; recent work on variations of the model includes mechanisms leading to more

than one condensate [84, 114, 116], or the effects of memory in the dynamics [74].

Definition

There is a-priori no restriction on the number of particles on each site, in this sense

the zero-range process is a bosonic lattice gas. The local state space will therefore be

N = {0, 1, . . .}. We focus on finite translation invariant lattices with periodic boundary

conditions. Denote by Tn = Z/nZ = {1, 2, . . . , n} the one dimensional integer torus.

We consider the zero-range process defined on the d dimensional torus, ΛL = (Tn)d,

of L = (nd) sites. For example in the one dimensional case ΛL = {1, 2, . . . , L} with

periodic boundary conditions. The state of the system is described by η = (ηx)x∈ΛL

belonging to the state space of all particle configurations

XL = {η = (ηx)x∈ΛL
: ηx ∈ N} = NΛL .

Particles jump on the lattice at a rate that depends only on the occupation number of the

departure site (zero-range). A particle jumps off site x ∈ ΛL after an exponential waiting

time with rate g(ηx) and moves to a target site y according to the probability distribution

p(x, y). We restrict our analysis to the case of homogeneous jump distributions,

p(x, y) = q(y − x) for all x, y ∈ ΛL .

Further, we assume that q(0) = 0, q is normalised, and is of finite range,∑
y∈ΛL

q(y) = 1 and q(z) = 0 if |z| > R for some R > 0 ,

where R is independent of the system size L. Also p is irreducible on ΛL so that

every particle can reach any site with positive probability. The transition rates, from

configuration η to configuration ζ, are given by,

c(η, ζ) =

g(ηx)q(y − x) if ζ = ηx→y

0 otherwise,
(2.10)

where ηx→yz = ηz − δ(z, x) + δ(z, y) and δ is the Kronecker delta. We assume that the

jump rates are strictly positive on the positive integers and have bounded variation,

sup
k∈N
|g(k + 1)− g(k)| <∞ and g(k) = 0 ⇐⇒ k = 0 . (2.11)

The infinitesimal generator of the process acting on suitable functions f is given by

(LLf)(η) =
∑

x,y∈ΛL

g(ηx)q(y − x) (f(ηx→y)− f(η)) , (2.12)
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for f ∈ Cb(XL) [2, 96]. In general the jump rates may also depend on the size of

the system (see Chapter 5), in this case we explicitly included the size dependence by

including a subscript L, gL(ηx). This defines the Markov process on the countable state

space XL as described in the previous section. The process can also be defined on an

infinite lattice under certain constraints, for details see [2, 75].

For example, if g(k) = k for all k then the zero-range process reduces to the su-

perposition of independent random walkers on ΛL. If g(k) = 1 for all k > 0 then the

zero-range process reduces to a system of L queues with mean-one exponential random

times of service.

Stationary Measures

The following summarises well known results on stationary measures of the zero-range

process, for details see [2, 42, 115]. The zero-range process with generator (2.12), on a

periodic lattice, has a family of stationary homogeneous product measures on XL which

we refer to as the grand canonical ensemble. These measures are parametrized by a

chemical potential µ ∈ R and are of the form,

νLµ [η] =
∏
x∈ΛL

νµ [ηx] where νµ [n] =
1

z(µ)
w(n)enµ. (2.13)

These exist for all µ ∈ [0, µc) where µc is the logarithmic radius of convergence of the

(single site) partition function

z(µ) =

∞∑
k=0

w(k)eµk. (2.14)

The stationary weights w are given by w(0) = 1 and

w(n) =
n∏
k=1

g(k)−1, n > 0. (2.15)

Throughout the thesis the expect value of a function f with respect to a measure ν

is denoted by ν(f) with round brackets. The grand canonical expected particle density

is a function of µ and is given by

R(µ) := νµ (η1) =

∞∑
k=0

kνµ[k] = ∂µ log z(µ) , (2.16)

which is strictly increasing and limµ→−∞R(µ) = 0. The critical density is defined by

ρc = lim
µ↗µc

R(µ) ∈ (0,∞], and condensation occurs if ρc <∞, as described in Section 2.3.

It follows from the form of the stationary weights (2.15) that the expected rate of

particles leaving any site under the grand canonical measures is given by the exponential
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of the chemical potential,

νµ (g(ηx)) =

∞∑
k=0

g(k)νµ[k] = eµ .

The expected jump rate off a site is proportional to the average stationary current, or,

in the case that the first moment
∑

z z q(z) vanishes, to the diffusivity. Therefore for

simplicity, in the rest of this thesis, current will refer to the average jump rate off a

site, which is clearly site independent under a homogeneous stationary distribution. In

the grand canonical ensemble the current is therefore simply given by

jgc(µ) = νµ (g(ηx)) = eµ . (2.17)

The zero-range process is reversible if and only if the dynamics are symmetric q(z) =

q(−z).

The process conserves the total number of particles in the system, so XL can be

partitioned into invariant subsets,

XL,N = {η ∈ ΩL |
∑
x∈ΛL

ηx = N} , (2.18)

on which the zero-range process is a finite state irreducible Markov process. So for fixed

system size L and total number of particles N the process restricted to XL,N is ergodic,

the corresponding unique stationary measures belong to the canonical ensemble and

are given by

πLN [η] := νµ[η |
∑
x∈ΛL

ηx = N ] . (2.19)

These measures are independent of µ and are given explicitly by

πLN [η] =
1

Z(L,N)

∏
x∈ΛL

w(ηx) δ
(∑
x∈Λ

ηx −N
)
,

where the canonical partition function is the finite sum

Z(L,N) =
∑

η∈XL,N

∏
x∈ΛL

w(ηx) . (2.20)

In the canonical ensemble the form of the stationary weights, Eq. (2.15), implies

that the average current is given by a ratio of partition functions,

jcan
L (N/L) := πLN (g(ηx)) =

Z(L,N − 1)

Z(L,N)
. (2.21)
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The canonical partition functions can be calculated iteratively,

Z(L,N) =
N∑
k=0

w(k)Z(L− 1, N − k) . (2.22)

Similarly we can calculate the canonical distribution of the maximum site occupation.

To this end we define the cut-off canonical partition function which counts configurations

for which the maximum site occupation is less than or equal to M ,

Q(L,N,M) =

min{M,N}∑
k=0

w(k)Q(L− 1, N − k,M) . (2.23)

This gives rise to the cumulative distribution for the maximum under the canonical

measures, and allows us to calculate

πLN

[
max
x∈ΛL

ηx = M

]
=
Q(L,N,M)−Q(L,N,M − 1)

Z(L,N)
. (2.24)

For more details see Appendix D.1.

2.2.2 Mapping to the exclusion process

The one dimensional zero-range process, on translation invariant lattices with nearest-

neighbour jumps, can be mapped onto a simple exclusion process (a model in which each

site can contain at most one particle). From the point of view of a tagged particle in the

exclusion process the systems are equivalent. This was first noticed in [50, 85], and has

been applied to the study of jamming transitions in simple traffic models [22, 53, 83].

In the simple exclusion process the local state space is E = {0, 1} where ηx = 1

is interpreted as the presence of a particle at site x ∈ Λ, and ηx = 0 an empty site.

Particles are allowed to jump to neighbouring sites on the lattice only if the target site

is empty. We consider a generalised version of the exclusion process originally introduced

in [115], where the rate that particles jump on the lattices is allowed to depend on the

entire configuration (we restrict our attention again to finite lattices). The generator of

the process is given by,

Lf(η) =
∑
x∈Λ

(
px(η)ηx(1− ηx+1) + qx+1(η)ηx+1(1− ηx)

)(
f(ηx↔y)− f(η)

)
.

where,

ηx↔yz =


ηy if z = x

ηx if z = y

ηz otherwise,

px(η) > 0, is the rate at which a particle at site x jumps to site x+ 1, given the current

configuration is η, similarly, qx(η), is the rate at which a particle jumps to the left. The
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Figure 2.1: Equivalence between a totally asymmetric zero-range process and an ex-
clusion process. The zero-range process is shown at the top, and the corresponding
exclusion dynamics are shown below. The position of holes xi in the exclusion process
corresponds to the lattice sites in the zero-range process as explained in the text.

case most relevant for applications is that of totally asymmetric dynamics on a ring, for

which qx(η) = 0 for all configurations η and x ∈ Λ.

The mapping between the zero-range and the exclusion processes, for totally asym-

metric dynamics, is shown in Figure 2.1. Lattice sites in the zero-range process are

associated with empty sites in the exclusion process, and the number of particles on a

site in the zero-range process corresponds to the number of particles adjacent to each

other in the exclusion process (‘block sizes’). More precisely the mapping is constructed

as follows. We consider a totally asymmetric zero-range process on {1, 2, . . . , L} with pe-

riodic boundary conditions and fix the total number of particles to N . This corresponds

to a totally asymmetric exclusion process of N particles, on the lattice {1, 2, . . . , L+N}.
Let xi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L+N} be the position of the i-th hole in the exclusion process, such

that x1 < x2 < . . . < xL. We fix a reference frame by tagging the first hole, so that

initially x1 = 1. The order of the particle holes is preserved by the dynamics, since

particles can not pass each other. The xi are associated with lattice sites in the zero-

range process, whose occupation number is given by the number of particles to the right

of xi in the exclusion process, that is ηi = xi+1 − xi − 1. The dynamics in the exclu-

sion process are inferred from the zero-range process. Particles in the exclusion process

jump to the right at a rate that depends on the number of particles adjacent to the

left (distance to the previous hole to the left). This corresponds to particles exiting a

‘jam’ of n particles at rate g(n) (see Figure 2.1). This means that depending on the

form of the jump rates, g(n), in the zero-range process, there may be long-range inter-

actions between particles in the exclusion process. With this interpretation zero-range

processes can be used as simple models of traffic flow [83]. It has further been observed

in [81], that condensing zero-range process can serve as effective models for domain wall

dynamics in a two-species exclusion model.
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2.2.3 Inclusion process

In this section we introduce an interacting particles system called the Inclusion Process.

This is a system of random walkers on a lattice which interact by attracting each other.

The symmetric inclusion process (SIP) was introduced in [56, 57]. It was originally

introduced as a dual process (in the sense of Definition 3.1 in [95]) to the so-called

Brownian energy process. Correlation inequalities in the SIP and the asymmetric inclu-

sion process (ASIP) were analysed in [58]. The existence of product stationary measures

under general conditions was shown in [70]. It was also shown that if the rate of particle

diffusion decreases quickly enough with system size that a condensation phenomenon

can occur under the grand canonical measures.

Definition

We consider a connected, translation invariant, lattice of L sites ΛL (as defined for

the zero-range process). Typically we have in mind the one dimensional case ΛL =

{1, 2, . . . , L} with periodic boundary conditions. The local state space for the process

is the same as for the zero-range process, namely N, so that the full state space on a

system of size L is XL = NΛL . As with the zero-range process we denote states of the

system by bold η = (ηx)x∈ΛL ∈ XL where ηx is the number of particles residing on site

x. Particles diffuse on the lattice independently (performing independent random walks)

with diffusion constant d which could depend on the size of the system. As well as the

diffusion dynamics particles also attract each other, every particle at site x attracts all

particles at site y with rate p(x, y). This is the so-called ‘inclusion’ attraction. The

dynamics on a finite lattice ΛL are defined by the generator acting on bounded test

functions f : XL → R,

LLf(η) =
∑

x,y∈ΛL

ηx(dL + ηy)p(x, y) (f(ηx→y)− f(η)) . (2.25)

As before, the p(x, y) are transition probabilities of a finite range irreducible random walk

on the lattice such that p(x, x) = 0. The diffusion parameter dL determines the relative

strength of the diffusion (random walk) compared to the attraction. Large d corresponds

to strong diffusion and weak attraction, and small d vice versa. If p(x, y) = p(y, x) the

process is called the symmetric inclusion process (SIP), otherwise it is referred to as

the asymmetric inclusion process (ASIP). Note that a construction of the dynamics on

infinite lattices is not covered by previous results on zero-range processes due to the

quadratic term in the jump rates.

Stationary Measures

For the symmetric case (SIP), stationary product measures were found in [58]. These

results were generalised in [70] to the existence of product stationary measures under

the conditions;
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(a) The random walk p(x, y) is doubly stochastic,∑
j∈ΛL

(p(i, j)− p(j, k)) = 0 for all i, k ∈ ΛL . (2.26)

(b) The random walk p(x, y) is reversible with respect to some measure λ(i),

λ(i)p(i, j) = λ(j)p(j, i) for all i, j ∈ ΛL . (2.27)

As before we focus on finite translation invariant lattices ΛL which are subsets of Zd

with periodic boundary conditions. We also restrict the dynamics to having a homoge-

neous, irreducible jump distribution,

p(x, y) = q(y − x) for q : ΛL → R+ with bounded support ,

and
∑

z∈ΛL
q(z) = 1. Then the condition in (2.26) implies that there exists a family of

homogeneous product stationary measures, referred to as the grand canonical ensem-

ble. These measures are products of the single site marginals, which can be expressed

in terms of the single site weights, and are parametrized by a chemical potential µ ∈ R,

νLµ [η] =
∏
x∈ΛL

νµ [ηx] where νµ [n] =
1

z(µ)
w(n)enµ. (2.28)

These exist for all µ ∈ [0, µc) where µc is the logarithmic radius of convergence of the

(single site) partition function

z(µ) =

∞∑
k=0

w(k)eµk. (2.29)

The stationary weights w are given by,

w(n) =
Γ(dL + n)

n!Γ(dL)
. (2.30)

It follows from the properties of the gamma function that the single site weights obey

the following recursion relation,

w(n+ 1) =
dL + n

n+ 1
w(n) . (2.31)

As observed for the zero-range process the average particle density under the grand

canonical measures is a function of the chemical potential, and is given in the usual way

as,

R(µ) := νµ (η1) =

∞∑
k=0

kνµ[k] = ∂µ log z(µ) , (2.32)
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Just as for the zero-range process the average jump rate off a site is proportional to

the average current (or diffusivity for symmetric dynamics). By convention we call the

average jump rate off a site the current, and under the grand canonical measures this

is given by,

jgc(µ) = νµ

ηx ∑
y∈ΛL

(dL + ηy)q(y − x)

 = R(µ) (R(µ) + dL) . (2.33)

The inclusion process clearly conserves the total number of particles, as the zero-range

process does. By assumption, the underlying random walk the particles perform is

irreducible, and by construction, the rate of particles exiting a site is zero if and only if

the number of particles on the site is zero. So the dynamics restricted to initial conditions

with N particles are irreducible on the finite canonical state space given by (2.18), and

therefore ergodic. The unique stationary distributions are, again, called the canonical

measures and are given by the conditioned reference measures (see Section 2.2.1),

πLN [η] = νLµ [η |
∑
x∈ΛL

ηx = N ]

=
1

Z(L,N)

∏
x∈ΛL

w(ηx) δ
(∑
x∈Λ

ηx −N
)
,

where the canonical partition function has the same form as (2.20).

As discussed in Section 2.2.1 the canonical partition function, and the truncated

version, can both be calculated efficiently using an iterative procedure (see Appendix

D.1). However, unlike the zero-range process, there is no simple relation between the

average current under the canonical measures and the partition function. The canonical

current is given by,

jcan(N/L) = πLN

ηx ∑
y∈ΛL

(dL + ηy)q(x− y)

 . (2.34)

Since stationary measures conditioned on a fixed number of particles are not product

measures this quantity is difficult to calculate.

2.2.4 Generalisations

In this section we summarize generalisations of the above systems which could in prin-

ciple be analysed by the same methods developed in this thesis.

Several particle species

Interacting particle systems with several conservation laws can show very rich critical

behaviour (see [46, 113] and references therein). In view of this the zero-range process

has been generalised to a model with two conserved particle species [65, 72]. These have

several applications, including in shaken granular media with several particle sizes, and
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in growing and re-wiring networks with directed edges. The dynamics are defined such

that jump rates of each particle off a site depend on the occupation numbers of each of

the species on that site. Due to this interaction a condensation in one particle species

can be induced by another particles species.

Although the focus of this thesis is on a single particle species for each model, the

methods described in Chapter 3 could be extended to several particle species, in the case

that there exist stationary product distributions. Fortunately, provided the dynamics

satisfy certain constraints, there exist product measures for the multiple species zero-

range process. For the case of two particle species the local state space becomes N2,

and the state at site x ∈ Λ is given by ηx = (η1
x, η

2
x), where η1

x is the number of ‘type

1’ particles on site x and η2
x the number of ‘type 2’. It has been shown [46, 67], that

the zero-range process has product stationary measures if the jump rates of the type 1

particles, g1, and type 2, g2, satisfy

g1

(
(η1
x, η

2
x)
)
g2

(
(η1
x, η

2
x − 1)

)
= g2

(
(η1
x, η

2
x)
)
g1

(
(η1
x − 1, η2

x)
)
.

Mass transport processes

A natural extension of the zero-range process is to allow the jump rates to depend on

the occupancy of more than a single site. In the physics literature, such models, which

have dynamics that conserve the total number of particles on the lattice, are referred

to as ‘urn models’, as reviewed in [62]. These models are typically defined by an energy

function which is the sum of local contributions, and the dynamics are assumed to

satisfy detailed balance with respect to a corresponding stationary measure. A more

direct generalisation of the zero-range dynamics is to allow the jump rates to depend on

both the occupancy of the departure site and the target site. Such a class of processes

was introduced in the mathematical literature as ‘Misanthrope’ processes [26]. They still

exhibit product stationary measures, provided the jump rates satisfy certain constraints.

On a translation invariant subset of Zd, in which particles jump from site x to site y at

rate g(ηx, ηx+y) q(y− x), sufficient conditions for product stationary measures are given

by,

g(i, j)

g(j + 1, i− 1)
=

g(i, 0)g(1, j)

g(j + 1, 0)g(1, i− 1)
for i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0

and p(z) = p(−z) for all z ∈ Zd;

or g(i, j)− g(j, i) = g(i, 0)− g(j, 0) for i, j ≥ 0 .

Note that the inclusion process is in fact part of this family.

Another natural extension of the zero-range process is to allow for the movement

of more than a single particle in each transition. Evans et al. [48] proposed such a

generalisation of the zero-range process, called a ‘Mass Transport Model’. The model

includes the case of continuous local state space, where ηx ∈ R+ is associated with

the mass on site x. The dynamics are defined by a probability distribution, ϕ(m|ηx),
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on the mass m that leaves a site given the current occupation is ηx. Necessary and

sufficient conditions for the existence of product stationary measures in these processes

have been investigated [49, 63, 132]. It turns out the system still exhibits product

stationary measures, provided the jump rates satisfy certain constraints. For the totally

asymmetric case in one dimension and with discrete mass, where a mass m jumps from

site x to site x+1 with rate g(m|ηx), a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence

of product stationary measures is given by,

g(m|ηx) =
f(m)w(ηx −m)

w(ηx)
,

where f and w are non-negative functions (it turns out that the w are the corresponding

single site weights). This result has been generalised to higher dimensions in [63] and

to continuous mass in [49, 132].

Another class of continuous mass models, with unbounded local state space, is given

by a system of interacting diffusions called the Brownian energy process and the related

Brownian Momentum process [57]. These are lattice systems with local state space give

by R+. It turns out that the Brownian energy process is dual (in the sense of Liggett

[95] Definition 3.1) to the inclusion process defined in Section 2.2.3. It has been observed

that these systems can also exhibit a condensation transition [70]. The generator of the

Brownian energy process is given by

LLf(η) =
∑

x,y∈ΛL

p(x, y)ηxηy

(
∂

∂ηx
− ∂

∂ηy

)2

− dLp(x, y)(ηx − ηy)
(

∂

∂ηx
− ∂

∂ηy

)
,

for η ∈ RΛL
+ and dL and p as in Section 2.2.3.

2.3 Equivalence of ensembles and condensation

A condensation transition is said to occur when a non-zero fraction of all the par-

ticles typically accumulate on a single lattice site (or vanishing volume fraction). This

phenomenon has been the subject of recent research interest, as an interesting class

of phase transitions that can occur even in one dimensional systems. As suggested in

Section 2.2.2, condensation transitions in particle systems with unbounded local state

space can be interpreted as ‘jamming’ transitions in exclusion models with long-range

interactions. To be more specific we discuss details of the transition in the context of

the homogeneous zero-range process, however this class of transitions is not restricted to

this model (as is observed in Chapter 6). Condensation due to spatial inhomogeneities

has been studied for zero-range processes in [9, 45], in relation to jamming in exclusion

models [87], and in models with a single defect site [3].

Condensation can occur in a homogeneous zero-range process if the jump rates g(n)

asymptotically decay with the number of particles n. In terms of the exclusion process

representation in Section 2.2.2 this would correspond to long range dependence of the
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jump rates. A prototypical model with rates

g(n) = 1 +
b

nγ
for n = 1, 2, . . . (2.35)

has been introduced in [42], where condensation occurs for parameter values γ ∈ (0, 1),

b > 0 or γ = 1, and b > 2. If the particle density ρ exceeds a critical value ρc, the

system phase separates into a homogeneous background (fluid phase) with density ρc

and a condensate (condensed phase), where the excess particles accumulate on a single

randomly located lattice site. This transition has been established on a rigorous level in

a series of papers [4, 5, 69, 80] for the thermodynamic limit, as well as on a finite system

as the total number of particles diverges [52]. Dynamic aspects of the transition such as

equilibration and coarsening [59, 69] and the stationary dynamics of the condensate [61]

are well understood heuristically. For the latter first rigorous results have been achieved

recently [8]. In this work it was shown that on a finite system as the particle number

diverges the time dependent location of the condensate converges to an effective Markov

process, and they were able to calculate the transition rates in the case of reversible

dynamics.

2.3.1 Equivalence of ensembles

By choice of the jump rates (2.35) the grand canonical single site partition function z(µ)

(see (2.14)) turns out to converge on the boundary of its domain, and its first derivative

is finite. This implies that the average density under the grand canonical measures is in-

creasing on (−∞, µc] and ρc = R(µc) <∞ (see (2.16)). So the grand canonical measures

exist only for densities up to (and including) ρc, and product stationary distributions

do not exist with higher average density. The grand canonical measure with average

density ρc is referred to as the ‘critical measure’, and the critical single site marginals

decay sub-exponentially,

lim
n→∞

1

n
log νµc [n] = 0 .

Since R(µ) is strictly increasing on (−∞, µc] it is invertible, and we denote the inverse by

µ(ρ) (with slight abuse of notation). In this way we can parametrise the grand canonical

measures by densities ρ ∈ [0, ρc]. We extend this function to higher densities by fixing

the chemical potential constant at µc,

µ̄(ρ) =

µ(ρ) for ρ ≤ ρc
µc for ρ > ρc .

(2.36)

The first rigorous results on the equivalence of ensembles were given in [69]. This can

be stated in terms of the relative entropy (see Appendix A) as in the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.7. Let µ̄ be defined as in (2.36). Then the specific relative entropy between

πLbρLc and νLµ̄(ρ) asymptotically vanishes,

lim
L→∞

1

L
H(πLbρLc | ν

L
µ̄(ρ)) = 0 .

For x ∈ R+ we denote the largest integer less than x by bxc (the integer floor).

Proof. See proof of Theorem 1 in [69].

Convergence in relative entropy implies weak convergence of the canonical measures to

the grand canonical measure on finitely many lattice sites. We generalise this concept of

equivalence of ensembles in Chapter 3 in order to deal with more refined scaling limits

and generalized models with size-dependent parameters. This result implies that below

ρc the canonical measures converge locally to the grand canonical measures. Above the

critical density the canonical measures converge locally to a product of the critical grand

canonical marginals, with density ρc, and the excess mass accumulates on a vanishing

volume fraction.

2.3.2 Condensation

Further to the equivalence of ensembles and phase separation, it has been proved that

the condensed phase occupies only a single lattice site [69] which is located uniformly at

random on the lattice and typically contains all of the excess mass. The result can be

stated in terms of the normalised maximum site occupation which satisfies a weak law

of large numbers,

ML :=
1

L
max
x∈ΛL

ηx
πLbρLc−−−→ (ρ− ρc) as L→∞ ,

where
πLbρLc−−−→ denotes convergence in probability, i.e.

πLbρLc [|ML − (ρ− ρc)| > ε]→ 0 as L→∞ .

The equivalence of ensembles in the case of supercritical densities ρ > ρc, for the bulk

of the system after removing the maximum component was strengthened by Armendáriz

and Loulakis [4] (with partial results already in [80]). Here it was shown that, after

removing the condensate, the canonical measure converges in total variation to the

critical grand canonical measures on the rest of the system. This result was first shown

for a fixed number of sites as the total number of particles diverges [52]. To state the

result we define the cut operator that removes the maximum occupied site, C : XL →
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XL−1,

(C(η))x =

ηx if x < i(η),

ηx+1 if x ≥ i(η) ,
(2.37)

where i(η) is the (smallest) index of the lattice site containing the maximum. Then the

strong form of equivalence of ensembles above the critical density can be stated as,

For each ρ > ρc,
∥∥∥πLbρLc ◦ C−1 − νL−1

µc

∥∥∥
T.V.
→ 0 as L→∞ ,

where ‖·‖T.V. is the total variation norm, defined in (A.4). This gives rise to fluctuations

of the maximum, which have already been studied in [80], heuristically in [59], and

using saddle point calculations in [47]. It has been shown that in the condensed regime

ρ > ρc, if the critical grand canonical measure has finite variance, the fluctuations of the

maximum are Gaussian, otherwise they are given by a completely asymmetric stable law.

For ρ ≤ ρc the fluctuations are given by standard extreme value statistics for maxima

of independent random variables [47], and the transition between different distributions

at the critical point has been studied recently in [5].

2.4 Metastability

Metastability is a generic dynamic phenomenon that is typically observed in the presence

of first order phase transitions. Classical examples being the existence of supersaturated

vapour at the liquid-gas transition of water, and magnetic systems with magnetization

opposite to the external field. Metastability is rather well understood on a heuristic level,

however a mathematically rigorous description is an active field in modern probability

theory and mathematical physics. Several different approaches are summarized in [107],

Chapter 4 and [17, 36]. Metastability is characterised by the existence of two or more

well separated time scales. On a fast time scale the system relaxes to an apparently

stable state and appears to be in equilibrium, but in fact only explores a significantly

restricted portion of the phase space. On a much longer time scale, a spontaneous

fluctuation or external perturbation, causes the system to escape from the restricted

state space and quickly relax to another stable state. In the models we study the origin

of the perturbation that triggers the transition is the randomness in the underlying

dynamics.

We are typically interested in the limiting behaviour of finite state irreducible Markov

processes as the system size grows. In this case we have unique stationary measures

for each canonical system. However, we observe that for suitable initial conditions, the

system may behave as if it were described by another stationary distribution, until on the

larger time scale it tunnels to a globally stable state. There are, therefore, two aspects

of the metastability phenomena that are relevant. Firstly, the concentration points of

the stationary measure and corresponding bottle necks that give rise to the metastable

states. We characterize these rigorously in terms of local minima (and maxima) of large
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Figure 2.2: Free energy landscape with a double well.

deviation rate functions for the relevant observable, which in case of condensation is the

maximum site occupation ML. This large deviation rate function has the interpretation

of the usual free energy function in equilibrium statistical mechanics, such as in van

der Walls-Maxwell theory (see for example [107, 109]). Secondly, the dynamics that

describe the metastable switching on the reduced state space of local minima. This is in

general a much more challenging problem to treat rigorously, and here we make heuristic

arguments to derive the relevant time scales and typical paths for transitions between

metastable states. We outline our approach below.

In this thesis we define metastable states by local minima of the free energy func-

tion (large deviation rate functions defined in Section 3), and observe the following

characterizing features:

1. The lifetime is very large in the sense that a system that starts in this minimum

will take a long time to escape.

2. The decay from metastable states (local, non-global minima) to the globally stable

states is irreversible in the sense that the scale of the return time is larger than

the decay time.

3. The (normalised) escape time from the metastable states is asymptotically expo-

nentially distributed so the coarse grained system (the dynamics on the metastable

states) is asymptotically Markovian.

This is in direct analogy with metastability in equilibrium systems, in particular those

with long range interactions, where metastable states are associated with local minima

of the free energy (see Chapter 4 in [107]).
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The relevant time scales associated with the metastable states can be predicted

heuristically in terms of an Arrhenius law [82]. Based on a simple diffusion approxima-

tion in the potential given by the free energy landscape, one finds that the escape rate

out of a valley grows exponentially with the system size, with rate given by the height

of the barrier. For example in Fig. 2.2 the expected time to escape from valley A grows

with system size L as,

E[τL] ∼ eL∆2 .

This is essentially the result of a Laplace approximation, and a detailed calculation is

given in Section 4.5. This long time scale diverges with the system size, and the asymp-

totic rescaled transition times are found to be exponential random variables. Heuris-

tically, one can argue that the exit times will be exponentially distributed based on a

simple renewal argument. Starting in the valley with minimum A, the relaxation time

scale inside the valley is much smaller than the time scale associated with the escape

from the valley. Therefore the mean time to escape is independent of the initial starting

point in the valley, and the process will return to the minimum of the valley many times

before it finally exits. So the return times to the point A are independent identically dis-

tributed (i.i.d.) random variables, and the probability of escaping between each return

is constant. The eventual escape from the valley is therefore happening after a geometric

number of independent ‘trials’, and the scaled exit time will therefore be exponential,

τL
E[τL]

∼ Exp(1) .

This leads to an effective Markovian description of the system on a highly reduced

state space, defined by the points of local minima of the free energy function (or large

deviation rate function).

We may also predict the typical path that the process takes conditioned on escap-

ing from a metastable state, based on similar scaling arguments that give rise to the

Arrhenius law. We assume that relevant observables, such as the macroscopic size of

the maximum site occupation ML, change by a microscopic amount (an amount that is

decreasing with the system size) when a single particle moves, and that the stationary

large deviations are described by a free energy landscape F . Then, the dynamics of

such an observable on the large (tunneling) time scale τL are approximated by a dif-

fusive process in a potential that is given by F . We may write this approximation in

differential form as

dML(t/τL) = −∇F (ML(t/τL))dt+ εLdBt . (2.38)

Here εL is a small parameter that results from taking a diffusive scaling limit, as the

system size and large time scale diverge, and Bt is a Brownian motion (or white noise).

The large deviations in such a system, around the deterministic solution (without the

white noise), are well understood since the pioneering work of Freidlin and Wentzell

on metastability in dynamical systems with small random perturbations [100]. In this
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context they were able to derive a large deviation principles on path space. It was

shown that the measure on path space induced by this process satisfies a large deviation

principle with speed ε−2
L and rate function (or ‘action’),

A(ψ) =
1

2

∫ T

0

∣∣∣ψ̇(s)−∇F (ψ(s))
∣∣∣ ds .

This defines a minimum action principle for the probability of observing a certain path

ML(t/τL) = ψ(t) between metastable states. Roughly speaking this result states that

the most likely exit path from one metastable state to another is given by the steepest

accent/decent path over the lowest saddle point between the two states. This result

gives rise to the typical path observed in Section 5.4. A rigorous path-wise treatment of

metastability in stochastic particle systems was also introduced in [23] which is based

on an analysis of empirical averages along typical trajectories.

We introduce a class of restricted ensembles as a tool to calculate non convex rate

functions in Section 3 (for a review of methods of calculating non convex rate functions,

including by restricted ensembles, see [119]). These also give rise to generalisations of

thermodynamic functions such as the grand canonical pressure, which in many cases

correspond to the analytic extension of such functions. These in turn can be associated

with metastable states in the canonical system. It is natural to consider the station-

ary measures restricted to the valleys that define the metastable states. A analogous

approach by Penrose and Lebowitz [109],[108] gives rise to rigorous results in the case

of van der Waals-Maxwell theory. The restricted ensembles also have a dynamical in-

terpretation, in that on the time scale that the system remains in a metastable state

it behaves (asymptotically on a large system) as if the stationary measures were given

by the grand canonical measures restricted to that valley. In this way we may identify

metastable distributions to the valleys in terms of restricted measures.

This is one of the simplest choices to associate measures with metastable states and

is sufficient for our heuristic approach. Recently, so-called quasi stationary distributions

have been connected with metastable states in a rigorous approach [10]. These distri-

butions are stationary for a process which is conditioned on not leaving the metastable

state. This dynamic definition on path space makes quasi-stationary distributions hard

to compute explicitly, but they have a few nice properties which are advantageous in

rigorous approaches (see e.g. [51]).

Our large deviation estimates and insight into the dynamics could help to formulate

a rigorous treatment of dynamic aspects of metastability in these systems. Currently the

most promising methods for a rigorous treatment, in the case of reversible systems, is

provided by a potential theoretic approach developed in [18, 19], using systematically the

concept of capacities to prove sharp estimates on transition times between metastable

states. This has been applied to describe metastability in disordered spin systems or

kinetic Ising models (see [20] and references therein). Recently, the metastable dynam-

ics of the condensate in zero-range condensation restricted to finite lattices has been

addressed using these technique [7, 8].
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Chapter 3

Entropy methods and equivalence

of ensembles

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we introduce a general approach for understanding the role of finite

size effects and metastability in interacting particle systems that exhibit a condensation

transition. We use techniques from large deviation theory to prove results on equivalence

of ensembles as well as finding the saddle point landscape that describes the distribution

of the maximum site occupation. This landscape allows us to calculate the relevant time

scales, of the metastable motion of the condensate, and the switching between fluid and

condensed states. We apply these techniques to three examples in the following chapters;

finite-size effects in the standard condensing zero-range process [25], a size-dependent

zero-range process introduced in [66] and the recently introduced inclusion process [70].

We adopt a large deviation and entropy approach to the equivalence of ensembles

similar to that of the work by Lewis, Pfister and Sullivan [90, 91, 92, 93]. However, we

consider canonical (conditioned) measures for which we condition on the density being a

specific value rather than conditioning on density ‘shells’. We focus on such point-wise

conditioning because these correspond physically to the asymptotic long time behaviour

of a finite system prepared with a fixed number of particles, rather than fixing the

number of particles to be in some range. This is also a more natural restriction for

simulating the process. Due to the point-wise nature of the condition, we use local limit

results to strengthen the large deviation estimates.

We also extend the equivalence of ensembles results to cover equivalence between the

canonical measures and restricted grand canonical measures. The restricted ensemble

shares the advantages of the grand canonical ensembles to be of product form, so that it

is much easier to analyse than the canonical measures themselves. Restricted ensembles

have been introduced previously, for example in [108, 109], as a tool to calculate the

analytic extension of thermodynamic functions related to metastable decay rates. They

have also been used as a tool to study thermodynamic properties of glassy systems [37]

and metastable dynamics [107]. We show that the restricted ensemble is intimately
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related to the large deviations of the maximum. It turns out that the rate functions

associated with the large deviations of the maximum site occupation are straightforward

to calculate given this relationship with the restricted ensembles. The full canonical

entropy density can then be calculated by a contraction principle. This leads to a full

description of the equivalence of ensembles.

We observe that for high particle densities the canonical entropy density is given

by the sum of a contribution due to a homogeneous background (fluid phase) and a

contribution due to a single site carrying a macroscopic proportion of the total mass

(condensed phase), which is attributed to the phase separation explained in Section 2.3.2.

These results are in many ways analogous to droplet formation in spin systems such as

the Ising model [11, 12]. However, in that case there are boundary terms associated

with the typical geometry of the droplet (known as the Wulff-shape [38]), whereas due

to the product nature of the stationary measures there is no interface contribution to

the entropy density in our models.

The results in this chapter generalise previous work on the equivalence and non-

equivalence of ensembles, using entropy methods, in systems with product stationary

measures such as in [69]. We also extend previous results by finding the full potential

landscape for the maximum under the canonical measures, which is important in con-

densing systems and characterises the metastable behaviour (for example see Chapter

5). The results also cover scaling regimes, different from the thermodynamic limit, so

allowing for a systematic analysis of finite-size effects (see Chapter 4).

The large deviation and entropy methods in statistical mechanics are typically ap-

plied to models with compact state space, for example {−1, 1}, however we focus on a

unbounded (hence non-compact) local state space N = {0, 1, . . .}. This gives rise to the

possibility of non-concave canonical entropy densities that are not equal to the neces-

sarily concave grand canonical entropy densities. The method we adopt for calculating

the non-concave entropies, namely contracting on the maximum site occupation, is par-

ticularly suited to these systems because the breakdown of equivalence of ensembles is

associated with a macroscopic number of particles accumulating on a single lattice site.

This fits into a general class of methods for calculating non-concave entropies, known as

the micro-canonical contraction [119]. Another method, which can also give rise to the

full canonical entropy density, is to introduce a generalised grand canonical distribution

[28, 29, 30]. However, this is much less suited to the case of condensation discussed here,

and does not give rise to the free energy landscape of the maximum under the canonical

measures.
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3.2 Definitions

3.2.1 State space and reference measures

In this section we set some more specific notation that will be used in the rest of thesis

with a particular emphasis on a flexible notion of scales which will be different for the

particular applications in later Chapters.

We consider systems whose local state space E = N, which we endow with the Borel

σ-algebra. The results of this chapter can also be extended to systems with continuous

local state space R+ with only a small amount of extra work, see the discussion in

Section 3.6. We consider an increasing sequence of lattices ΛL of Zd such that |ΛL| = L.

For example in applications we often consider the one dimensional lattice of L sites

ΛL = {1, 2, . . . , L} ⊂ Z. The product space XL is then endowed with the standard

product σ-algebra FΛL . As before, for a given site x ∈ ΛL we interpret an element of

the local state space ηx ∈ Xx as the number of particles on site x and a full configuration

on ΛL is given by η = (ηx)x∈ΛL ∈ XL.

We assume that there exists a sequence of reference probability measures such that

(XL,FΛL , ν
L) is a probability space. In general νL is a stationary measure of the pro-

cess of interest defined on XL, however this section is presented independently of any

dynamics and we see in the following chapters how these results can be applied to var-

ious interacting particle systems. We assume throughout that the reference measure is

product and permutation invariant, and we may therefore express νL as a product of

single site marginals,

νL[η] =
∏
x∈ΛL

ν[ηx] , ∀η ∈ XL . (3.1)

These marginals may still depend on the size of the system, and in this case we stress

the dependence with a subscript L, ν = νL.

Let SL : XL → R+ be a sequence of random variables corresponding to the empirical

density of a state or the empirical rescaled density. We equip R+ with the standard Borel

σ-algebra so that all test functions we consider, including SL, are measurable functions.

The density is defined on a scale bL →∞ as L→∞.

Definition 3.1 (Empirical density). SL : XL → R+ is the empirical density on a scale

(bL), such that bL →∞ as L→∞,

SL(η) =
1

bL

∑
x∈ΛL

ηx .

(bL) represents the rate at which we consider the total mass in the system
∑

x∈ΛL
ηx

to be increasing with the system size L. In the normal thermodynamic limit bL = L and

SL is the total number of particles divided by the system size. However, the methods in

this chapter apply to rather general bL and also to re-centred (not necessarily positive)
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versions of SL. This is discussed at the end of this chapter 3.6 and applied to the scaling

limit studied in Chapter 4.

3.2.2 Grand canonical (tilted) measures

In this section we introduce the exponentially tilted measures which remain of product

form and are normally referred to as the grand canonical measures. Under the grand

canonical measures the average of SL is fixed by a conjugate parameter µ called the

chemical potential. We define the pressure in terms of the Laplace transform of the

random variable SL.

Let (aL) be a sequence of positive real numbers diverging to +∞ as L → ∞. We

refer to (aL) as the thermodynamic scale, it is the scale on which we find large deviations

of the density SL under the reference measure, which gives rise to the canonical entropy

density (see Section 3.2.4). In the usual thermodynamic limit this scale is given by the

total volume of the system, aL = L. It turns out that aL � L may give rise to more

refined results on the equivalence of ensembles (see Section 3.3 for more details).

Definition 3.2 (Grand canonical pressure). At the thermodynamic scale (aL) the grand

canonical pressure p : R→ R ∪ {−∞,∞} is given by the scaled generating function,

p(µ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
eaLµSL

)
(3.2)

= lim
L→∞

1

aL
log

∑
η∈XL

eaLµSL(η)νL[η] . (3.3)

The extended real valued function p is assumed to always exist, but is not necessarily

finite. The essential domain of p is given by,

Dp = {µ ∈ R : p(µ) ∈ R} . (3.4)

For all µ ∈ Dp, we have

0 < νL
(
eaLµSL

)
<∞

for all L sufficiently large. For these values of the chemical potential we define the grand

canonical measures.

Definition 3.3 (Grand canonical measures). For µ ∈ Dp,

νLµ [η] =
eaLµSL(η)

νL (eaLµSL)
νL[η] . (3.5)

The grand canonical measures are absolutely continuous with respect to the reference

measures and their density is given by,

dνLµ
dνL

(η) =
eaLµSL(η)

νL (eµaLSL)
. (3.6)
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The grand canonical measures share the product nature of the reference measures, and

their marginals are the same for all sites. So we can write them in terms of their single

site marginals such that νL =
∏
x∈ΛL

νL,µ where,

νL,µ[ηx] =
e(aLb

−1
L µ)ηx

νL

(
e(aLb

−1
L µ)η1

)νL[ηx] . (3.7)

The normalisation in Definition 3.3 is called the grand canonical partition function and

the normalisation for the single site marginals is called the single site grand canonical

partition function.

Definition 3.4 (Grand canonical partition function). For µ ∈ Dp,

Z(L, µ) = νL
(
eaLµSL

)
(3.8)

= (zL(µ))L (3.9)

where the single site grand canonical partition function is given by the exponential

moment

zL(µ) = νL

(
e(aLb

−1
L µ)η1

)
. (3.10)

Notice that for the standard results on equivalence ensembles in the thermodynamic

limit we have aL = L and bL = L and these two terms cancel in the previous definition

of the single site partition function. The grand canonical pressure can be rewritten in

terms of the grand canonical partition functions,

p(µ) = lim
L→∞

L

aL
log zL(µ) .

We denote the pressure on a finite system as

pL(µ) =
L

aL
log zL(µ) . (3.11)

Notice that the expected value of the empirical density SL under the grand canonical

measures is given by the first derivative of the pressure, ∂µpL(µ) = νLµ (SL).

In applications SL is conserved by the microscopic dynamics. It follows that if the

reference measures are stationary then so are the grand canonical measures, since they

have density with respect to reference measures that is only a function of SL.

3.2.3 Restricted grand canonical measures

In this section we introduce the restricted ensembles which are given by conditioning

the grand canonical measures on a certain local restriction. The conditioning is done in

such a way as to preserve the product nature of the measures, however these measures

are in general not stationary for the underlying microscopic dynamics in applications.
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The idea of restricted ensembles in the study of metastability was first discussed in the

rigorous treatment of metastable states in van der Waals-Maxwell theory [109]. They

have also been applied to finding the analytic continuation of thermodynamic functions,

as they relate to metastability, in [108]. More recently the idea has been applied to the

study of the equations of state for a model of glass [37].

We find that it is natural to restrict the grand canonical measures to configurations

for which the maximum site occupation is less than some cut-off value. This restriction

is always made on the same scale as we defined the empirical density, namely (bL). We

therefore introduce the following random variable that gives the macroscopic size of the

maximum single site occupation number.

Definition 3.5. On the same scale (bL) as in Definition 3.1 we let,

ML(η) =
1

bL
max
x∈ΛL

ηx . (3.12)

We define the restricted grand canonical pressures as the scaled cumulant generating

function of SL under νL[η | ML ≤ mL]. It turns out that these are analytic extensions

of the grand canonical pressures, see Corollary 3.9.

Definition 3.6 (Restricted pressure). Fix a sequence mL such that mL → m ∈ R.

At the thermodynamic scale (aL) the restricted grand canonical pressure pm : R →
R ∪ {−∞,∞} is given by the scaled cumulant generating function,

pm(µ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
eaLµSL1ML≤mL

)
(3.13)

It turns out that under fairly weak assumptions the limit is independent of details of

the sequence mL → m and depends only on m (see assumptions in Section 3.4.1). We

may now define the restricted grand canonical measures.

Definition 3.7 (Restricted ensemble). For a sequence mL → m and for µ ∈ Dpm ,

ν̄Lµ,m[η] = νLµ [η |ML ≤ mL]

=
eaLµSL(η)1{ML≤mL}(η)

νL
(
eaLµSL1{ML≤mL}

) νL[η]

=
∏
x∈ΛL

νL[ηx]e(aLb
−1
L )ηx

z̄L,m(µ)
1{ηx≤mLbL}(ηx) , (3.14)

where the single site normalisation is given by z̄L,m(µ) = νL

(
e(aLb

−1
L )η11{ηx≤mLbL}(η1)

)
.

We write,

ν̄Lm = ν̄L0,m .

Equation (3.14) shows that ν̄Lµ,m is absolutely continuous with respect to both the

reference measures and the grand canonical measure. Note that the restriction on the

maximum being less than mLbL is equivalent to restricting each site to contain no more
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than mLbL particles, which is a local restriction, so the measures remain of product

form. It follows that the partition function for the restricted ensemble is simply given

by the product of the single L site normalisations

z̄Lm(µ) = νL
(
eaLµSL1{ML≤mL}

)
= (z̄L,m(µ))L where,

z̄L,m(µ) =

mLbL∑
k=0

νL[k]e(aLb
−1
L )k . (3.15)

The expected value of the density under the restricted grand canonical measures is given

by the first derivative of the restricted pressure on a finite system,

1

aL
∂µ log z̄Lm(µ) =

L

aL
∂µ log z̄L,m(µ) = ν̄Lµ,m (SL) .

3.2.4 Canonical (conditioned) measures

In applications we choose SL such that it is conserved by the microscopic dynamics. In

this case the state space decomposes into non-communicating subsets on which SL is

constant,

XL
ρL

= {η ∈ XL | SL(η) = ρL} . (3.16)

The microscopic dynamics are ergodic on this reduced state space since the jump process

is assumed to be irreducible. The unique stationary measures are given by the reference

measures conditioned on SL and are normally referred to as the canonical measures.

The canonical measures have correlations that are not present in the grand canonical

measures due to the conditioning. This makes them more difficult to study, which is

one motivation for seeking rigorous results on equivalence of ensembles.

We may condition νL on SL being in a measurable set C for which νL[S−1
L (C)] > 0,

πLC [η] = νL[η | S−1
L (C)] . (3.17)

In general we consider a sequence of such sets (CL) for each lattice size L, this sequence

must satisfy certain properties in order that we may apply the large deviations approach

discussed in this section (following [91, 92, 93] we call such sequences LD-regular, see

Appendix C). In the mathematical literature C =
⋂
L C̄L is typically taken to be a

non-empty open interval in R (for example see [90]). However, for us it is most natural

to condition on the density being a given value, since the canonical measure then corre-

sponds to the typical long time limiting behaviour that is observed when starting from

a fixed number of particles on a fixed system size (in the sense of the ergodic theorem

[106]). This is also the case that is most straightforward to simulate and corresponds

most closely to the physical situation that one would like to describe. We therefore

restrict the following analysis to this situation. It turns out that this case is more diffi-
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cult to approach rigorously since the most direct way of showing the sequence of sets is

LD-regular, based on convexity arguments, relies on C having non-empty interior.

νL◦S−1
L is a lattice distribution for which the lattice spacing tends to zero as L→∞,

that is,

νL[SL = a] > 0 ⇐⇒ a ∈ 1

bL
N = {0, 1/bL, 2/bL, . . .} .

For the canonical measures to be well defined we must condition on events with positive

probability under the reference measure. Therefore we can only condition on sequences

of densities (ρL) such that for each system size ρLbL ∈ N, that is the total number of

particles must be an natural number. Clearly for each ρ ∈ R there exists a sequence

that satisfies this condition and converges to ρ as L → ∞; for example we may choose

ρL = bρLc/L.

Definition 3.8 (Canonical measures). For a sequence (ρL) satisfying,

ρL ∈
1

bL
N and lim

L→∞
ρL = ρ , (3.18)

we define the canonical measures,

πLρ [η] = νL[η | SL(η) = ρL] . (3.19)

It turns out that under fairly weak assumptions (see Section 3.4.1) the limiting

behaviour of the canonical measures is independent of the details of the sequence (ρL),

and depends only on the limit ρ. We therefore tend to drop the subscript L on the

density when writing the canonical measures.

The canonical measures are absolutely continuous with respect to reference measure

and their density is given by,

dπLρ
dνL

(η) =
1S−1

L (ρL)(η)

νL[S−1
L (ρL)]

. (3.20)

Since the measures are defined on a countable state space we can re-write (3.20) as,

πLρ [η] =
νL[η] 1S−1

L (ρL)(η)

νL[S−1
L (ρL)]

. (3.21)

The normalisation constant in (3.20) is called the canonical partition function.

Definition 3.9 (Canonical partition function). For ρL as in definition 3.8,

Z(L, ρL) = νL[S−1
L (ρL)] =

∑
η∈XL

νL[η] 1S−1
L (ρL)(η) (3.22)

We can also define restricted versions of the canonical ensemble in the same way as

we defined the restricted grand canonical ensemble.
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Definition 3.10 (Restricted canonical measures). For mL → m ∈ R+ we define the

restricted canonical measures,

π̄Lρ,m[η] = πLρ [η |ML ≤ mL] . (3.23)

3.3 Entropies and equivalence of ensembles

In this section we define what we mean by equivalence of ensembles and briefly discuss

how this relates to other forms of equivalence of ensembles in the literature. We outline

how the relative entropy can be related to the difference of entropy densities, this is

made formal in Section 3.4.

3.3.1 Equivalence of ensembles

We define equivalence of ensembles in terms of weak convergence of measures. The scale

aL fixes the rate of convergence of the expected value of bounded cylinder test functions.

This gives rise to an equivalence relation on sequences of measures which we denote by
aL←→. We observe in the Subsection (3.3.2) that the relative entropy (Definition A.1)

provides a useful way of testing for equivalence on this level. However, convergence in

terms of the specific relative entropy does not define an equivalence relation, and since it

requires the measures to be absolutely continuous it is often too restrictive (see Corollary

3.13). We observe in Section 3.4 that convergence on the level of entropy densities gives

rise to equivalence on the level of measures as defined below. Equivalence on the level

of measures is defined in terms of convergence in total variation, see Appendix A (A.4),

of finite dimensional marginals (the measures restricted to finite sub lattices).

Definition 3.11 (Equivalence of Ensembles). We say that the family of measures (en-

semble) PLρ is equivalent to the family of measures (ensemble) QLµ on thermodynamic

scale (aL) if for each ρ there exists a µ(ρ) such that all finite dimensional marginals

converge in total variation faster than
√
aL/L. For each fixed finite sub-lattice Λ ⊂ Zd√

L

aL

∥∥∥PL,Λρ −QL,Λµ(ρ)

∥∥∥
T.V.
→ 0 as L→∞ , (3.24)

where PL,Λρ and QL,Λµ(ρ) are, respectively, the finite dimensional marginals of PLρ and QLµ(ρ)

restricted to NΛ. We introduce the following notation for equivalence of two measures

on this level;

PLρ
aL←→ QLµ(ρ) if and only if (3.24) holds.

In particular if aL = L Definition 3.11 reduces to convergence in total variation of

all finite dimensional marginals. However if aL � L then the total variation distance

tends to zero faster than
√
aL/L.
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Remark 3.1. Since the local state space is countable convergence in total variation

of finite dimensional marginals is equivalent to convergence of bounded cylinder test

functions. A cylinder test function depends on the configuration only on a finite number

of sites, the set of bounded cylinder test functions is denoted by Cb0. It is straightforward

to check that

PLρ
aL←→ QLµ(ρ) if and only if

√
L

aL

∣∣∣PLρ (f)−QLµ(ρ) (f)
∣∣∣→ 0 as L→∞ , (3.25)

for every bounded cylinder test function f ∈ Cb0.

Remark 3.2. The speed of convergence in Definition 3.11 also implies that the expected

value of test functions that are not uniformly bounded in L, still converge, so long as

their supreme grows no faster than
√
L/aL. This is particularly important for proving

convergence of certain observables, such as the average current, in the finite-size scaling

limit discussed in Chapter 4. We may express the total variation distance of PL,Λρ to

QL,Λµ(ρ) as ∥∥∥PL,Λρ −QL,Λµ(ρ)

∥∥∥
T.V.

=
1

2

∑
η∈NΛ

∣∣PL,Λ[η]−QL,Λ[η]
∣∣

(see Appendix A). So for a sequence of cylinder functions fL : NΛ → R such that

‖fL‖∞ < C
√
L/aL we have,

∣∣∣PLρ (fL)−QLµ(ρ) (fL)
∣∣∣ ≤ 2C

√
L

aL

∥∥PL,Λ −QL,Λ∥∥
T.V.

.

So,

PLρ
aL←→ QLµ(ρ) =⇒

∣∣∣PLρ (fL)−QLµ(ρ) (fL)
∣∣∣→ 0 as L→∞ . (3.26)

3.3.2 Relative entropy and entropy densities

We test for equivalence of ensembles in terms of the specific relative entropy between

the canonical and grand canonical measures. Recall that the specific relative entropy of

measure π with respect to ν is given by

H(π | ν) =


∫

Ω log dπ
dν (w)π[ dw] π � ν,

+∞ otherwise ,
(3.27)

where π � ν means π is absolutely continuous with respect to ν. For countable state

space Ω we may write,

H(π | ν) =
∑
w∈Ω

π[w] log
π[w]

ν[w]
.
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Lemma 3.3. If the specific relative entropy, on the scale (aL), of two sequences of

probability measures PLρ and QLµ(ρ) on XL (such that PLρ � QLµ(ρ)) satisfies

lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(PLρ | QLµ(ρ)) = 0 , (3.28)

then the two measures are equivalent in the sense that they satisfy (3.24).

Proof. This result follows from sub-additivity and positivity of the relative entropy, and

the Kemperman-Pinsker inequality (see Appendix A).

Fix some finite sub-lattice Λ, of exactly n sites, so that for L > n we have Λ ⊂ ΛL.

We denote the marginals, restricted to NΛ, by PL,Λ and QL,Λ. Let Λ1 and Λ2 be disjoint

copies of Λ such that Λ1 ∪ Λ2 ⊂ ΛL for L > 2n. Then, by sub-additivity (A.2)

H(PL,Λ1∪Λ2 | QL,Λ1∪Λ2) ≥ H(PL,Λ1 | QL,Λ1) +H(PL,Λ2 | QL,Λ2) . (3.29)

By translation invariance H(PL,Λ1 | QL,Λ1) = H(PL,Λ2 | QL,Λ2) so that

H(PL | QL) ≥
⌊
L

n

⌋
H(PL,Λ | QL,Λ) ≥ 0 . (3.30)

So, limL→∞
1
aL
H(PL | QL) = 0 implies that

lim
L→∞

L

aL
H(PL,Λ | QL,Λ) = 0 .

Then by the Kemperman-Pinsker inequality (A.3) it follows that,

lim
L→∞

√
L

aL

∥∥PL,Λ −QL,Λ∥∥
T.V.

= 0 , (3.31)

where the total variation norm can be expressed as 1
2

∑
η∈NΛ |PL,Λ[η]−QL,Λ[η]|.

Remark 3.4. Convergence in relative entropy also implies converge of the expected value

of test functions that are not necessarily bounded, as long as they have finite exponential

moments,

f ∈ C0, and QL
(
etf
)
<∞, if |t| is sufficiently small.

The proof can be found in [31] Lemma 3.1.

Both the canonical measure and the grand canonical measures are absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to the reference measure and both their densities are functions of

SL only. We may exploit this by making a change of variables to calculate the specific

relative entropy of the canonical measures with respect to the grand canonical measures

by an integral over R+ rather than the original state space XL. This is the fundamental

step in showing that equivalence of ensembles in terms of specific relative entropy (in
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terms of measures) is the same as equivalence in terms of thermodynamic functions. This

approach is quite general and summarised in [93] and [91]. Inserting the two densities

(3.20) and (3.6) into the definition of the relative entropy,

1

aL
H(πLρ | νLµ ) =

1

aL

∑
η∈XL

πLρ [η] log
1S−1

L (ρL)(η)

νL[S−1
L (ρL)]

zLL(µ)

eaLµSL(η)

=
1

aL
log

1

νL[S−1
L (ρL)]

zLL(µ)

eaLµρL

= − 1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL]− (µρL − pL(µ)) , (3.32)

where from the first to the second line we made the change of variables and integrated

over the singleton ρL. Since H(πLρ | νLµ ) ≥ 0 the ‘best case’ in (3.32) is given by the

infimum over µ,

inf
µ∈Dp

1

aL
H(πLρ | νLµ ) = − 1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL]− sup

µ∈Dp
{µρL − pL(µ)}

= − 1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL]− p∗L(ρ) . (3.33)

The first term on the right hand side, 1
aL

log νL[SL = ρL], is given by a large deviation

principle for the random variable SL under the reference measure, given that we can

show the sequence ρL is LD-regular. The second term p∗L(ρ) is the Legendre-Fenchel

transform of the (finite system) pressure.

Definition 3.12 (Canonical entropy density). For (ρL) converging to ρ as in (3.18)

s̄can(ρ) = − lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
H(πLρL | ν

L) . (3.34)

If the limit exists and is independent of the sequence (ρL) we define the specific canonical

entropy density scan : R→ [−∞, 0] by,

scan(ρ) = − lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(πLρL | ν

L) . (3.35)

It turns out by a similar calculation as in (3.32) that the canonical entropy density

can be written in terms of the canonical partition function (Definition 3.8),

scan(ρ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL] = lim

L→∞

1

aL
logZ(L, ρL) .

This describes the asymptotic probability of observing a large deviation of the empirical

density under the reference measure νL[SL � ρ] ∼ e−aLscan(ρ). If scan exists and is

upper semi-continuous then the density SL under the reference measure satisfies a large

deviation principle with speed aL and rate function −scan (see Appendix C).

The motivation for calling this quantity the canonical entropy density is given by

the following observation: The Shannon entropy of πLρ is given by −H(πLρ | λ) where
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λ is the counting measure. However we have defined a reference measure νL on which

the ensembles are defined and so we call −H(πLρL | ν
L) the canonical entropy which

turns out to be extensive in the sense that it diverges at the scale of (aL). The relevant

quantity in the thermodynamic limit is therefore given by the canonical entropy density.

The grand canonical entropy density is defined in the usual way as the Legendre-

Fenchel transform of the pressure [91].

Definition 3.13 (Grand canonical entropy density). sgcan : R→ [−∞, 0] is given by,

sgcan(ρ) = −p∗(ρ) . (3.36)

For ρ ∈ R if there exists a chemical potential µ(ρ) ∈ Dp such that the mean of SL

under the grand canonical measure is ρ then

sgcan(ρ) = − lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(νLµ(ρ) | ν

L) .

This is a straightforward consequence of p being the scaled cumulant generating func-

tion for the grand canonical measures. Again this motivates the name grand canonical

entropy density.

Substituting these two definitions into the limit of the specific relative entropy be-

tween the canonical and grand canonical measures we find for an appropriate choice of

the chemical potential that

lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(πLρ | νLµ ) = sgcan(ρ)− scan(ρ) . (3.37)

In words this relation states that Equivalence of ensembles holds at the level of measures

whenever it holds at the level of thermodynamic functions [92]. This result is contained

explicitly in Theorem 3.6 below.

If the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the thermodynamic pressure is strictly convex

at some ρ we have equivalence of ensembles by applying a form of the Gärtner-Ellis

theorem [34],[35] (this result is given in Theorem 3.7). In case that the Legendre-Fenchel

transform is not strictly convex we calculate the large deviations of the maximum site

occupation and apply a contraction principle to recover the canonical entropy density.

It may be that the canonical measures do not converge to any grand canonical measure

but they do converge to a restricted grand canonical measure. This is the content of

Theorem 3.12. We prove this in the case of a scaling limit for the zero-range process

and for a size-dependent zero-range process in Chapters 4 and 5.

Definition 3.14 (Restricted entropy densities). The restricted entropy densities are

defined in the same way as the previous entropy densities, for mL → m,

scan,m(ρ) = − lim
L→∞

H(π̄LρL,m | ν
L) (3.38)

= lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL,ML ≤ mL] . (3.39)
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The restricted grand canonical entropy density is again given by the Legendre-Fenchel

transform,

sgcan,m(ρ) = −p∗m(ρ) . (3.40)

Again we observe that if there exists a sequence of µL ∈ Dpm that fixes the mean

of SL under the restricted grand canonical measures to be ρL, then the grand canonical

entropy density can be expressed in terms of specific relative entropy,

sgcan,m(ρ) = − lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(ν̄LµL,mL | ν

L) .

A single site typically containing macroscopically many (of order bL) particles may

contribute to the total entropy on the scale (aL).

Definition 3.15 (Condensate entropy contribution). For a sequence mL such that,

mL ∈
1

bL
N = {1/bL, 2/bL, . . .} and lim

L→∞
mL = m , (3.41)

we define the condensate entropy density,

scond(m) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log ν[mLbL] . (3.42)

Here we assume the limit is independent of the details of the sequence (mL).

Similarly to the density ρ, there certainly exists such sequences for each m ∈ R+ since

we may choose mL = bmLc/L.

Remark 3.5. The condensate entropy contribution is the negative of the information

gain (on the scale aL) that results from conditioning on the maximum site occupation.

In terms of specific relative entropy it turns out that

scond(m) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(νL[ · |ML = mL] | νL) ,

This essentially follows from Lemma 3.8.

3.3.3 Relationship between forms of equivalence

We briefly discuss how different forms of equivalence of ensembles are interrelated.

Equivalence of ensembles in terms of specific relative entropy (3.28) holds, if and only if,

there is equivalence of ensembles in terms of the thermodynamic functions (the specific

entropy densities). This is the content of Theorem 3.6 below. Equivalence of ensembles

in terms of specific relative entropy (3.28) implies convergence in measures in the sense of

fast weak convergence 3.11. However, fast weak convergence does not imply convergence

in specific relative entropy since the measures need not be absolutely continuous.

It is also possible to define equilibrium macro-states of the canonical and grand

canonical measures as concentration points of certain observables under the measures.
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The connection between equivalence of ensembles in terms of the entropy densities and

macro-state equivalence has been discussed in detail in [120] and [41]. We observe that,

quite generally, equivalence on the level of thermodynamic functions (entropy densities)

implies both convergence on the level of macro-states, and convergence on the level of

measures.

3.4 Results

In this section we state the technical results based on classical results from the theory of

large deviations. In particular, Theorem 3.7 is a refinement of the standard Gärtner-Ellis

theorem, based on the local limit theorem for triangular arrays.

For the results of this section to hold rigorously we make some technical assumptions

on the reference measure. These are satisfied in many situations of interest, such as in

the thermodynamic limit for condensing zero-range process, and on the critical scale

(see Chapter 4), as well as for size-dependent zero-range processes (see Chapter 5). The

general approach and many of the results still apply even if some technical assumptions

fail, although rigorous treatment becomes more difficult (see Chapter 6).

3.4.1 Assumptions

We make the following assumptions on the reference measures:

(1) The thermodynamic pressure

p(µ) := lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
eµaLSL

)
exists as an extended real valued function p : R→ R ∪ {−∞,∞}.

(2) For all L, pL and p are differentiable on Dp, and for each µ ∈ Dp the second

derivatives of pL are uniformly bounded in L; that is there exists a Cp(µ) < ∞
such that ∂2

µpL(µ) := σ2
L < Cp(µ) for all L.

(3) The reference measures have finite mean, and second moments that do not grow

too quickly,

νL (η1) := ρ̄L → ρ̄ <∞ and
1

(mLbL)2
νL
(
η2

1

)
→ 0 . (3.43)

The following assumption is made on the regularity of the reference measure so that we

may apply a local limit theorem [33, 99].

(4) We define

QL =

∞∑
k=0

(νL[k] ∧ νL[k + 1])

which is related to the Bernoulli part of the random variable corresponding to

the single site occupation under the reference measure. We suppose always that
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lim sup 1/QL <∞. Typically this property is straightforward to show. For exam-

ple if the single site marginals νL converge to a monotonically decreasing proba-

bility distribution then QL → 1.

We make the following assumptions on the large deviation scale (aL) and the density

scale (bL):

(5) The sequences (aL) and (bL) diverge to +∞ and

1

aL
logL→ 0 and

1

aL
log bL → 0 as L→∞.

This assumption is not satisfied in Chapter 6 for the inclusion process, however

the general framework still applies, requiring more (formal) calculations.

(6) The following limit exists and is the contribution to the entropy density due to a

macroscopic occupied single site, for mL → m as in (3.41),

scond(m) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[mLbL] .

Also scond is upper semi-continuous (see Definition C.1).

(7) The large deviations scale (aL), density scale (bL) and the sequence (mL) in (3.41)

together satisfy
L

aL(bLmL)2
→ 0 .

If mL → m ∈ (0,∞) then this condition states L
aLb

2
L
→ 0 otherwise for mL → 0

it states a requirement on the sequence (mL) also. In particular it is required to

consider cut-offs that are not too small.

3.4.2 From specific relative entropy to thermodynamic functions

Theorem 3.6. If the specific canonical entropy density exists and ρ ∈ D◦p∗, then for

ρL → ρ in the sense of (3.18) there exists a sequence of chemical potentials µL(ρL) ∈ DpL
such that,

lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(πLρ | νLµL(ρL)) = sgcan(ρ)− scan(ρ) . (3.44)

If ρ is on the boundary of Dp∗ then the limit may depend on the details of the sequence

(ρL).

Proof. The specific relative entropy can be decompose as is (3.32)

1

aL
H(πLρ | νLµ ) = − 1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL]− (µρL − pL(µ)) .

We observe the following properties of the thermodynamic pressure and its Legendre-

Fenchel transform. p is convex, by Hölder’s inequality, and p∗ is convex and lower
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semi-continuous, because it is the supremum of linear functions. By Fatous Lemma pL

is lower semi-continuous. So for each L the supremum defining the Legendre-Fenchel

transform is attained on the essential domain of pL, DpL .

p∗L(ρL) = sup
µ∈DpL

[µρL − pL(µ)] (3.45)

= µL(ρL)ρL − pL(µ(ρL)) for some µL(ρL) ∈ DpL . (3.46)

Since pL is convex and analytic on the interior of its essential domain, µL(ρL) is strictly

increasing in ρL up to some possibly finite critical value after which it is constant.

We must show that it is permissible to exchange the order of the limit and the

Legendre-Fenchel transform,

lim
L→∞

p∗L(ρL) = p∗(ρ) .

Note that point-wise convergence of p∗L to p∗ is in general not guaranteed. For example

consider νL[SL = 1/L] = 1 then pL(µ) = µ/L→ 0, while

p∗L(ρ) =

0 if ρ = 1/L

∞ otherwise

and p∗(0) = 0. However, the Legendre-Fenchel transform is sequentially continuous

with respect to a form of convergence known as Mosco-convergence (see for example

[34, 131]). The extended real functions fn are said to be Mosco-convergent to f if the

following two conditions are satisfied,

for every x ∈ R, lim sup
n→∞

fn(xn) ≤ f(x) for some xn → x , (3.47)

for every x ∈ R, lim inf
n→∞

fn(xn) ≥ f(x) for every xn → x . (3.48)

In 1971 Mosco showed that if fn are a sequence of scaled cumulant generating functions

converging in this sense to f then f∗n is Mosco-convergent to f∗ (this is a special case of

the original result). The scaled pressures pL are Mosco-convergent to p by assumptions

(1) and (2). It remains to show that p∗L being Mosco-convergent to p∗, and p∗ being

continuous, together imply p∗L(ρL)→ p(ρ) for all ρL → ρ (in the sense of (3.18)).

Fix ρ such that p∗ is Lipschitz continuous on Bδ(ρ) for some δ > 0. Let ρL be a

sequence converging to ρ. Fix ε > 0, since p∗ is continuous and convex there exists a

non-empty open subset A of Bδ(ρ) containing ρ on which p∗ is monotonic (without loss

of generality assume it is increasing) and supx∈A |p∗(x) − p∗(ρ)| < ε. So there exists a

y1, y2 ∈ A such that y1 < ρ < y2 and p∗(y1) ≤ p∗(ρ) ≤ p∗(y2). By Mosco-convergence

there exist sequences y1,L → y1 such that lim sup p∗L(y1,L) ≤ p∗(y1), and y2,L → y2 such

that lim sup p∗L(y2,L) ≤ p∗(y2). For L sufficiently large y1,L ≤ ρL ≤ y2,L and since p∗L is
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convex and locally monotone,

p∗L(ρL) ≤ p∗L(y1,L) ∨ pL(y∗2,L)

and so by continuity,

lim sup
L→∞

p∗L(ρL) ≤ p∗(ρ) + ε . (3.49)

The result follows by letting ε↘ 0. Together with (3.48) we have that for all ρL → ρ the

Legendre transforms of the scaled pressures converge p∗L(ρL)→ p∗(ρ) as required.

3.4.3 Gärtner-Ellis theorem

The following standard notation is used throughout: For any set A, Ā denotes the

closure of A, A◦ denotes the interior and Ac the complement.

The following theorem states that the grand canonical entropy density bounds the

canonical entropy from above, and if the grand canonical entropy density is strictly

concave then they are equal. Since the restricted measures are simply a special case of

size-dependent measures, the theorem also holds for the restricted ensembles (truncated

measures). The following theorem is a particular version of the Gärtner-Ellis Theorem

which we are able to prove by means of local limit theorems for triangular arrays of

random variables.

Theorem 3.7 (Gärtner-Ellis Theorem). The grand canonical entropy density bounds

the canonical entropy density from above

s̄can(ρ) = lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL] ≤ −p∗(ρ) = sgcan(ρ) (3.50)

If b2L/(aLL) → c ∈ [0,∞) or νL

(
et
√
LaLb

−1
L ηx

)
< ∞ for some positive t then the limit

defining the canonical entropy density exists and

scan(ρ) = sgcan(ρ) for all ρ ∈ E◦p , (3.51)

where Ep = Ep(p, sgcan) is the set of points for which sgcan is strictly concave and

the exposing hyperplane of −sgcan belongs to D◦p. In this case we have equivalence of

ensembles in the sense of Definition 3.11.

Proof. The first part (3.50) follows from the Gärtner-Ellis Theorem (see Theorem C.4)

and is a simple application of the exponential Chebychev’s inequality that we do not

repeat here. Let B̄ε(ρ) = {x ∈ R+ : |ρ− x| ≤ ε}, then for L sufficiently large we have

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL] ≤ 1

aL
log νL[SL ∈ B̄ε(ρ)] . (3.52)
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By the Gärtner-Ellis theorem (see e.g. [34, 35] for proof),

lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL ∈ B̄ε(ρ)] ≤ − inf

x∈B̄ε(ρ)
p∗(x) ,

and it follows that

lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL] = s̄can(ρ) ≤ − inf

x∈B̄ε(ρ)
p∗(x) .

Let ε↘ 0, since p∗ is lower semi-continuous we obtain

s̄can(ρ) ≤ −p∗(ρ) = sgcan(ρ) .

Essentially the result (3.51) is contained in Theorem 6.1 in [93]. However, we must

show that the sequence {ρL} is LD-regular (see Appendix C and [93]), which amounts

to showing that the limit defining the canonical entropy density exists. This follows

by applying the local limit theorem for triangular arrays [33]. Fix ρ ∈ E◦p and let

µ ∈ D◦p be (normal to) the exposing hyperplane of −sgcan at ρ. By the usual reciprocal

relationship for the Legendre transform we have, since p is strictly convex at µ and p

is differentiable, ∂µp(µ) = ρ (see Appendix C). For L sufficiently large ρL ∈ E◦p since

ρL → ρ. It follows from the local uniform convergence of ∂µpL to ∂µp (see [73]) that

for L sufficiently large there exists a µL ∈ D◦p such that ∂µpL(µL) = ρL. Since pL is

the scaled cumulant generating function of SL we have νLµL (SL) = ∂µpL(µL) and by

definition of the Legendre transform p∗L(ρL) = µLρL − pL(µL). We may therefore make

an exponential change of measure such that,

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL] = −µLρL + pL(µL) +

1

aL
log νLµL [SL = ρL]

= −p∗L(ρL) +
1

aL
log νLµL [SL = ρL] . (3.53)

It remains to show that the final term tends to zero as L→∞. This is a result of the local

limit theorem for triangular arrays (see Theorem B.2). By definition SL = b−1
L

∑L
i=1 ξi,L

where for each L we have that ξi,L, 1 ≤ i ≤ L are independent random variables. Also

we have the following expressions for the mean and variance of ξi,L

ρL = ∂µpL(µL) = νLµL (SL)

= Lb−1
L νµL (ξ1,L) , (3.54)

σ2
L := ∂2

µpL(µL) = aLν
L
µL

(
(SL − ρL)2

)
=
aLL

b2L
VarνµL [ξi,L] , (3.55)

where ρL → ρ and σ2
L is eventually bounded since aLSL has finite exponential moments
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under νLµL . Define,

ξ̄i,L :=
ξi,L − ρLbLL−1

σL
√
L

. (3.56)

Then for every ε > 0 if b2L/(aLL)→ c ∈ (0,∞),

L∑
i=1

E
[∣∣ξ̄i,L∣∣2 1|ξ̄1,L|>εL1/2

]
= LE

[∣∣ξ̄1,L

∣∣2 1|ξ̄1,L|>εL1/2

]
→ 0 ,

as L→∞ by the dominated convergence theorem since VarνµL [ξi,L] <∞. It follows that

the triangular array ξ̄i,L satisfies the conditions of the Lindeberg-Feller theorem (central

limit theorem for triangular arrays) [39] and so
∑L

i=1 ξ̄i,L converges in distribution to

the standard normal. Under assumption (4)
∑

i ξi,L has normal local limits, by Theorem

1.2 in [33], so for φ the standard normal density

sup
k

∣∣∣∣σL√LνLµL [SL = kb−1
L ]− φ

(
k − ρLbL
σL
√
L

)∣∣∣∣→ 0 as L→∞ .

It follows that (with slight abuse of notation),

1

aL
log νLµL [SL = ρL] = − 1

aL
logO

(√
L
)
→ 0 as L→∞ ,

and so we have equivalence of ensembles in the sense of Definition 3.11 since the specific

relative entropy tends to zero,

1

aL
H(πLρ | νLµL) = − 1

aL
log νLµL [SL = ρL]→ 0 (3.57)

as L→∞.

In the case that b2L/(aLL) does not converge the proof follows the same method only

we let,

ξ̄i,L =

√
aLL

bL
ξi,L .

In this case assumption (2) of Theorem B.3 is satisfied by construction and we may apply

this alternative form of the local limit theorem provided νL

(
ea
√
LaLb

−1
L ηx

)
<∞.

We observe that stronger equivalence also holds in the case that sgcan is strictly

concave at ρ since,

1

âL
H(πLρ | νLµL) = − 1

âL
log νLµL [SL = ρL]

=
1

âL
logO(L)→ 0 if âL � logL . (3.58)
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3.4.4 Contraction on the maximum

For densities at which the grand canonical entropy density is not strictly concave equiva-

lence of ensembles does not follow from Theorem 3.7. In this case the canonical entropy

density may be non-concave. There has been recent research activity in the area of

calculating non-concave entropies [28, 29, 119]. Techniques include microcanonical con-

tractions and the use of generalised ensembles [30]. We adopt here an approach that

is particularly suited to condensing systems. Broadly, our approach is to contract on a

large deviation principle for the joint event of the density and the maximum site occupa-

tion under the reference measure. The large deviation principle for the joint event turns

out to be simple to compute by use of the restricted ensembles. This is also useful for

understanding the behaviour of the maximum on finite systems (canonical large devia-

tions of the maximum). The following result (Theorem 3.10) is in direct analogy with

the standard contraction principle (see Appendix C for details). The proof, however,

essentially follows an argument that is similar to the proof of Varadhan’s Lemma (a

Laplace approximation of the integral over all maximum site occupations).

Lemma 3.8. Given finite mean and variance of νL,

lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[ML < mL]→ 0 as mL → m ∈ (0,∞) .

Proof. If ML(η) < mL, then for each x ∈ ΛL we have ηx ≤ mLbL, so

1

aL
log νL[ML < mL] =

L

aL
log(1− νL[η1 ≥ mLbL]) ≤ 0 . (3.59)

Since νL has finite second moment we have for all L sufficiently large

νL[η1 ≥ mLbL] <
νL
(
η2

1

)
(mLbL)2

by Chebyshev’s inequality. Also the right hand side tends to zero by assumption (3).

So we may expand the logarithm to first order to obtain the following bound,

1

aL
log νL[ML < mL] ≥ − L

aL

νL
(
η2

1

)
(mLbL)2

+ o

(
L

aL

νL
(
η2

1

)
(mLbL)2

)
.

The right hand side tends to zero by assumption (7).

For a given sequence mL → m ∈ (0,∞) recall Definition 3.6

pm(µ) = lim
L→∞

a−1
L log νL

(
eaLµSL1ML≤mL

)
.

Corollary 3.9. The restricted pressures extend the grand canonical pressure. If m1 ≥
m2 then Dpm1

⊆ Dpm2
and

pm1(µ) = pm2(µ) for µ ∈ D◦pm1
.
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This implies weak convergence of the restricted measures, in the sense of (3.24),

1

aL
H(ν̄Lµ,m2

| ν̄Lµ,m1
)→ 0 as L→∞ for µ ∈ D◦pm1

.

Proof. The grand canonical measures truncated according to m1 at chemical potential

µ ∈ D◦pm1
have finite exponential moments so the proof is a straightforward corollary of

Lemma 3.8. By making an exponential change of measure we find,

pm(µ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
1{ML<mL}e

µaLSL
)

= lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νLµ [ML < mL] + p(µ) = p(µ) . (3.60)

The same proof holds when comparing two restricted pressures.

Since the densities of the two measures differ only by their normalisation and their

support, it follows that,

H(ν̄Lµ,m2
| ν̄Lµ,m1

) = log zLm1
(µ)− log zLm2

(µ) .

It is now clear from the equality of the pressures on D◦pm1
that,

lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(ν̄Lµ,m2

| ν̄Lµ,m1
) = pm1(µ)− pm2(µ) = 0 ,

and so the measures converge weakly.

In the next theorem, for certain values of the density and macroscopic maximum,

we are able to derive a rate function for the joint event such that νL[SL � ρ, ML �
m] ∼ e−aLI(ρ,m). The theorem gives rise to an iterative procedure that can be used in

applications to extend the range for which we can calculate I(ρ,m). If the point-wise

limit defining I(ρ,m) exists then the joint maximum and density under the reference

measure satisfy a weak large deviation principle with speed aL and rate function I (see

Appendix C).

Theorem 3.10 (Large deviations for the joint events and contraction on the maximum).

Throughout the theorem mL → m as in (3.41) and ρL → ρ as in (3.18).

a) For fixed ρ, if the restricted canonical entropy densities exist,

scan,m(ρ−m) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νLmL [SL = (ρL −mL)] (3.61)

as an extended real function (not identically ≡ ∞) for all m ∈ [0, ρ], and scan,m

is upper semi-continuous, then the joint event satisfies a large deviation principle

with rate function,

I(ρ,m) := − lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL, ML = mL]

= − (scond(m) + scan,m(ρ−m)) . (3.62)
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Further, a contraction principle holds,

scan,m(ρ−m) = − inf
m′∈[0,m]

I(ρ−m,m′) . (3.63)

b) There are two cases for which we can prove that the limit in (3.61) exists, and it

can be calculated exactly:

i) If ρ ∈ E◦pm is in the set of points for which p∗m is strictly convex then,

scan,m(ρ) = sgcan,m(ρ) . (3.64)

ii) Otherwise we can contract on further macroscopically occupied sites. The supre-

mum,

sup
m2∈[0,m]

{scond(m2) + sgcan,m2(ρ−m2)} (3.65)

is attained at some m2 = m∗ ∈ [0,m] and if (ρ−m∗) ∈ E◦pm∗ then,

scan,m(ρ) = scond(m∗) + scan,m∗(ρ−m∗) . (3.66)

Proof of Theorem. a) The first part of the theorem follows from permutation invariance

of the reference measures (product measures). The following upper and lower bound

are obvious by considering the number of ways of arranging the maximum on the lattice

that give rise to identical configurations outside of the maximum occupied site,

νL[SL = ρL, ML = mL] ≤ L ν[mLbL] νL−1[SL = (ρL−mL), ML−1 ≤ mL]

≤ L ν[mLbL] ν̄L−1
mL

[SL = (ρL−mL)] νL−1[ML−1 ≤ mL] (3.67)

and

νL[SL = ρL, ML = mL] ≥ ν[mLbL] ν̄L−1
mL

[SL = (ρL−mL)] νL−1[ML−1 < mL] . (3.68)

Equation (3.62) follows by taking the logarithm and applying Lemma 3.8.

To prove the contraction, Equation (3.63), we first prove the lower bound.

1

aL
log ν̄Lm′ [SL = ρL] ≥ 1

aL
log ν̄Lm′ [SL = ρL,ML = mL] for each mL ∈ [0,m′] . (3.69)

Since I is lower semi-continuous it attains its infimum on every non-empty compact

set, so there exists m∗ ∈ [0,m′] such that I(ρ,m∗) = infm∈[0,m′] I(ρ,m). By choosing a

sequence m∗L that tends to m∗ we have

lim inf
L→∞

1

aL
log ν̄Lm′ [SL = ρL] ≥ −I(ρ,m∗) = − inf

m∈[0,m′]
I(ρ,m) .
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The upper bound follows similarly,

1

aL
log ν̄Lm[SL = ρL] =

1

aL
log

ρLbL∑
k=1

ν̄Lm[SL = ρL,ML = kb−1
L ]

≤ 1

aL
log
(
ρLbLν̄

L
m[SL = ρL,ML = m∗L]

)
=

1

aL
log ρLbL +

1

aL
log ν̄Lm[SL = ρL,ML = m∗L] ,

where m∗L = arg maxm′ ν
L
m[SL = ρL,ML = m′]. The first term a−1

L log ρLbL tends to

zero by assumption (5). Since I(ρ, ·) 6≡ ∞, there exists a sequence mL → m such that

a−1
L log ν̄Lm[SL = ρL,ML = mL]→ −I(ρ,m) > −∞ ,

so

−∞ <
1

aL
log ν̄Lm[SL = ρL,ML = mL] ≤ 1

aL
log ν̄Lm[SL = ρL,ML = m∗L] ≤ 0 .

This implies that a−1
L log νLm[SL = ρL,ML = m∗L] must eventually be contained in a

sequentially compact set. Also m∗L belongs to a sequentially compact set [0,m], therefore

we may choose a subsequence Lk that attains the lim sup as its limit and for which m∗Lk
converges, so

lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log ν̄Lm[SL = ρL] ≤ lim sup

L→∞

1

aL
log ν̄Lm[SL = ρL,ML = m∗L]

= lim
k→∞

1

aLk
log ν̄Lkm [SLk = ρLk ,MLk = m∗Lk ] ≤ − inf

m′∈[0,m]
I(ρ,m′) .

b) The proof of the first part, Equation (3.64), is given by the second part of theorem

3.7. A lower bound for the second part, (3.66), can be found exactly following the proof

of part a). For the upper bound we do not know that I(ρ,m2) exists for m2 6= m∗,

however, an upper bound for the lim sup is given by the first part of theorem 3.7.

For fixed ρ, shifting the rate function for the joint I(ρ, ·) so that its minimum is 0

gives rise to a rate function describing the canonical large deviations of the maximum,

denoted by Iρ(·). Formally this can be expressed as πLρ [ML � m] ∼ e−aLIρ(m), where

Iρ(m) can be interpreted as a free energy function for the maximum under the canonical

measures.

Corollary 3.11 (Canonical large deviations of the maximum). For fixed ρ and m if

scan(ρ) and I(ρ,m) exist, then the canonical large deviations of the maximum are given
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by,

Iρ(m) := − lim
L→∞

1

aL
log πLρL [ML = mL]

= I(ρ,m) + scan(ρ) . (3.70)

Proof. This follows immediately from writing out the conditioning in terms of the joint

event,

1

aL
log πLρL [ML = mL] =

1

aL
log νL[ML = mL | SL = ρL]

=
1

aL
log νL[ML = mL, SL = ρL]− 1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL] .

Corollary 3.12 (Canonical equivalence with the restricted measures). If scan(ρ) =

scan,m(ρ), and scan,m(ρ) = sgcan,m(ρ), then πLρL converges to ν̄Lµ(ρ),mL
in the sense of

(3.24).

Proof. The proof is in two steps; first we show weak convergence of the canonical mea-

sures with the restricted canonical measures and then the restricted canonical measures

with the cut-off grand-canonical. Recall the definition of the restricted canonical mea-

sures π̄Lρ,m[·] = πLρ [ . |ML ≤ mL].

i) Firstly since the restricted canonical measures are absolutely continuous with re-

spect to the canonical measure we observe that,

1

aL
H(π̄Lρ,m | πLρ ) =

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL]− 1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL,ML = mL]

→ scan(ρ)− scan,m(ρ) = 0 as L→∞ .

The second line follows from Definitions 3.12 and 3.14. This implies that π̄Lρ,m

converges in the sense of (3.24) to πLρ .

ii) The second step is to show that the restricted canonical measures converge to

the restricted grand-canonical measures. This is an immediate consequence of the

second part of Theorem 3.7.

The result now follows from the triangle inequality.

Define the canonical background measure on XΛL−1
which describes the distribu-

tion of configurations outside of the maximum occupied site. This gives the canonical

probability of observing a background configuration of η ∈ XΛL−1
after sampling a full

configuration from πLρL and discarding the maximum occupied site. In order to give

a succinct definition of the canonical background measure we define the cut operator

(after [4, 52]) C : XL → XΛL−1
as in Equation (2.37). Then the background measure is
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given by,

π̂LρL [η] = πLρL
[
C−1(η)

]
for η ∈ XΛL−1

. (3.71)

Corollary 3.13 (Equivalence for the background). If

scan(ρ) = − inf
m∈[0,ρ]

I(ρ,m) = scond(m∗) + sgcan,m∗(ρ−m∗)

then π̂LρL and νL−1
µ(ρ−m∗),m∗L

converge in the sense of (3.24).

Proof. Again the proof is split into two steps because π̂LρL is not absolutely continuous

with respect to νL−1
µ(ρ−m∗),m∗L

. We introduce some notation for the proof. Let

X̂L
ρL

= C(XL
ρL

) ⊂ XΛL−1

and the number of canonical configurations in XL
ρL

(see (3.16)) that have background

η ∈ X̂L
ρL

is given by

KL,ρL(η) =
∣∣{ζ ∈ XL

ρL
| C(ζ) = η}

∣∣ .
Denote the macroscopic size of the second most occupied site,

M
(2)
L (η) =

1

bL−1
max
x∈ΛL−1

(C(η))x .

Through the proof we fix µ = µ(ρ−m∗).

i) The first step is to show that the canonical background measures π̂LρL converge in

the sense of (3.24) to the restricted canonical background measures,

π̂Lρ,m∗ [η] = π̂Lρ [η |ML−1 ≤ m∗L] . (3.72)

This follows by examining the specific relative entropy. Both measures have den-

sities with respect to the reference measure or XΛL−1
,

dπ̂Lρ
dνL−1

(η) =
KL,ρL(η)ν[bLρL − ΣL−1(η)]

νL[S−1
L (ρL)]

1X̂L
ρL

(η) (3.73)

dπ̂Lρ,m∗

dνL−1
(η) =

KL,ρL(η)ν[bLρL − ΣL−1η]

νL[S−1
L (ρL),M

(2)
L ≤ m∗L]

1X̂L
ρL

(η)1{ML−1≤m∗L}(η) . (3.74)

Since the canonical measures concentrate on configurations for which the second

highest occupied site is less than m∗LbL it follows that in the limit we have,

lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[S−1

L (ρL),M
(2)
L ≤ m∗L] = scan(ρ) .
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So the relative entropy tends to zero,

1

aL
H(π̂Lρ,m∗ | π̂Lρ ) =

1

aL
log νL[S−1

L (ρL)]− 1

aL
log νL[S−1

L (ρL),M
(2)
L ≤ m∗L]→ 0

as L → ∞, and both terms converge to the canonical entropy density since the

canonical measures concentrate on configurations with macroscopic maximum m∗.

ii) We now show that,

lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(π̂LρL,m∗L

| νL−1
µ(ρ−m∗),m∗L

) = 0 .

It follows from the densities (3.73) that,

1

aL
H(π̂LρL,m∗L

|νL−1
µ,m∗L

) =
1

aL
π̂LρL,m∗L

(
logKL,ρL(η) ν[bLρL − ΣL−1(η)]

)
− 1

aL
log νL

[
S−1
L (ρL),M

(2)
L ≤ m∗L

]
+ sgcan,m∗(ρ−m∗) . (3.75)

Since the canonical measures concentrate on configurations for which the second

highest occupied site is less than m∗LbL it follows that in the limit we have,

lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[S−1

L (ρL),M
(2)
L ≤ m∗L] = scan(ρ) .

Since 1 ≤ KL,ρL(η) ≤ L the mean of the log tends to zero on the scale of aL.

The remaining part of the first term can be written as an expected value of the

maximum under the truncated canonical measures,

π̂LρL,m∗L

(
1

aL
log ν [bL(ρL − SL−1(η))]

)
= πLρL

(
1

aL
log ν[bLML(η)] |M (2)

L ≤ m∗L
)
.

(3.76)

Since the canonical measures concentrate on configurations with macroscopic max-

imum m∗, and the condensed entropy contribution is bounded on [0, ρ], in the limit

we arrive at,

lim
L→∞

1

aL
π̂LρL,m∗L

(log ν[bL(ρL − SL−1(η))]) = scond(m∗) . (3.77)

Taking the limit in (3.75) it follows that,

lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(π̂LρL,m∗L

| νL−1
µ,m∗L

) = scond(m∗) + sgcan,m∗(ρ−m∗)− scan(ρ) = 0 ,

this implies the truncated background measure converges in the sense of (3.24) to

the truncated grand canonical measures.

The result follows by applying the triangle inequality.
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3.5 Connection to the large deviation principle

Throughout this chapter we have derived point-wise estimates of the exponential speed

at which the probability of certain rare events tends to zero. In this section we show how

these point-wise limits are typically stronger, and hence give rise to, the large deviation

principle as stated in C.3. The large deviation principle is stated in terms of upper and

lower bounds on closed and open sets, respectively. It is defined in this way so that

it may be weak enough to hold in many situations whilst still being useful in deriving

general results. Many useful and far reaching results follow from the large deviation

principle, such as Varadhan’s Lemma and concentration of measure inequalities (see

Appendix C, also more details can be found for example [34, 35]). In order that we

may apply these general results we show here that the large deviation principle often

follows from the limits we derive. It is possible for us to derive these more refined large

deviation estimates, in the case described in this chapter, because of the lattice nature

of the distributions and the availability of relevant local limit theorems.

Proposition 3.14. If the canonical entropy density exists,

scan(ρ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL [SL = ρL] for all ρL → ρ, in the sense of (3.18),

and −scan is a rate function in the sense of Definition C.2, then νL ◦ S−1
L obeys a weak

large deviation principle with rate function −scan and speed aL.

Proof. Let O ⊂ R+ be an non-empty open set. Since scan is upper semi-continuous it

attains its maximum on the closer, O. We fix ρ ∈ O such that scan(ρ) = supx∈O s(x).

Now fix a sequence (ρL) ∈ O, such that ρL → ρ as in (3.18). Then,

lim inf
L→∞

1

L
log νL[SL ∈ O] ≥ lim inf

L→∞

1

L
log νL[SL = ρL] = scan(ρ) ≥ sup

x∈O
s(x) ,

this provides the large deviation lower bound.

It is sufficient to show the upper bound for closed balls by the standard approxima-

tion argument for compact sets. Fix ρ > r > 0,

1

aL
log νL

[
SL ∈ Br(ρ)

]
≤ 1

aL
log

dbL(ρ+r)e∑
k=bbL(ρ−r)c

νL [SL = k/bL]

≤ 1

aL
log
(
(2bbLrc+ 1) νL[SL = k∗L/bL]

)
where k∗L = arg maxk∈A ν

L [SL = k/bL], and A is the set the sum runs over. It follows

that,

lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

[
SL ∈ Br(ρ)

]
≤ lim sup

L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = k∗L/bL] = a ∈ [−∞, 0] .

We may choose a subsequence converging to this limit, and since sequence k∗L/bL is

bounded we may choose a further subsequence such that this limit exists and is given
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by ρ† ∈ Br(ρ). We therefore have the required upper bound for compact sets,

lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

[
SL ∈ Br(ρ)

]
≤ scan(ρ†) ≤ sup

x∈Br(ρ)

scan(x) .

Proposition 3.15. Assume that the following limit exists, for each sequence mL →
m ∈ [0, ρ] according to (3.41) and satisfying assumption (7),

Iρ(m) = − lim
L→∞

1

aL
log πLρL [ML = mL]

= I(ρ,m) + scan(ρ) , (3.78)

and that Iρ is a good rate function. Then πLρL ◦M
−1
L satisfies a large deviation principle

with speed aL and rate function Iρ.

Proof. For any subset of (0, ρ] the proof follows that of Proposition 3.14. Notice that

for mL → 0 we are restricted in which sequences we consider by assumption (7), and so

it is not immediately clear that,

lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log πLρL [ ML ∈ [0, ε] ] ≤ − inf

x∈[0,ε]
Iρ(x) .

However, for any sequence mL → 0 there is some m′L satisfying assumption (7) such

that,

lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL,ML = mL] ≤ lim sup

L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL,ML ≤ m′L]

≤ lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log νLm′L

[SL = ρL −m′L] = I(ρ, 0) ,

where the second line follows from Lemma 3.8. The result follows from Theorem 3.10.

3.6 Discussion

The main results of this section are contained in Theorems 3.7 and 3.10. Theorem 3.7

states that if the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the pressure is convex then we have

equivalence of ensembles. This not only holds for the canonical and grand canonical en-

sembles but also for the restricted versions. If we also know that the canonical ensembles

concentrate on configurations with a particular bound on the maximum then this can

lead to equivalence between the unrestricted canonical ensemble and the restricted grand

canonical ensemble. This is the content of Corollary 3.12. Under the canonical mea-

sures, the macroscopic maximum site occupation concentrates on the global minimum

of Iρ(·).
The rate function for the joint density and maximum under the grand canonical
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measures, I(ρ,m), can be calculated following Theorem 3.10. Notice that conditioning

the canonical measures at density ρ to have macroscopic maximum less than or equal to

ρ does not impose any restriction. This implies that scan,ρ(ρ) = scan(ρ) so Theorem 3.10

allows us to calculate the canonical entropy by contracting on the maximum occupied

site. The second part of Theorem 3.10 states that we need not know the entire rate

function, only its value at the minimum, in order to perform the contraction. We may

be required to iterate the contraction for fixed ρ to find the full rate function I(ρ,m)

and finally scan(ρ). If there exists an m̄ such that Dpm̄ ⊃ Dp (that is there is a value

of the cut-off that provides a non-trivial extension of the pressure) then for any ρ > 0

we have to perform this iterative procedure only finitely many times to calculate I(ρ, ·).
This implies that scan(ρ) exists and we can calculate it by applying the contraction on

finitely many macroscopically occupied sites.

The results of this chapter do not rely on the random variable SL being positive.

They therefore also hold for the re-centred density,

TL(η) =
1

bL

∑
x∈ΛL

(ηx − ν (η1)) (3.79)

which counts the ‘excess’ density in the system, above or below the expected number

under ν on the scale bL. The moderate deviations of this random variable give rise to

the leading order finite-size effects in Chapter 4, and can be found using the results of

this chapter.

The methods of this chapter are essentially equivalent to applying Laplace/steepest-

descent methods to asymptomatically estimate the finite sums defining the canonical

partition function Z(L, ρ) and the truncated version Q(L, ρ,m) (see Appendix D.1),

which gives rise to the cumulative probability distribution for the largest mass, for

details on this approach see [47].

In the following chapters the results are applied to three examples; finite size effects

in a standard condensing zero-range process, a size-dependent zero-range process, and

the recently introduced inclusion process. The methods apply in general to any system

that conserves mass and exhibits stationary product measures. For instance they can

be applied to study other size-dependent zero-range processes such as those analysed in

[114]. There it was shown that, depending on the size-dependence of the jump rates,

multiple condensates can be stabilised in the thermodynamic limit. This included the

case of finitely many macroscopic condensates as well as infinitely many mesoscopic con-

densates. The former case can be analysed in the context of the results in this chapter,

however, to derive useful rigorous results on the latter case would require contracting

over a number of mesoscopically occupied sites growing with L. This would require a

slight adjustment of Theorem 3.10 to allow for contractions on the events that include

the excess mass being distributed over a growing number of lattice sites.

It is also possible to apply similar methods to continuous mass versions of the systems

discussed here, in which the local state space is replaced with R+. If the single site

marginals are equivalent to the Lebesgue measure (absolutely continuous with respect to
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one another) then, with some technical effort, one can extend the analysis in this chapter

to these continuous mass systems. It is then possible to define canonical measures by

conditioning the reference measures on a single real value of the mass (despite the set

having measure zero). Care must be taken, since the canonical measures of a system

of size L are defined on an L − 1 dimensional simplex, and so the relative entropy

must be taken with respect to νL−1. Interesting metastability phenomena have been

observed for size-dependent continuous mass transport systems in [133]. Another family

of continuous mass models that these results could apply to is given by the Brownian

energy and Brownian momentum processes [56, 57], which are closely related to the

inclusion process discussed in Chapter 6.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of product stationary measures

for a large class of discrete and continuous mass transport systems have been found

[49, 63, 132]. Also the accuracy of mean-field predictions derived from approximations

of the stationary measures by product measures have been investigated for continuous

mass systems [134]. It follows from these studies that the results of this chapter apply

to a wide range of mass transport systems that may exhibit a condensation transition.

It would be interesting to extend the results here to systems with weak correlations

between sites. For such systems extended condensates could be formed, over more than

a single lattice site. In this case the surface tension associated with the formation of

a condensate may also contribute to the canonical entropy densities. There has been

recent work in this area, considering mass transport models with pair-factorised steady

states [126, 127, 128]. The models in this work represent a good starting point for

generalising the methods in this chapter.

Another possible extension are processes with multiple particle species [65]. In this

case the relevant thermodynamic quantities such as the pressure and entropy densities

are defined on higher dimensional spaces, and an extension of the analysis requires some

technical work.
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Chapter 4

Finite-size effects in zero-range

condensation

4.1 Introduction

In this Chapter we study zero-range processes which are known to exhibit a condensation

transition, where above a critical density a non-zero fraction of all particles accumulates

on a single lattice site. This phenomenon has been a subject of recent research inter-

est and is well understood in the thermodynamic limit (as explained in Section 2.3).

However, the system shows large finite-size effects, and we observe a switching between

metastable fluid and condensed phases close to the critical point, in contrast to the

continuous limiting behaviour of relevant observables. We describe the leading order

finite-size effects and establish a discontinuity near criticality in a rigorous scaling limit,

using the methods of Chapter 3. We also characterise the metastable phases using a

current matching argument and an extension of the fluid phase to supercritical densi-

ties. This constitutes an interesting example where the thermodynamic limit fails to

capture essential parts of the dynamics, which are particularly relevant in applications

with moderate system sizes such as traffic flow or granular clustering [68, 83, 89, 124].

The phenomenon we observe in the scaling limit is very similar to that observed in the

thermodynamic limit of the size-dependent system (Chapter 5). Using a heuristic ap-

proach we are able to accurately predict the metastable switching between the fluid and

condensed states as well as the dynamics of the condensate.

We consider a zero-range process as defined in Section 2.2.1, with generator (2.12),

the main results focus on jump rates g : N0 → R+ of the form

g(n) =

{
1 + b

nγ if n > 0

0 if n = 0
(4.1)

with γ ∈ (0, 1) and b > 0. These jump rates were first introduced by Evans [42] and

represent a fairly general class of models exhibiting a condensation transition. For pre-

sentation in this chapter we focus on lattices ΛL = {1, 2, . . . , L} with periodic boundary

conditions. This is not essential for the stationary results and a discussion on other
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geometries and on extending these results to the case γ = 1 and b ≥ 3 can be found in

Section 4.6.

While most of the results so far consider the thermodynamic limit, finite-size effects

in the model with jump rates g(n) and γ = 1 have been investigated in [44, 98] using

saddle point methods, and in [3] for a variant of the model with a single defect site.

In the condensed phase region of the phase diagram in the thermodynamic limit, finite

systems are found to exhibit a large overshoot of the stationary current above its critical

value. For γ < 1, the main focus of this chapter, finite systems exhibit a metastable

switching behaviour between the two phases, which is prevalent in Monte Carlo sim-

ulations for a wide range of parameters. We describe this phenomenon in a scaling

limit by deriving the large deviation rate function Iρ, or free energy landscape, for the

maximum site occupation (see Section 4.4.1). We find that above the critical density

this exhibits a double well structure, signalling metastability as discussed in Section 2.4.

One local minimum corresponds to maximum site occupations that are sub-extensive,

corresponding to a fluid state, and the other minimum is at large maximum site occu-

pations corresponding to a condensed (phase separated) state. As the total density in

the system increases, the relative depth of the minima changes. This way we rigorously

establish the discontinuous behaviour on the critical scale, even though the bulk density

and average current are continuous functions in the thermodynamic limit. These results

are shown to be in agreement with recent findings on the condensation transition at the

critical density [5]. Based on the exact scaling limit, we can also predict the lifetime of

the metastable phases for large finite systems by a heuristic random walk argument.

We recall, from Section 2.2.1, that the zero-range process has stationary single site

weights which are given by w(k) =
∏k
i=1 g

−1(i) for k ≥ 1 and w(0) = 1. For the jump

rates (4.1), the stationary weights are normalisable (see Chapter 2.2.1). We define the

reference measure (see Chapter 3.2.1) as the product of these single site marginals, which

have stretched exponential tails,

νL[n] = ν[n] =
w[n]∑∞
k=0w[k]

∼ e−
b

1−γ n
1−γ

for γ ∈ (0, 1) . (4.2)

Since the single site marginals of the reference measures are independent of L we drop the

subscript. So the reference measure on a system of size L is given by νL[η] =
∏
x∈Λ ν[ηx],

and since the measures have stretched exponential tails, all finite moments exist, in

particular the mean and variance,

ρc := ν (ηx) <∞ , σ2
c := ν

(
η2
x

)
− ρ2

c <∞ . (4.3)

The reference measures therefore correspond to the critical product measures with av-

erage density ρc, this choice simplifies the presentation of the analysis in Section 4.4.

The chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.2 we extend previous results on

the thermodynamic limit. In Section 4.3 we make a numerical and heuristic study of

the behaviour on a finite system and derive the rigorous scaling limit in Section 4.4.
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In Section 4.5 we connect these results to the lifetimes of the metastable phases, and

dynamics of the condensate. We end with a discussion of the results and outlook in

Section 4.6.

4.2 Thermodynamic limit

4.2.1 Equivalence of ensembles

We quickly recall previous results on the equivalence of ensembles and condensation

transition for model (4.1) in the thermodynamic limit (summarized in Section 2.3), here

in the context of the general results of Chapter 3. As the particle number N and lattice

size L tend to infinity such that ρL := N/L → ρ, all finite dimensional marginals of

the canonical measure πLρL converge to the grand canonical measure with density ρ if

ρ ≤ ρc. If ρ > ρc then there is no grand canonical measure with density ρ and all finite

dimensional marginals of πLρL converge to the grand canonical measure with density ρc.

In this case the excess mass condenses on a single lattice site.

In the thermodynamic limit, following Section 3.2.1, the order parameter is the total

number of particles in the system divided by the system size L. We therefore introduce

the random variable SL that gives the empirical density of a configuration (see Definition

3.1),

SL(η) =
1

L

∑
x∈ΛL

ηx .

This corresponds to fixing the scale bL = L and it turns out that the large deviations of

the density under the reference measure decay on the scale aL = L.

The canonical stationary measures, corresponding to the unique ergodic measure on

a finite system at density ρL are given by

πLρ [η] = νL[η | SL = ρL] for ρL → ρ .

For the canonical measures to be well defined we consider sequences (ρL) as defined by

(3.18). The canonical partition function is defined in the usual way,

Z(L, ρL) = νL[SL = ρL] . (4.4)

As discussed in Section 2.2.1 the stationary current under the canonical measures is

given by a ratio of partition functions,

jcan
L (ρL) := πLρ (g(ηx)) =

Z(L, ρL − 1/L)

Z(L, ρL)
. (4.5)

For this model the grand canonical pressure, from Definition 3.2, is independent of
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system size and given by

p(µ) =

log ν (eµη1) for µ ∈ Dp = (−∞, 0]

∞ otherwise.
(4.6)

With the sub-exponential decay (4.2), the grand canonical measures exist for all µ ∈
(−∞, 0] and are given by the product of the single site marginals (c.f. Section 2.2.1),

νµ[n] =
ν[n]eµn

z(µ)
where z(µ) = ν (eµη1) . (4.7)

The pressure p(µ) is strictly increasing and convex on its domain Dp. Since the pressure

is the scaled cumulant generating function for SL under the grand canonical measures,

we observe that the average density, at chemical potential µ, is given by

R(µ) := νLµ (SL) = νLµ (η1)

=
1

z(µ)

∞∑
k=0

kν[k]ekµ = ∂µp(µ) . (4.8)

The grand canonical current is given by

jgc
L (µ) = νµ (gL(ηx)) =

1

zL(µ)

∞∑
n=0

g(n)eµnν[n] = eµ .

For details see Section 2.2.1. We denote the inverse of R by M : (0, ρc] → (−∞, 0].

So the grand canonical measures can be parametrized by the average density ρ for all

ρ < ρc. We may extend the function M to all densities following Theorem 3.6,

µ̄(ρ) =

M(ρ) for ρ < ρc

µc = 0 for ρ ≥ ρc .
(4.9)

The entropy densities in the thermodynamic limits are identified by a superscript ‘TD’,

following Definitions 3.12 and 3.13, we have

sTD
can(ρ) = lim

L→∞

1

L
logZ(L, ρL) as ρL → ρ (4.10)

sTD
gcan(ρ) = −p∗(ρ) = log z(µ̄(ρ))− µ̄(ρ)ρ , (4.11)

where p∗ is the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the pressure (4.6). We observe that

sTD
gcan(ρ) is strictly concave up to ρc, and then constant and equal to zero for all ρ ≥ ρc.

We now restate Theorem 2.7 from Section 2.3 in terms of the general results of Chapter

3.
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Theorem 4.1 (Thermodynamic limit equivalence of ensembles). For all ρ > 0,

lim
L→∞

1

L
H(πLρL | ν

L
µ̄(ρ)) = sTD

gcan(ρ)− sTD
can(ρ) = 0 . (4.12)

So πLρL
L←→ νLµ̄(ρ), in the senses of Definition 3.11, as L→∞ and ρL → ρ.

For ρ < ρc this is a direct result of Theorem 3.7. Above the critical density sTD
gcan is

constant, in order to calculate sTD
can above the critical point we contract on the maximum

site occupation. We find that the canonical entropy density is still equal to the grand

canonical entropy density, and so the canonical measures converge to the grand canonical

measure at ρc, and the excess mass condenses in a vanishing volume fraction, as discussed

in Section 2.3. To show that the condensate typically resides on a single site, using the

methods of Chapter 3, it is necessary to consider corrections to the thermodynamic limit

(given in the next Section 4.2.2).

Following the methods of Chapter 3 we calculate the large deviations of the maximum

component (on the macroscopic scale L) in the thermodynamic limit. These also give

rise to the equivalence of ensembles above ρc, by the contraction described in Section

3.4.4. The macroscopic maximum site occupation, following Definition 3.5, is given

by the random variable ML(η) = 1
L maxx ηx. We calculate a rate function Iρ(m) that

describes the asymptotic probability of observing a maximum site occupation equal to

(mL+ o(L)) ∈ [0, ρ]. Precisely, we will consider the limit as defined by (3.18) and (3.41),

and find that

πLρ [ML = mL] ∼ e−LITD
ρ (m) . (4.13)

To this end we define the following function for finite systems,

FLρL(mL) = − 1

L
log πLρL [ML = mL] , (4.14)

where mL is a sequence with positive measure defined by (3.41). If the maximum

occupied site has a macroscopic size m, then the density of particles outside of the

maximum must be ρ −m. We call the density outside of the maximum occupied site

the background density and denote it by ρbg = (ρ−m).

Theorem 4.2. In the thermodynamic limit as ρL → ρ as in (3.18),

ITD
ρ (m) := lim

L→∞
FLρL(mL) = sTD

gcan(ρ)− sTD
gcan(ρbg) with ρbg = (ρ−m), (4.15)

for all mL → m ∈ [0, ρ], where sTD
gcan is given by (4.11). So for ρ > ρc (supercritical

case), ITD
ρ (m) = 0 for each m ≤ (ρ − ρc) (see Fig. 4.1). Note that by Theorem 4.1

sTD
can ≡ sTD

gcan.

For m = 0 or ρ, the limit actually depends on the precise scaling of mL, which we do

not discuss here (see [4] for more details).
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Figure 4.1: Thermodynamic limit rate function for a fixed system density ρ = 0.75
with γ = 0.5 and b = 4. ITD

ρ (ρ − ρbg) is shown by a solid black line. The dashed lines

show FLρL(ρ−ρbg) against ρbg, with ρL = 0.75, for several values of L calculated by exact

numerics using Eq. (2.24). Note that convergence to ITD
ρ (ρbg) (solid black) is slow and

initially non-monotonic above ρc.

Proof. The proof follows the results in Chapter 3. It is straightforward to check that

all the assumptions in Section 3.4.1 are satisfied. The condensate contribution tends to

zero, since the reference measure has stretched exponential tails,

sTD
cond(m) = lim

L→∞

1

L
log νL[mLL] = 0 for all (mL) ∈ [0, ρ] .

The restricted pressure pm has the same essential domain as p and is therefore equal to

the grand canonical pressure, since the following partial sums diverge for µ 6∈ DP ,

mLL∑
k=0

νL[k]eµk →∞ for µ > 0 .

Therefore the grand canonical entropy density of the restricted ensembles is equal to the

grand canonical entropy density for all m, sTD
gcan,m(ρ) = sgcan(ρ). So by Theorem 3.10

we have,

ITD(ρ,m) = −sTD
gcan(ρ−m) for ρ > m > (ρ− ρc) and

ITD(ρ,m) ≥ −sTD
gcan(ρ−m) for m ≤ (ρ− ρc) .

By iterating the contraction once, it is clear that the lower bound is also an upper

bound, and ITD(ρ,m) = −sTD
gcan(ρ −m) for all ρ > 0 and m ∈ (0, ρ). Alternatively, for

m ≤ (ρ− ρc) the upper bound follows by arranging the excess mass in the background

among a finite number of sites so that each site contains at most m particles. This

provides a sub-exponential lower bound for ν̄L−1
m [SL−1 = ρL −mL]. The result now
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follows from Corollary 3.11.

4.2.2 Leading order corrections to the thermodynamic limit

In this subsection we study the rate of convergence to the thermodynamic limit. This

gives rise to a large deviation rate function for the maximum above ρc on a finer scale,

which indicates that the maximum typically contains (ρ− ρc)L particles and occupies a

single lattice site. Since the grand canonical measures have finite exponential moments

below ρc, convergence to the thermodynamic limit is quick, following (3.58),

1

âL
H(πLρ | νLµ(ρ))→ 0 for all ρ < ρc and âL � logL . (4.16)

However, convergence to the thermodynamic limit above ρc is dominated by the entropy

cost of putting a macroscopic mass into a vanishing volume fraction, which is much slower

as can be seen in Figure 4.1. Informally speaking, the goal of this subsection is to zoom

in on the flat part of this rate function for supercritical densities, and to understand the

correction

“ scan(ρ) ' sTD
can(ρ) +

aL
L
sLO

can(ρ) ” .

We denote the leading order contribution to the entropy densities and the rate function

for the maximum site occupation, above the critical point, by a superscript ‘LO’.

The critical measures have stretched exponential tails (4.2), so if the excess mass

occupies only a finite number of sites, it will contribute to the entropy density at a scale

aL = L1−γ . The contribution due to order L particles occupying a single site is given

by

sLO
cond(m) = lim

L→∞

1

aL
log νL[mLL] =

−b
1− γ

m1−γ , (4.17)

and the grand canonical pressure on this scale is given by

pLO(t) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
etaLSL

)
= lim

L→∞
Lγ log z((tL−γ)η1)

=

ρct for t ≤ 0

∞ otherwise.
(4.18)

So the grand canonical entropy density is infinite below ρc, which is clear since it was

non-zero in the the thermodynamic limit, and it is still zero above ρc,

sLO
gcan(ρ) = −(pLO)∗(ρ) =

−∞ for ρ < ρc

0 for ρ ≥ ρc .
(4.19)

The following theorem states that this is the correct scale for observing the conver-

gence to the thermodynamic limit above criticality and gives the leading order correction

to the canonical entropy density, and the rate function for the maximum site occupation
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(these are summarised in Figure 4.2).

Theorem 4.3. The leading order behaviour above criticality is on the scale aL = L1−γ.

The canonical entropy density is given by

sLO
can(ρ) = lim

L→∞
Lγ−1 logZ(L, ρL) as ρL → ρ following (3.18) (4.20)

=

−∞ for ρ < ρc

sLO
cond(ρ− ρc) for ρ ≥ ρc ,

(4.21)

and the rate function of the maximum site occupation is given by

ILO
ρ (m) =

sLO
can(ρ)−

⌊
(ρ−ρc)
m

⌋
sLO

cond(m)− sLO
cond(r) for m ≤ (ρ− ρc)

∞ for (ρ− ρc) < m ≤ ρ
, (4.22)

where (ρ− ρc) = b (ρ−ρc)
m cm+ r. Upwards deviations of the maximum require the bulk to

lose a macroscopic number of particles and are described on the scale of L by Theorem

4.2.

We recall that bxc denotes the integer floor of the real number x. For clarity we give

the explicit form of ILO
ρ (for an illustration see Fig. 4.2),

ILO
ρ (m) =



∞ for (ρ− ρc) < m ≤ ρ

sLO
can(ρ)− sLO

cond(m)− sLO
cond(ρ− ρc −m) for (ρ−ρc)

2 ≤ m ≤ (ρ− ρc)

sLO
can(ρ)− 2sLO

cond(m)− sLO
cond(ρ− ρc − 2m) for (ρ−ρc)

3 ≤ m ≤ (ρ−ρc)
2

. . . . . .

sLO
can(ρ)− nsLO

cond(m)− sLO
cond(ρ− ρc − nm) for (ρ−ρc)

(n+1) ≤ m ≤
(ρ−ρc)
n

. . . . . .

It follows that above ρc the canonical measures concentrate on configurations in

which all the excess mass resides on a single lattice site. The rate function for the

maximum below (ρ−ρc) states that the large deviations decay as a stretched exponential

of the system size, πLρ [ML = mL] ∼ e−L
1−γILO

ρ (m). These large deviations are attained

by arranging the excess mass on the smallest possible number of sites. The proof of this

theorem and the results in the scaling limit rely on the following lemmas that give rise

to the truncated pressures.
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Lemma 4.4. Consider two sequences xn ∈ N, tn ∈ (0,∞), such that xn → ∞, tn → 0

and xγntn → C as n→∞ with C ∈ [0, b
1−γ ). Then for each i ∈ N0

lim sup
n→∞

∑
k≤xn

kiw(k)etnk <∞ ,

and if xγntn >
b

1−γ for n sufficiently large,

lim
n→∞

∑
k≤xn

kiw(k)etnk =∞.

Proof. From the asymptotic behaviour of w(k) Eq. (4.2) we know there exists a C0 ∈
(0,∞) such that w(k) ≤ C0e

−b
1−γ k

1−γ
for all k. So,∑

k≤xn

kiw(k)etnk ≤ C0

∑
k≤xn

kie
−b

1−γ k
1−γ+tnk. (4.23)

Fix 0 ≤ ε < ( b
1−γ − C). Then there exists n̄ ∈ N such that tn ≤ (C + ε)x−γn for n ≥ n̄.

It follows that tn ≤ (C + ε)k−γ for all k ≤ xn and n ≥ n̄. By applying this upper bound

on tn we can bound the sum above uniformly in n > n̄ as follows,∑
k≤xn

kiw(k)etnk ≤ C0

∑
k≤xn

kie
−b

1−γ k
1−γ+(C+ε)k1−γ

≤ C1

∫ ∞
0

uie
−b

1−γ u
1−γ+(C+ε)u1−γ

du <∞. (4.24)

The inverse is clear, since from Eq. (4.2) we know there exists a C2 ∈ (0,∞) such that,∑
k≤xn

kiw(k)etnk ≥ C2

∑
k≤xn

kie
−b

1−γ k
1−γ+tnk, (4.25)

and the final term in the sum diverges if xγntn >
b

1−γ .

Lemma 4.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.4 we may bound the remainder in the

Taylor expansion of each moment under the restricted ensembles introduced in Section

3.2.3. We have

ν
(
etnη11{ηx≤xn}(η1)

)
= 1 + tn∂µz(0) +

t2n
2
∂2
µz(0) + o(t2n),

ν
(
ηi1e

tnη11{ηx≤xn}(η1)
)

= ν
(
ηi1
)

+ tn∂µν0

(
ηi1
)

+
t2n
2
∂2
µν0

(
ηi1
)

+ o(t2n).

Proof. This Lemma follows from Lemma 4.4 by dominated convergence. For a proof by

direct computation see [25] Lemma 2.
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Figure 4.2: Convergence to the thermodynamic limit above the critical density ρc, as
described by Theorem 4.3. System with γ = 0.6, b = 0.8. Left: The leading order
canonical entropy density, the black line shows the limit sLO

can(ρ). The dashed coloured
lines show exact numerics on finite systems. For ρ < ρc the large deviations are on the
scale L and so diverge on these plots. Right: The leading order canonical rate function
for the maximum. The black line shows the limit ILO

ρ (m). The dashed coloured lines
show exact numerics on finite systems. For m > (ρ − ρc) the large deviations are on
the scale L and so diverge on these plots. The convergence to the limits in Theorem 4.3
appears to be very slow.

Proof of Theorem 4.3. We can calculate the truncated pressures from the previous Lem-

mas.

pLO
m (µ) = lim

L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
eaLµSL1ML≤mL

)
= lim

L→∞
Lγ log ν

(
e(µL−γ)η11η1≤mLL

)
=

ρcµ if µ < b
mγ(1−γ)

+∞ otherwise.

So the restricted grand canonical entropy density is given by

sLO
gcan,m(ρ) =


(ρ−ρc)b
mγ(1−γ) if ρ ≥ ρc
−∞ otherwise.

(4.26)

The result now follows by iterating the contraction in Theorem 3.10.

4.3 Overshoot of the canonical current

In this section we present results obtained from exact numerics and Monte Carlo simu-

lations in the canonical ensemble. We can calculate the canonical current, given by Eq.

(4.5), by making use of the the recursion relations given in Appendix D.1. Similarly,

we can calculate the canonical distribution of the maximum site occupation using the

recursion relation for the truncated canonical partition function. See Appendix D.1 for
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more details on the computations.

Firstly we recall the behaviour of the system in the thermodynamic limit (these re-

sults follow from Theorems 4.1 and 4.3), and have been found previously as summarised

in Section 2.3). The macroscopic maximum site occupation ML(η) = 1
L maxx ηx obeys

a weak law of large numbers,

ML

πLρ−−→

{
0 if ρ ≤ ρc
ρ− ρc if ρ > ρc

. (4.27)

This result can also be stated in terms of the behaviour of the bulk of the system. We

denote the density of particles outside of the maximally occupied site by

Sbg
L (η) = ρL −ML(η) .

The background density converges in probability, under the canonical measures, as

Sbg
L (η)

πLρ−−→

{
ρ if ρ ≤ ρc
ρc if ρ > ρc

. (4.28)

A similar result holds for the behaviour of the canonical current in the thermodynamic

limit. With Eq. (2.17) the equivalence of ensembles (see Definition 3.11) implies that

jcan
L (ρL)→ eµ̄(ρ) as L→∞ and ρL → ρ . (4.29)

So the current and the background density are both continuous with respect to the total

system density in the thermodynamic limit. Also both are strictly increasing up to ρc

and constant for ρ > ρc. We recall from Section 2.3 that if ρL → ρ ≤ ρc the system is

said to be in the fluid phase region and if ρL → ρ > ρc the system is in the condensed

phase region, in the thermodynamic limit.

4.3.1 Observations on finite systems

Using again the background density ρbg = (ρL −mL), we have

πLρL [ML = mL] = πLρL

[
Sbg
L = ρbg

]
.

This variable is more useful for illustrations and is more intuitive, since the background

density characterises all but a single lattice site, while the formulation involving ML is

more convenient for computations. Therefore keeping both formulations in parallel is

the best option for a concise presentation of our results. It turns out that typically the

background is distributed asymptotically independently with density ρbg. However, to

realise large deviations in the maximum site occupation, which are important for the

dynamics, sometimes the background can contain sub-condensates on the same scale as

the condensate itself (see Section 4.5).

On large finite systems we observe significant finite-size effects above the critical
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Figure 4.3: Finite-size effects and current overshoot for γ = 0.5 and b = 4. Left:
The canonical current for various system sizes as a function of the density ρ = ρL
are plotted. The dashed black line shows the thermodynamic current as a function
of the system density ρ. Right: The overshoot region for L = 1000 showing the two
distinct currents measured from Monte Carlo simulations for various densities near the
maximum current. All simulations of the zero-range process were performed using the
update algorithm described in Appendix D.2.

density ρc, Fig. 4.3 shows the typical behaviour of the canonical current. Below ρc the

current is very close to the thermodynamic limit result even on relatively small systems

(L ∼ 100) and the leading order finite-size effects can be understood immediately from

the proof of the thermodynamic limit result [69]. However, the canonical current and

background density significantly overshoot their critical values (see Fig. 4.3 and Fig.

4.4). The current increases monotonically with density ρL, in a way that appears to

vary only very slightly with system size, up to some size-dependent maximum current

at ρtrans(L). For ρL < ρtrans(L) the background density in the system is typically very

close to ρL (Fig. 4.4). For a fixed system size L we associate ρL < ρtrans(L) with a

putative fluid phase region. Close to ρL = ρtrans(L) there is an abrupt decrease in

the current and background density. For ρL > ρtrans(L) the current and background

density are both decreasing in ρL and tend to their respective critical value as ρL →∞.

We associate ρL > ρtrans(L) with a putative condensed phase region where the

increasing density is entirely taken up by a large number of particles condensing on a

single lattice site. The size of the effective fluid overshoot increases with increasing b

and with decreasing γ, and is already very pronounced at γ = 0.5, b = 4.

For ρL close to ρtrans(L) we observe that the canonical distribution over background

densities (or maximum site occupation) has two maxima of similar magnitude (Fig. 4.4)

and Monte Carlo simulations show that the system switches between the two metastable

states associated with the putative phase regions. Fig. 4.5 shows the typical behaviour

of the current close to ρtrans(L) as a function of time, the fluid and condensed states can

be clearly distinguished by the current. For ρL ≈ ρtrans(L) in the condensed state the

location of the condensate does not change (over a large time frame), while its position

fluctuates heavily in the fluid state, supporting the fact that the particles are distributed

homogeneously.
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Figure 4.4: Finite-size effects for the background density Sbg
L (4.28) for γ = 0.5, b = 4

and L = 1000. Left: The expected value of the background density. The dashed
black line shows the thermodynamic limit result. Right: Distribution of the background
density at three system densities shown by corresponding dash-dotted lines on the left,
calculated exactly using Eq. (2.24). The position of local maxima of the distributions
are marked on both plots (∗ for ρ = 0.6, × for ρ = 0.7, ◦ for ρ = 0.8). The high
background density maximum at ρ = 0.8 occurs with extremely low probability and is
off the scale.

The empirical distribution of lifetimes of the two states is very close to an exponential

(Fig. 4.5 right). This suggests that the switching process is approximately Markovian

over the range of parameters and jump distributions observed, and constitutes a genuine

metastability phenomenon. The rate of the switching depends on the parameters b and

γ as well as the jump distribution p(x), which will be discussed in Section 4.5 in more

detail.

Naturally, the thermodynamic limit result gives no indication of the sharp transition

from fluid to condensed phase region or the metastable switching observed on large finite

systems. For ρL → ρ > ρc the system will appear to be condensed for sufficiently large

L, since ρtrans(L)↘ ρc as L→∞ (see Fig. 4.3). Therefore the leading order finite-size

effects of Theorem 4.3 neither describe the sharp transition nor the metastability, as can

be seen in Fig. 4.1. The apparent double well structure of 1
L log πLρL [ML = mL] is less

pronounced for higher L, and the location of the global minimum shifts towards ρc. To

capture the sharp transition and the metastability we will replace the thermodynamic

limit by an appropriate scaling limit in section 4.4.

4.3.2 Heuristics

Current Matching

As suggested by the form of the current overshoot in Figure 4.3, our approach is to

approximate the fluid states above ρc by extending the grand canonical current above

the critical value eµc = 1. This is achieved by means of a cut-off grand canonical

measure, a restricted ensemble as defined in Chapter 3. Since the total number of

particles is fixed canonically to ρLL the system cannot explore states where any single
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Figure 4.5: Switching dynamics for γ = 0.5, b = 4 and L = 1000 taken at
N/L = ρtrans(1000) = 0.695. Left: (Bottom) Current against time from Monte Carlo
simulations, calculated by taking the average number of jumps in the system over small
time windows. The black line indicates the transition between the fluid and condensed
states. (Top) The location of the maximum does not change until the system is fluid.
Right: Cumulative tail of the distribution of the lifetime of the fluid state on a log linear
scale. The solid line shows an exponential fit.

site contains more than ρLL particles. We therefore expect the distribution of particles

in the background under the canonical measure will always be closer (in any reasonable

sense) to a grand canonical measure, with some suitably chosen cut-off, and chemical

potential chosen to fix the correct density of particles, than it is to the unconditioned

distribution. Following Definition 3.7 in Section 3.2.3, for cut-off mLL ∈ N the restricted

grand canonical measures, on the scale of the thermodynamic limit, are defined by single

site marginals with support on {0, 1, . . . ,mLL},

ν̄µ,m [ηx = n] := νµ [ηx = n|ηx ≤ mLbL]

=
1

z̄m(µ)
ν[n]enµ for n ≤ mLL (4.30)

where the normalisation is given by the finite sum

z̄m(µ) =

mLL∑
k=0

ν[k]ekµ. (4.31)

These measures are well defined for all µ ∈ R and the current is given by

ν̄µ,m (g(ηx)) = eµ
(

1− ν[mLL]emLLµ

z̄m(µ)

)
. (4.32)

Also the average density in the cut-off ensemble

Rm(µ) := ν̄µ,m (ηx) =
1

zm(µ)

m∑
k=0

kνµ,m(k) (4.33)
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Figure 4.6: Current estimates above the critical point ρ > ρc and jcan
L (ρ) > eµc = 1,

for L = 1000, γ = 0.5 and b = 4. The fluid approximation (4.36) and the current
matching (4.37) agree well with canonical numerics and the metastable branches from
Monte Carlo simulations (cf. Figs. 4.3 and 4.5).

is a strictly increasing function from [0,∞) onto [0,∞) and so we denote its inverse

Mm(ρbg) := R−1
m (ρbg). (4.34)

To simplify the notation we introduce the truncated fugacity (in general the fugacity is

given by the exponential of the chemical potential)

Φm(ρ) := eMm(ρ) . (4.35)

To a first approximation we estimate the current in the fluid state using Eq. (4.32),

jcan
L (ρ) ≈ Φρ(ρ) (4.36)

under the assumption that
(
1− ν[ρLL]eρLLµ/z̄ρ(µ)

)
≈ 1 for values of ρLL under con-

sideration. This approximation is shown in Fig. 4.6 by the blue dashed line for γ = 0.5,

b = 4 and a system size of L = 1000. The approximation is extremely close to the

canonical current for ρL < ρtrans(L) and for ρL ≈ ρtrans(L) is in good agreement with

the empirically measured fluid currents from Monte Carlo simulations. We demonstrate

in Section 4.4 that this estimate can be improved by choosing the cut-off more carefully

following the methods set out in Chapter 3.

We approximate the current in the condensed (phase separated) states by a current

matching argument, between the fluid and the condensed phase, a similar heuristic

argument has been given before in [83]. The existence of a stable condensate implies

that the average rate of particles exiting the condensate must be equal to the average

rate of particles entering it. Conditioned on the occupation of the condensate mLL, the
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Figure 4.7: Current matching on a finite system with L = 1000 and ρ = 0.7 close
to ρtrans(1000) for γ = 0.5, b = 4. Left: The current in the background Φm(ρbg) and
current out of the maximum g(m) plotted against ρbg. Right: Exact numerics of FLρL
using (2.24) shown in solid black and approximation (4.39) in dashed green. Vertical
lines show the correspondence between current matching and critical points of FLρL . The
first local minimum corresponds to the lower stable branch of the current matching curve
in Fig. 4.6 and the local maximum corresponds to the upper unstable branch.

exit rate is simply g(mLL) while the entry rate is well approximated by the stationary

current in the background. This is assumed to be in a fluid state described by ν̄µ(ρbg),mL ,

which leads to the current matching condition;

Φm (ρbg) = g(mLL) where ρbg = ρL −mL . (4.37)

The lower branch of solutions to this equation define the condensed current approx-

imation (Fig. 4.6 red dashed line). This is extremely close to the canonical current

for ρL > ρtrans(L) and for ρL ≈ ρtrans(L) the results are in good agreement with the

empirically measured condensed currents from Monte Carlo simulations.

Metastability

We can understand the metastability on a heuristic level in terms of a simple current

matching argument. FLρL(mL) (as defined in (4.14)) can be calculated efficiently for

system sizes L < 4000 using exact numerics and even for much larger systems (see Eq.

(2.24)). In Fig. 4.7 we see a clearly defined double well structure close to ρtrans(L)

which accounts for the observed switching behaviour. We may extract the contribution

due to the maximum site occupation from FLρL(mL) and apply an exponential change of

measure so that the average density on the remaining L− 1 sites is ρbg = ρL −mL,

FLρL(mL) ≈ (log z̄m(µ)− ρbgµ)− 1

L
log ν[mLL]

− 1

L
log ν̄L−1

µ,m [SL−1�ρbg] +
1

L
logZ(L, ρL) . (4.38)
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We may choose µ = MmL(ρbg) so that the mean under the cut-off grand-canonical

distribution is ρbg. The gradient of FLρL(mL) is given by a one step finite difference. If

we assume for large L that ν̄L−1
MmL

(ρbg),mL
[SL−1 � ρbg] ∼ 1√

2πLσ2
c

, which is valid in the

scaling limit under certain conditions according to a local limit for triangular arrays (see

Theorem 4.6 for details), then a straightforward calculation shows

FLρL (mL − 1/L)− FLρL (mL) ≈ 1

L
(MmL(ρbg)− log g(mL)) . (4.39)

The first term on the right-hand side follows in direct analogy with the thermodynamic

limit for which ∂ρsgcan(ρ) = −µ(ρ) (cf. [65]), and the second term is the finite difference

of the maximum site contribution using Eq. (2.15).

This result holds rigorously in scaling limit and even for relatively small systems

(L ≈ 1000) FLρL is well approximated by Eq. (4.39) as is shown in Fig. 4.7. The

approximation breaks down for background densities close to ρ since it relies on mL �
1/L. By the above argument we expect that solutions to the current matching equation

(4.37) correspond to local maxima or minima of the rate function. Whilst the current

out of the maximum occupied site is greater than the current in the background we

expect the background density to increase and vice versa. Therefore the first point that

the two currents cross is locally stable and so a local minimum of the rate function. The

next point they cross is a local maximum by the same argument, and there is another

local minimum at a point close to ρ associated with fluid configurations, which the

current matching argument predicts to be at the boundary. This is shown in Fig. 4.7.

4.4 Rigorous scaling limit

In this section we explore the finite-size effects by examining the leading order behaviour

at the critical scale on which metastability persists. This scale is essentially found by

balancing the moderate deviations of the sum of independent site occupations (in the

background) with the contribution due to a macroscopic mass accumulating on a single

lattice site. See [34] for details on moderate deviations. This allows us to describe the

behaviour of the canonical measures close to the transition point and the metastable

behaviour exhibited by the system.

We consider the system at a size L and density ρL → ρc such that,

L

bL
(ρL − ρc)→ δρ ∈ (−∞,∞) . (4.40)

Alternatively, in terms of the total number of particles in the system ρLL this corre-

sponds to,

ρLL = ρcL+ δρbL + o(bL) .

Equivalence and non-equivalence of ensembles in the scaling limit is given by the large
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deviation behaviour of the random variable,

TL(η) =
1

bL

∑
x∈ΛL

(ηx − ρc) , (4.41)

under the critical measure (c.f. Def. 3.1). Following the method set out in Chapter 3

we define the canonical and grand canonical measures on the large deviation scale (aL),

and density scale (bL).

πL,δδρ [η] = νL[η | TL = δρL]

=
νL[η]

Z(L, δρL)
1T−1

L (δρL)(η) (4.42)

where Z(L, δρL) = νL[T−1
L (δρL)] and δρL → δρ as in (3.18). The grand canonical

measures in the scaling limit are given by

νL,δµ [η] =
eaLµTL(η)

νL (eaLµTL)
νL[η]

=
∏
x∈ΛL

e(aLb
−1
L )µηxν[ηx]

z((aLb
−1
L )µ)

. (4.43)

We distinguish these from the thermodynamic canonical and grand canonical ensembles

by the superscripts δ. The measures in the scaling limit are related to the canonical and

grand canonical measures introduced in Section 4.2 on any finite system, by

πL,δδρ [η] = πLρL [η] where ρL = ρc + δρL(bLL
−1)

νL,δµ [η] = νL
(aLb

−1
L )µ

[η] . (4.44)

The restricted ensembles as defined in Def. 3.7 are given by

ν̄L,δµ,m[η] = νL,δµ [η |ML ≤ m] (4.45)

where the macroscopic maximum of a configuration ML(η) is defined on the same scale

as the excess mass TL,

ML(η) =
1

bL
max
x∈ΛL

ηx . (4.46)

The canonical entropy density (see Definition 3.12) is given by

scan(δρ) = lim
L→∞

log νL[TL = δρL] as δρL → δρ as in (3.18) . (4.47)
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The grand canonical pressure in the scaling limit is given by

p(µ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
eaLµTL

)
= lim

L→∞

L

aL
log ν

(
eη1(aLb

−1
L )µ

)
, (4.48)

and the grand canonical entropy density is given in the usual way by the Legendre

transform sgcan(δρ) = −p∗(δρ). The contribution to the canonical entropy density due

to a macroscopic number of particles residing on a single site (on the same scale as the

excess mass bL), is given by

scond(m) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log ν[mLbL] as mL → m as in (3.41) . (4.49)

The correct scales (aL) and (bL) to capture the canonical overshoot and metastability

can be determined heuristically by our previous current matching argument (4.37). If

we assume that close to ρc the fluid current (4.36) can be approximated by the first

term in the Taylor expansion around ρc then

Φm

(
ρc + δρbg (bLL

−1)
)
− 1 '

δρbg

σ2
c

(bLL
−1) .

The current matching equation (4.37) then implies

δρbg

σ2
c

bLL
−1 ' g ((δρ− δρbg)bL)− 1 = b(δρ− δρbg)−γb−γL ,

which leads to bL = L
1

1+γ . The scale aL then follows by insisting we have a non-

degenerate limit for the condensed entropy contribution, so aL = L
1−γ
1+γ . Equivalently

these scales can be found by insisting that the pressure in the scaling limit is non-

degenerate, which fixes a relationship between aL and bL, and then again insisting we

have a non-degenerate limit for the condensed entropy contribution specifies aL and bL

completely. To summarise, in the rest of this section we fix,

aL = L
1−γ
1+γ , bL = L

1
1+γ . (4.50)

The exponents are written as,

α =
1− γ
1 + γ

, β =
1

1 + γ
, and 2β = 1 + α . (4.51)

By applying Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 we can calculate the grand canonical pressure,

p(µ) =


σ2
cµ

2

2 for µ ≤ 0

+∞ otherwise,
(4.52)
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and hence the grand canonical entropy density,

sgcan(δρ) =

−
δρ2

2σ2
c

for δρ ≤ 0

0 for δρ > 0 .
(4.53)

The grand canonical entropy density is strictly concave only for δρ < 0 (see Figure 4.8).

This implies that downside moderate deviations of the density under the critical measure

are realised by the grand canonical measures at the appropriate chemical potential.

Therefore for all negative δρ we immediately have equivalence of ensembles. However,

the grand canonical entropy density fails to fully describe the situation for moderate

deviations above the critical density, δρ ≥ 0, since it is constant. Following the methods

set out in Chapter 3, we explore this region by contracting on the maximum occupied

site. This also leads to a detailed, rigorous description of the overshoot and metastability

on the critical scale.

4.4.1 The rate functions

In this section we contract on the maximum occupied site to find the full equivalence

of ensembles as well as the canonical rate function for the maximum in the scaling

limit. We examine the asymptotic behaviour of FLρL introduced in (4.14). We will see in

Corollary 4.6 that under the appropriate scaling FLρL(mL) is finite and non-zero. Firstly,

we find the rate function for the joint scaled density and maximum under the critical

measure,

I(δρ,m) = lim
L→∞

1

Lα
log νL[TL = δρL,ML = mL] (4.54)

as δρL → δρ and mL → m as in (3.18), and (3.41). From here we are able to calculate

the canonical entropy density (Definition 3.12 in Section 3.3),

scan(δρ) : = lim
L→∞

1

Lα
logZ(L, δρL)

= − inf
m∈[0,δρ]

I(δρ,m) , (4.55)

and the canonical large deviations of the maximum in the scaling limit (Corollary 3.11),

Iδρ(m) : = lim
L→∞

1

Lα
log πL,δδρ [ML = mL] (4.56)

= I(δρ,m) + scan(δρ) . (4.57)

Since ITD
ρ (m) = 0 for (ρ−m) ≥ ρc (see Section 4.2), this definition implies,

πLρc+δρLLβ−1

[
L−β max

x∈ΛL
ηx � m

]
∼ e−LαIδρ(m) . (4.58)

The large deviation results are summarised in the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.6. In the scaling limit (4.50) the large deviation rate function for the joint

density and maximum under the critical measure is given by

I(δρ,m) = lim
L→∞

1

Lα
log νL[TL = δρL,ML = mL] (4.59)

=

−
(
scond(m) + sfluid(δρ−m)

)
provided (δρ−m) < bσ2

c
(1−γ)mγ

−scond(m) + infx∈[0,m] I(δρ−m,x) otherwise.

Here the fluid entropy density and condensed contribution are given by

sfluid(δρbg) = −
δρ2

bg

2σ2
c

and scond(m) = − b

1− γ
m1−γ . (4.60)

The canonical rate function for the maximum in the scaling limit is given by renormal-

ising,

Iδρ(m) = I(δρ,m)− inf
x∈[0,ρ]

I(δρ, x) . (4.61)

The result requires iteration for (δρ − m) ≥ bσ2
c

(1−γ)mγ due to the large probability

of a second sub-condensate forming on the same scale as the condensate. It turns out

that for all δρ ∈ (−∞,∞) and m ∈ [0, δρ] we have to perform the iteration in (4.59)

only finitely many times. More details of the iteration are given in Chapter 5. The

region described by (δρ−m) < bσ2
c

(1−γ)mγ already covers all the critical points for fixed δρ.

That is the fluid minimum, condensed minimum and local maximum that constitutes a

potential barrier. The proof of the theorem follows from the general results in Chapter

3 once we have found the restricted grand canonical entropy densities that describe the

background phase.

Proof of Theorem 4.6. Following the methods in Chapter 3 we can split the joint event

as follows,

1

aL
log νL[TL = δρL,ML = mL] =

1

aL
log ν[mLbL] +

+
1

aL
log ν̄L−1

m [TL−1 = (δρ−m)] + o(1) . (4.62)

The first term converges to scond(m). To calculate the second term (the large deviations

of TL under the truncated reference measure) we apply an exponential change of mea-

sure. If there exists a chemical potential such that the expected value of TL under the

truncated measure is (δρ −m) then the final term converges to sgcan,m(δρ −m). This

is true as long as the truncated grand canonical entropy density is strictly concave at

(δρ−m). Otherwise we iterate the contraction. The restricted grand canonical entropy

density sgcan,m(δρ−m) is strictly concave provided (δρ−m) < bσ2
c

(1−γ)mγ and the result

follows from Theorems 3.7 and 3.10, by applying Lemma 4.7 below.
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Figure 4.8: Left: The grand canonical pressure in the scaling limit is shown in solid
black. The restricted pressure at restriction m extends the grand canonical pressure up
to b

(1−γ)mγ (see Lemma 4.7), shown by the blue dashed line. Right: The grand canonical

entropy densities are given by the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the pressures (left).
The grand canonical entropy density is shown in solid black and the restricted grand
canonical entropy density, with restriction m, is shown in dashed blue.

Lemma 4.7 (Restricted pressure). The pressures associated with the restricted ensem-

bles in the scaling limit (4.50) are,

pm(µ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
eaLµTL1ML≤mL

)
=


σ2
cµ

2

2 for µ ≤ b
(1−γ)mγ ,

+∞ otherwise.
(4.63)

So the restricted grand canonical entropy densities, given by the Legendre transform, are

sgcan,m(δρbg) = p∗m(δρbg)

=

−
δρ2

bg

2σ2
c

for δρbg ≤ bσ2
c

(1−γ)mγ ,

− bδρbg

(1−γ)mγ + σ2
c b

2

2(1−γ)2m2γ for δρbg >
bσ2
c

(1−γ)mγ .
(4.64)

See Figure 4.8.

Proof. The proof is a simple application of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5.

Provided sgcan,m is strictly concave at δρbg there exists a chemical potential µ such

that ν̄L,δµ,m (TL) = δρbg. We may therefore parametrize the restricted measures by δρbg

provided δρbg <
bσ2
c

(1−γ)mγ .

Lemma 4.8 (Current scaling limits). In the scaling limit (4.50) the current out of a

macroscopically occupied site is asymptotically given by

g(mLbL) = 1 +
b

mγ
Lβ−1 + o(Lβ−1) as mL → m , (4.65)

and provided δρbg <
bσ2
c

(1−γ)mγ the average current under the restricted grand canonical
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measures, with restriction m, at density δρbg is asymptotically given by

ν̄L,δδρbg,m
(g(η1)) = 1 +

δρbg

σ2
c

Lβ−1 + o(Lβ−1) , (4.66)

which may be interpreted as the average current in the fluid background phase. From

(4.50) we have β − 1 = − γ
1+γ .

Proof. The result for the current out of the condensate is immediate from the definition

of the jump rates (4.1) and the scaling limit (4.50). By definition of the restricted

measures we observe that,

ν̄L,δµ,m (g(η1)) = e(aLb
−1
L )µ (1− ν[mLbL]eaLmLµ)

= 1 + µL
− γ

1+γ + o(L
− γ

1+γ ) , (4.67)

provided µ ∈ [0, b
(1−γ)mγ ). The proof of the asymptotic form of the average current

in the background follows from a Taylor expansion of the truncated density function

Rm(µ), introduced in (4.33), details on the expansion are contained in Lemmas 4.4 and

4.5.

Rm(µL
− γ

1+γ ) = ρc + σ2
cµL

− γ
1+γ + o(L

− γ
1+γ )

for all µ ∈ [0, b
(1−γ)mγ ). Since we may choose the chemical potential µ such that the

expected value of TL under the restricted measures in the scaling limit is δρbg the result

follows.

Theorem 4.6 together with Lemma 4.8 imply that in the scaling limit given by (4.50)

the derivative of the scaling rate function for canonical large deviations of the maximum,

Iδρ, is given by the difference in the current out of the condensate and the average current

in the background. This is made precise in the Corollary 4.9 below, which is a rigorous

version of the current matching argument of Section 4.3.2.

Corollary 4.9 (Current matching).

∂mIδρ(m) =
b

mγ
−
δρbg

σ2
c

where δρbg = (δρ−m) , (4.68)

and the two terms on the right-hand side are exactly the limiting current curves from

Lemma 4.8 above the critical point.

This implies that

∂mIδρ(m)→ −∞ as m→ 0 , (4.69)

so that Im always exhibits a boundary minimum at m = 0.
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4.4.2 Equivalence of ensembles and overshoot

Depending on the value of δρ, the rescaled rate function has one of three qualitative

forms characterised by the number of its extreme points, or equivalently the number of

roots of (4.68), and the position of the global minimum. With the threshold

c0(γ, b) =
1 + γ

γ

(
σ2
cγb
)1/(1+γ)

, (4.70)

Eq. (4.68) has no real roots for δρ < c0, exactly one for δρ = c0, and two for δρ > c0.

The latter correspond to a local minimum at m = m∗ ∈ (0, δρ) and a local maximum at

m = m∗, with m∗ < m∗ (cf. Fig. 4.10 on the right). As usual, minima of Iδρ correspond

to metastable states, and the depth of the local minimum at m∗ as compared to the

one at the boundary determines which of the states is stable (i.e. corresponds to the

global minimum). So c0 marks the threshold above which (for δρ > c0) there exists a

metastable condensed state. Stability of the states changes when both minima have the

same depth; the density at which this is the case is given by ρtrans(L) introduced in

Section 4.3.1. In the scaling limit (4.50) this behaves as

ρtrans(L) = ρc + δρtransL
−γ
1+γ + o(L

−γ
1+γ ) ,

and from Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.9 we get the explicit expression

δρtrans = σ
2

1+γ
c (1 + γ)(2γ)

− γ
1+γ

(
b

1− γ

) 1
1+γ

. (4.71)

Note that both c0 and δρtrans are increasing with γ and b. Their ratio simplifies to

δρtrans/c0 =
1

2

( 2

1− γ

)1/(1+γ)
, (4.72)

which also increases monotonically with γ. In particular, δρtrans > c0 for all γ > 0

which implies existence of an extended metastability region.

We can now summarise the critical behaviour of the system at scale (4.50) in three

cases, which are also illustrated in Fig. 4.10 (right).

Case 1 (δρ < c0). There exists a unique minimum of the scaling rate function at m = 0,

Iδρ(0) = 0 ,

corresponding to a stable fluid state. The most likely background density under the

canonical measure is Sbg
L = ρc + δρLβ−1 + o(Lβ−1), and according to the results in

Appendix C the canonical measures concentrate on configurations with maximum site

occupation smaller than O(Lβ). It turns out that the background is asymptotically

independent and distributed according to the restricted grand canonical measures at

the correct chemical potential.
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Figure 4.9: The scaling limit canonical entropy density gives rise to the equivalence and
non equivalence of ensembles. Solid black: The canonical entropy density in the scaling
limit. Dashed red: The condensed entropy branch. Dashed blue: the fluid entropy
branch.

Case 2 (c0 < δρ < δρtrans). There are two local minima of the scaling rate function

Iδρ(m
∗) > Iδρ(0) = 0 ,

corresponding to a stable fluid state with m = 0 and a metastable condensed state

with m = m∗. The most likely background density under the canonical measure is still

Sbg
L = ρc + δρLβ−1 + o(Lβ−1).

Case 3 (δρ > δρtrans). There are two local minima of the scaling rate function

Iδρ(0) > Iδρ(m
∗) = 0 ,

corresponding to a metastable fluid state with m = 0 and a stable condensed state

with m = m∗. The most likely background density under the canonical measure is now

Sbg
L = ρc + (δρ−m∗)Lβ−1 + o(Lβ−1) and a finite fraction of the excess mass condenses

on a single lattice site with total occupation typically m∗Lβ + o(Lβ) (in the sense of

concentration of the canonical measures, see Appendix C).

The value of δρtrans, and for δρ > δρtrans the position of the global minimum, agree

with recent results on the distribution of the maximum at the critical scale [5]. The

expected value of the maximum site occupation under the canonical measure is given

by the stable solution of the current matching argument as described above.

We can make the discussion above more precise by contracting on the maximum

occupied site to find the canonical entropy density in the scaling limit using (4.55).

Corollary 4.10 (Equivalence of ensembles). The canonical entropy density in the scal-
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ing limit (4.50) is given by ,

scan(δρ) =


sgcan(δρ) if δρ < 0

sfluid(δρ) if 0 ≤ ρ ≤ δρtrans

scond(m∗) + sfluid(δρ−m∗) if ρ > ρtrans

. (4.73)

Following Definition 3.11 and Lemma 3.3, this gives rise to the following results describ-

ing the equivalence of ensembles. In terms of fast weak convergence, as L→∞,

πL,δδρ
Lα←→

ν
L,δ
µ(δρ) if δρ < 0

ν̄L,δµ(δρ),m∗
if 0 ≤ ρ < δρtrans

π̂L,δδρ
Lα←→ ν̄L−1,δ

µ(δρ−m∗),m∗ if ρ > ρtrans (4.74)

where π̂L,δδρ is the canonical distribution of the background over L−1 sites after removing

the maximum, defined in (3.71) (see Cor. 3.13 for details). These results are illustrated

in Fig. 4.9.

Proof. The canonical entropy density follows from Theorem 4.6 by applying the con-

traction, Theorem 3.10. Equivalence of ensembles for δρ < 0 follows from Theorem 3.7.

For 0 ≤ δρ ≤ δρtrans equivalence follows from Corollary 3.12. Above the condensation

transition point, δρ > δρtrans the equivalence of the background follows from Corollary

3.13.

Below c0 there is a single stable phase, since the canonical entropy density is equal

to the truncated grand canonical entropy density (with small enough truncation). This

implies equivalence between the canonical measures and the restricted product measures.

Since the jump rate off a single site is a bounded cylinder function the results on

the equivalence of ensembles give rise to the canonical current overshoot in the scaling

limit. Recall jcan
L (ρL) = πLρL (g(η1)) and

πL,δδρ [η] = πLρL [η] where ρL = ρc + δρLL
β−1 . (4.75)

Corollary 4.11 (Canonical current overshoot). Under the conditions of Theorem 4.6,

with

ρL = ρc + δρLβ−1 + o(Lβ−1) as L→∞,

we have, for δρ < δρtrans

jcan
L (ρL)− 1 =

δρ

σ2
c

Lβ−1 + o(Lβ−1), (4.76)

and for δρ > δρtrans

jcan
L (ρL)− 1 =

b

(m∗)γ
Lβ−1 + o(Lβ−1). (4.77)
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Figure 4.10: Scaling limit for γ = 0.5 and b = 4. Left: The thick black line shows
the scaling limit result for the current, including metastable branches (dashed). Thin
coloured lines show the rescaled canonical currents from exact numerics, slowly ap-
proaching the scaling limit as L increases. The transition point is given by δρtrans. Right:
Iδρ(δρ − δρbg) (defined in (4.61)) for various values of δρ. Solid black corresponds to
δρ = δρtrans where the depth of the two local minima are equal. The green dashed-dot-
dot curve shows Iδρ for δρ < c0, blue dot-dashed curve corresponds to c0 < δρ < δρtrans

and red dashed line to δρ > δρtrans.

Proof. The equivalence of ensembles (4.74) gives rise to fast convergence of bounded

cylinder test functions (see Def. 3.11), so

L(1−α)/2
∣∣∣jcan
L (ρL)− ν̄L,δµ(δρ),m∗

(g(η1))
∣∣∣→ 0 if 0 ≤ ρ < δρtrans

L(1−α)/2
∣∣∣jcan
L (ρL)− ν̄L−1,δ

µ(δρ−m∗),m∗ (g(η1))
∣∣∣→ 0 if ρ > ρtrans .

Also the current under the truncated grand canonical measures is asymptotically given

by (4.66). The corollary follows by combining these two results, Since (1−α)/2 = 1−β
(see (4.50)).

This result is illustrated in Fig. 4.10 (left). At the transition point δρ = δρtrans we

must examine higher order terms to demonstrate that the system will asymptotically

be in a condensed phase, see [5] and Section 4.5.

4.5 Dynamics and metastability

Having established the existence of metastable states on the level of large deviations,

we can use heuristic arguments to get an estimate of their lifetime. The corresponding

switching dynamics are illustrated in Fig. 4.5. Previous studies include results on the

dynamics of fluctuations in a finite system [71] and the dynamics of the condensate

[59, 61, 69] in the thermodynamic limit. Our approach here follows mostly the one

in [66] where metastability in a different zero-range process has been studied, and [61]

where a random walk argument was used to find the characteristic time of the motion

of the condensate.
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In this section we consider the dynamics in the scaling limit defined by Eq. (4.50),

that is the total number of particles grows as,

ρLL = ρcL+ δρL
1

1+γ + o(L
1

1+γ ) .

In the previous section we have seen that for δρ > c0 the system exhibits two metastable

states, we assume in the following that we are in this region. So for sufficiently large L

we know FLρL(m) exhibits a local maximum between the fluid and condensed minima,

and in the scaling limit the position converges to m∗, the local maximum of Iδρ. For

computations on finite systems it is more accurate to approximate the position of the

local maximum of FLρL by the closest integer to the largest root of Eq. (4.37) (see

Section 4.3.2), however for the sake of minimal notation we always write m∗. We define

the metastable fluid (condensed) state as all configurations for which the maximum site

occupation is below (above) m∗, i.e.

πL,fluid
δρ := πL,δδρL

[·|ML(η) ≤ m∗]

πL,cond
δρ := πL,δδρL

[·|ML(η) > m∗] . (4.78)

Since the process spends very little time close to the maximum of FLρL , the precise choice

of m∗ is not relevant for results in the scaling limit (cf. also [8] for a slightly different

approach). The lifetimes of the two metastable states can be expressed in terms of the

following hitting time,

τL := inf
{
t ≥ 0 : ML(η(t)) = m∗

}
.

We take

Tfluid := 2Eπ
L,fluid
δρ [τL] and Tcond := 2Eπ

L,cond
δρ [τL] , (4.79)

where the expectation is with respect to the dynamics (2.12) with initial distribution

given by πL,fluid
δρ or πL,cond

δρ (see Chapter 2 for details). The factor of 2 comes from the

fact that once m∗ is reached the process can still return to the same metastable state

with probability 1/2.

By ergodicity of the process
(
η(t) : t ≥ 0

)
on XL,N the ratio of lifetimes is directly

related to the stationary distribution,

Tfluid

Tcond
=
πL,δδρ [ML(η) ≤ m∗]

πL,δδρ [ML(η) > m∗]
=

∑m∗
k=0 e

−LFLρ (k)∑N
k=m∗

e−LF
L
ρ (k)

. (4.80)
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Approx. (4.82) MF 1D p = 1 1D p = 3/4

Tfluid 1.61× 105 1.65× 105 1.21× 105 2.05× 105

Tcond 1.51× 105 1.52× 105 1.07× 105 1.94× 105

Table 4.1: Lifetime of metastable states for L = 1000 and N = 695, with γ = 0.5
and b = 4. Using approximation (4.82) compared to measurements from Monte Carlo
simulations on a fully connected lattice (MF), a one dimensional lattice with probability
of jumping to the left q(1) = 1 and to the right with q(−1) = 3/4.

Applying the scaling limit result of Theorem 4.6, we get for large L

Tfluid

Tcond
'
∫ m∗

0
e−aLIδρ(x) dx

(∫ δρ

m∗

e−aLIδρ(x) dx

)−1

'
Γ(1 + 1

1−γ )
(

1−γ
b

) 1
1−γ √

∂2
xIδρ(m

∗)
√

2πL
e−L

β(Iδρ(0)−Iδρ(m∗)) . (4.81)

The second line follows by a saddle point approximation of the denominator at the local

minimum m∗ (corresponding to condensed configurations), and by expanding Iδρ(0)

in the numerator at the boundary minimum (corresponding to fluid configurations),

keeping the leading order singular term. To leading order in the exponent, this result

implies that the ratio of the lifetimes is given by the relative depth of the minima, as

expected. The lower order term
√
L in the denominator implies that at the transition

density δρtrans in the scaling limit the condensed state is stable and the fluid state is

metastable, in accordance with results in [5]. However the scaling with L is difficult

to verify in Monte Carlo simulations, since system sizes have to be relatively small (at

most of the order of L = 1000) to get good statistics on switching times. In this regime

higher order finite-size effects still play a role and can affect the location of ρtrans(L)

and therefore the relative depth of the minima of FLρL .

We estimate the two lifetimes by approximating the number of particles in the

condensate by a continuous time random walk. Since it is difficult to validate the

scaling with L, as discussed above, we will demonstrate the validity of our approach

by estimating the lifetimes directly for finite systems. The actual lifetimes are not

only related to the potential barrier given by the maximum of FLρL (Iδρ in the scaling

limit), but also depend on the underlying dynamics. The occupation of the maxi-

mum
(
bLML(η(t)) : t ≥ 0

)
is a non-Markovian, stationary, ergodic process with state

space Ω∗ = {dρLe, dρLe + 1, . . . , bLm
∗, bLm

∗ + 1, . . . , ρLL} and stationary distribution

P (n) = e−LF
L
ρL

(n/L) . Since the process exhibits only single steps, it can be approximated

by a continuous time random walk on Ω∗ (the validity of this Markovian assumption

is discussed later) where a particle leaves the maximum (n → n − 1) with rate g(n).

The rates corresponding to n → n + 1 are then fixed by the stationary distribution P .

In the scaling limit this implies that particles enter the condensate with rate given by

the current in the background, see Corollary 4.9. The lifetime of the metastable fluid

state is approximated by the mean first passage time of the random walk starting in
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position dρLe to reach bLm∗. For the metastable condensed state it is given by the

mean first passage time starting at ρLL, and both have a factor of 2 in front due to the

possibility of reaching bLm∗ and not actually switching state. These can be calculated

using standard techniques (see e.g. [102] for the discrete time analogue),

Tfluid ≈ 2

bLm∗∑
i=dρLe+1

P (i− 1)

g(i)P (i)
+ 2

bLm∗∑
i=dρLe+2

1

g(i)P (i)

i−2∑
j=dρLe

P (j)

Tcond ≈ 2

ρLL∑
i=bLm∗+1

1

g(i)
+ 2

ρLL∑
i=bLm∗+1

1

g(i)P (i)

ρL∑
j=i−1

P (j). (4.82)

These two approximations can be calculated numerically for reasonably large systems

(up to L ≈ 4000) since we can calculate P (n) = e−LF
L
ρL

(m) exactly using Eq. (2.24).

Applying the scaling limit result and using saddle point approximations we recover an

Arrhenius estimate with a pre-factor for the lifetime of the two metastable states,

Tfluid ≈ 2

∫ m∗

0
eaLIδρ(x)

∫ x

0
e−aLIδρ(y) dy dx

≈ Γ

(
1 +

1

1− γ

)(
b

1− γ

) −1
1−γ
√

2πL

∂2
r Iδρ(m∗)

eL
α(Iδρ(m∗)−Iδρ(0))

Tcond ≈ 2

∫ δρ

m∗

eaLIδρ(x)

∫ δρ

x
e−aLIδρ(y) dy dx

≈ 2πL√
∂2
mIδρ(m∗)∂

2
mIδρ(m

∗)
eL

α(Iδρ(m∗)−Iδρ(m∗)). (4.83)

Here m∗ is the location of the local maximum of the rate function, m∗ is the local

minimum corresponding to condensed configurations and there is a boundary minimum

at 0 corresponding to fluid configurations. To leading order we recover the Arrhenius

law as discussed in Section 2.4. This result agrees with the ratio of the lifetimes already

discussed. However as with the previous results the asymptotic form is difficult to

validate due to higher order finite-size effects, the exact expression Eq. (4.82) is therefore

more appropriate for relevant system sizes.

We expect the above random walk approximation to be accurate if particles exiting

the maximum equilibrate in the bulk before returning to the condensate. This condition

is best fulfilled for a fully connected lattice (mean-field geometry) and we expect it to

be a reasonably good approximation for one dimensional totally asymmetric systems

since particles have to pass through the whole fluid bulk before returning. For partial

asymmetry and in higher dimensions a return without penetrating the fluid bulk is

possible. To a first approximation the lifetimes have to be multiplied by the inverse

probability of the event that particles escape into the bulk, since only such particles

have a chance to equilibrate and contribute on the right scale. This pre-factor can be

estimated using another random walk argument. If a particle jumps to the right with

probability q(1) and to the left with probability q(−1) where q(1)+q(−1) = 1 (see (2.12))

and q(1) 6= 1/2 then the probability of a particle reaching some macroscopic distance
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before returning to the condensate is asymptotically |q(1)− q(−1)|. We therefore expect

the lifetime to increase by a factor of 1/ |q(1)− q(−1)| for partial asymmetry. As a

special case, for symmetric systems in one dimension this leads to an increase of lifetimes

by a factor of L by the same argument (c.f. the ‘gamblers ruin’ problem). For a

detailed investigation and validation of this Markovian ansatz see [61]. We find that this

argument gives a good approximation for fully connected lattices, and totally asymmetric

jumps in one dimension, see Table 4.1. We observe that the one dimensional totally

asymmetric case is a factor of approximately 1.4 faster than the mean-field case, which

is due to internal structure in the fluid background, and has also been observed and

discussed in [61]. For partial asymmetry in one dimension with q(1) = 3/4 the process

is slower than the totally asymmetric case by a factor of approximately 1.8 supporting

the arguments above which predict an increase by a factor of 2.

The characteristic time for the motion of the condensate in the thermodynamic limit,

ρL → ρ > ρc, can be approximated by considering Eq. (4.50) with a sequence of δρ

increasing like L1−β. The corresponding rescaled location of the condensed minimum

m∗ → (ρ−ρc), since the condensed state has limiting background density ρc. Our rigor-

ous results do not technically hold in this limit, however our estimates of the lifetimes of

the metastable states agree with the characteristic times found by Godreche and Luck

[59, 61]. Our results demonstrate that close to the transition point in finite systems

(i.e. δρ ≈ δρtrans) the condensate typically moves via the system entering the fluid

state (cf. Fig. 4.5), and therefore its new position is expected to be chosen uniformly

at random on ΛL. For δρ large, however, the lifetime of the fluid state becomes small

and the condensate can re-locate whilst the system remains in the condensed state, via

the mechanism described in [61]. A sub-condensate starts to grow in the fluid back-

ground phase, and the potential barrier the process has to cross for condensate motion

is associated with the probability of the excess mass shared equally between two sites.

This is the relevant mechanism in the thermodynamic limit. For finite systems one can

estimate which of these re-location processes dominates, by considering the distribution

of the second largest site using the same techniques as in the previous section. It has

recently been shown that the second mechanism via a sub-condensate can lead to a non-

uniform relocation of the condensate [8]. The two different mechanisms of condensate

motion are discussed in more details in Section 5.4, where both mechanisms persist in

the thermodynamic limit.

4.6 Discussion

In general, finite system size can lead to effective long-range interactions and non-

convexity of thermodynamic potentials, as has been observed for various models (see for

example [6, 78] and references therein). We find in Chapter 5 that for the zero-range

process with size-dependent jump rates metastability can be manifested even in the

thermodynamic limit [66], and large crossover effects in these systems have already been

observed in [42]. The finite-size behaviour of the zero-range process considered here
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also exhibits the above non-convexity, with the additional feature of a sharp crossover

between fluid and condensed states in the non-convex part. This leads to a metastable

switching behaviour which disappears in the thermodynamic limit, intriguingly contra-

dicting the usual expectation of finite systems to behave in a smoother fashion than the

limiting prediction. The onset of phase coexistence at criticality is a classical question

of general interest in phase separating systems, see for example [11, 12] for the forma-

tion of equilibrium droplets in the Ising model which also form suddenly on a critical

scale. Rigorous results on metastability regarding the dynamics of the condensate in

zero-range processes have also been a subject of recent research interest [7, 8], and our

work provides a contribution in that direction and new insight in the mechanisms of

condensate dynamics on finite systems (this is explained in detail in Section 4.5).

We have shown that a prototypical class of zero-range processes, that are known to

undergo a condensation transition, exhibit large finite-size effects including a metastable

switching phenomenon for a large range of system parameters. We have characterized

this behaviour using the macroscopic maximum as an order parameter, by rigorously

deriving a large deviation rate function for its distribution in an appropriate scaling

limit, which shows a double well structure. These results agree with recent work on the

zero-range process at the critical scale [5], which we extend by establishing metastable

fluid and condensed states. Our methods give rise to a simple interpretation of these

results in terms of a stationary current balance between the fluid background and the

condensate. All results presented here, except those in Section 4.5, concern properties

of the canonical stationary distribution and are therefore independent of the geometry

or dimension of the lattice, so long as it permits homogeneous stationary distributions.

A proper understanding of the metastability phenomenon exhibited by zero-range

processes on finite systems is of particular importance for recent applications with mod-

erate system sizes. Clustering phenomena in granular media can be described by zero-

range processes (see [117, 123] and references therein), and metastable switching between

homogeneous and condensed states has been observed experimentally [122, 124]. In the

spirit of the mapping introduced in [81] the zero-range process with jump rates g(n) has

also been applied as a simplified traffic model [83, 89], where condensation corresponds

to the occurrence of a traffic jam. A key feature of traffic models is the existence of

a broad range of densities over which metastability between free flowing and jammed

states is observed (see for example [130] and references therein). Although the study

is motivated by such applications, in this Chapter we have aimed to give general un-

derstanding of finite-size effects and their implications for a generic class of zero-range

processes, rather than a detailed analysis of particular cases. Both of these applications

(granular clustering and traffic) exhibit metastability phenomena, and typical system

sizes are of order 102 − 103, the region where metastability effects in our analysis are

most relevant. Since our results hold for a large generic class of zero-range models, they

suggest that the apparent metastability in many applications is not necessarily the result

of a particular choice of the jump rates, but rather a generic finite-size phenomenon.

While the results in the scaling limit hold for all zero-range processes with the same tail
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Figure 4.11: Maxwell’s equal area rule for the current overshoot in the scaling limit for
γ = 0.5 and b = 4. The blue line shows the limiting fluid current. The red line shows
the limiting condensed current. The black line is the unstable branch given by current
matching. The transition δρtrans occurs when area A is equal to area B. The scaling
exponent is α = γ

1+γ , as given in (4.50)

behaviour as the rates (4.1), the strength of the effect for relevant system sizes will of

course depend on the details of the particular application. Traffic modelling is an exam-

ple where metastability is particularly pronounced [130], and it is an interesting question

to investigate in detail the applicability of the zero-range process and our results in that

area.

We may interpret the canonical rate function for the maximum as a free energy

function. Due to the relationship between the scaling limit currents and the rate function

for the maximum as given in Corollary 4.9, the transition δρtrans occurs when the area

enclosed by the fluid current, the unstable condensed branch and the transition line is

equal to the area between the condensed current curve and the transition line. This is

in direct analogy with Maxwell’s equal area rule in thermodynamics, see for example

[107], illustrated in Figure 4.11.

Our results allow us to estimate the lifetime of the two metastable states using

a heuristic random walk argument. The estimates agree with previous studies of the

dynamics of the condensate in the thermodynamic limit [61]. We show that in the critical

scaling limit the lifetime of the two states is growing with system size, as a stretched

exponential, and derive the appropriate Arrhenius law including prefactor. We have

also demonstrated that on finite systems the re-location dynamics of the condensate is

dominated by switching to the metastable fluid state for a large parameter range, rather

than growing a second condensate whilst the background remains fluid. We find that at

very high densities, in the scaling limit, the condensate typically moves via the second

sub-condensate, which is consistent with the relevant mechanism in the thermodynamic

limit, assumed in previous results. We give more details in Chapter 5 as to how the large

deviation rate function allows us to distinguish between which mechanism dominates.
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Figure 4.12: The current overshoot in the scaling limit for γ = 1 and b = 4. The thick
black line shows the scaling limit result and the rescaled canonical currents are shown
for various system sizes by thin coloured lines, slowly approaching the scaling limit as
L increases. The transition point is given by c0(1, 4) which is given in [5].

The scaling limit rate function in Theorem 4.6 could also be derived using a slightly

modified version of the saddle point methods applied in [44, 47, 98]. However, the direct

approximation of the fluid and condensed metastable states used in this chapter seems

more intuitive for our purpose, and is consistent with the general methods described in

Chapter 3.

Using the same methods, a direct application of the findings in [5] allows us to

extend our results on the current overshoot to zero-range processes with rates (4.1)

where γ = 1 and b > 3, see Fig. 4.12. The critical scale in this case turns out to be

of order
√
L/ logL, and the system also shows a discontinuous current overshoot in the

scaling limit. However, as can be seen in Fig. 4.12, convergence is very slow and there

are no metastable states on the critical scale. Although metastability might occur on

higher order scales, it will hardly be relevant in any finite-size simulation or application.

The results in this chapter give rise to the typical size of the macroscopic maximum

under the canonical distributions on the critical scale, in terms of concentration of

probability. Using more refined large deviation approximations, due to Nagaev [103],

Armendáriz et al. [5] have been able to describe the fluctuations of the maximum.

They found that for δρ < δρtrans the maximum is typically of order O((logL)1/(1−γ))

and fluctuations of the maximum are the same as under the critical measure. For

δρ > δρtrans they found the maximum to exhibit Gaussian fluctuations of order
√
L.

Evans and Majumdar [47] discuss the fluctuations of the maximum in the power law

case γ = 1, and b > 2. Using saddle point calculations they show that below criticality

the maximum is O(logL) with Gumbel fluctuations, at the critical point the maximum

is O(L1/(b−1)) with limiting Fréchet distribution and above criticality the maximum is

order L with Gaussian or stable law fluctuations. These results are also extended in

Armendáriz et al. [5] to include the exact scale of the transition and to describing the

fluctuations at the transition between critical and super-critical case.
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Chapter 5

A size-dependent zero-range

process

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we apply the general framework outlined in Chapter 3 to study a conden-

sation transition in a size-dependent zero-range process. The equivalence of ensembles

result presented has previously been shown by [66] (by direct calculation), however we

show how the results here significantly simplify the analysis and place the results in a

wider context. The entropy methods also give rise to the full large deviations of the

condensate and to the joint large deviations of finitely many macroscopically occupied

sites in the thermodynamic limit, extending the previous results in [66]. Based on this

we present a detailed heuristic analysis of the dynamic metastability that is observed in

the system. This includes two distinct mechanisms for condensate motion in the system

dependent on the total particle density. The results in this chapter will be summarised

in the forthcoming publication [24].

The original motivation for studying a size-dependent model comes from experiments

on granular media reported in [122, 124]. Several attempts have been made to study

the behaviour of the condensate in this experiment, using a flux model based on kinetic

theory for dilute granular gases [122, 123, 124] and also based on an urn model [27, 97].

Both of these models have been shown to be equivalent to zero-range processes [117],

in the former case the jump rate depends on the size of the lattice and in the latter on

the total number of particles in the system. A heuristic analysis of the behaviour of

the average number of particles in a fixed compartment (site) agrees with experimental

observations and shows that the transition is discontinuous and the system exhibits

hysteresis and metastability. The analysis discussed above suggested that the origin of

the discontinuous transition and metastability is the system size-dependent jump rates.

The condensation transition observed in previous studies of the single species zero-

range process without size dependence have been shown to be continuous, with respect

to the expectation of bounded observable such as the current as a function of the control

parameter, density, ρ. A discontinuous transition has previously been observed on two
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species systems [60] and can be observed in the scaling limit on a single species system

(Chapter 4 and [25]). However in this chapter we observe that the condensation transi-

tion can be discontinuous in the thermodynamic limit for a single species size-dependent

model. It was shown by Ruelle and Lanford, using a sub-additivity argument, that for

homogeneous systems with short range interactions, the entropy densities are concave

in the thermodynamic limit, under general conditions [88, 111]. In essence, the system

size dependence of the jump rates (5.1) induces a long-range interaction in the ther-

modynamic limit, leading to a first order phase transition and non-concave canonical

entropies (cf. work on Kac potentials summarized in [107] Section 4.1.2). The study

of systems with long range interaction, such as gravitating particles, and calculation of

their respective entropy densities is the subject of current research, see for example [119]

and references there in.

In this chapter we study a particular prototype model that displays the same qual-

itative phenomena described above. We consider a zero-range process on a translation

invariant lattice ΛL, defined by the generator 2.12 where the rates are given by a step

function,

gL(0) = 0 and gL(k) =

{
c0, if 1 ≤ k ≤ JL
c1, if k > JL

, (5.1)

with c0 > c1, which have been studied in [66] and also [42] for JL independent of L. The

size dependence of the jump rates enters through the location of the jump JL, which is

dependent on the total number of lattice sites. JL is chosen to depend on the system

size asymptotically linearly, such that

JL →∞ and JL/L→ a as L→∞, (5.2)

where a > 0.

The choice of the model makes the application of the results in Chapter 3 particu-

larly straight-forward and elegant. This is due to the simple choice of the jump rates

and because the discontinuous transition and metastability are stabilised in the usual

thermodynamic limit via the size dependence.

We study the dynamics of the condensate, in particular two types of condensate

motion are observed, depending on the system density. The condensate moves either

via a metastable fluid phase or by the growth of a second condensate, whilst the bulk

remains at a constant density. The first type of motion suggests little or no correlation

in the location of the next condensate, whereas the second type of motion could be

more complicated, similarly to the relocation process discussed in [8]. Relevance of the

thermodynamic limit to finite systems is supported by a detailed numerical study. Also

dynamical predictions and heuristic arguments on condensate motion are supported by

extensive simulations.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we present the stationary mea-

sures and the relevant ensembles along with their corresponding entropy densities. By
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applying the results of Chapter 3 we described the stationary behaviour of the system

in the thermodynamic limit in Section 5.3, including equivalence and non equivalence

of ensembles. In Section 5.4 we analyse the metastability based on the stationary large

deviations for the most occupied sites. Finally, in Section 5.5 we summarize our results

and discuss areas of future work.

5.2 Stationary measures

We recall that process exhibits single site stationary weights, derived in [66], and fol-

lowing (2.15),

wL(k) =
k∏
i=0

g−1
L (i) =

{
c−k0 , if 0 ≤ k ≤ JL
c−JL0 cJL−k1 , if k > JL .

(5.3)

If the single site weights are normalisable than the normalised product of these weights

and their tilted versions are stationary measures (see Section 2.2.1 for details).

5.2.1 Reference measure

We would like to choose the product of the normalised weights to be the reference

measure, however for c1 ≤ 1 the single site weights are not normalisable. This can

easily be dealt with by an a priori tilting of the single site weights so that they become

normalisable. Therefore, we assume without loss of generality that c1 > 1 so the single

site weights are normalisable, which corresponds to a simple change of time scale (i.e.

multiplying all the rates by a factor). The reference measure for a system of size L is a

product of the single site marginals given by

νL[k] =
wL(k)∑∞
n=0wL(n)

. (5.4)

The probability of a configuration η ∈ XL under the reference measure is then given by,

νL[η] =
∏
x∈ΛL

νL[ηx] . (5.5)

5.2.2 Grand canonical (tilted) measures

We wish to examine the usual thermodynamic limit, for which the total number of

particles divided by the system size is the order parameter. We therefore consider tilted

and conditioned versions of the reference measures with respect to the empirical density,

SL(η) =
1

L

∑
x∈ΛL

ηx .

In the context of Chapter 3, this corresponds to taking bL = L, and it turns out that

large deviations of the density under the reference measure also occur on scale aL = L.
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This turns out to be the correct scale for observing metastability in the system in

the thermodynamic limit, because JL scales linearly with the system size (since the

parameter a > 0 introduced in (5.2)).

The scaled pressure (cumulant generating function of SL) on a finite system ΛL is

given by

pL(µ) =
1

aL
log νL

(
eµaLSL

)
=

1

L
log νL

(
eµLSL

)
= log νL (eµη1)

= log

(
c0 − 1

c0 − eµ

)
+ log

(
1 +

(
eµ

c0

)JL+1( c0 − c1

c1 − eµ

))
(5.6)

− log

(
1 +

(
1

c0

)JL+1(c0 − c1

c1 − 1

))
,

which follows from

∞∑
n=0

wL(n)eµn =
c0

c0 − eµ

(
1 +

(
eµ

c0

)(JL+1)( c0 − c1

c1 − eµ

))
. (5.7)

By taking the limit, as L tends to infinity, we find the grand canonical pressure,

p(µ) = lim
L→∞

pL = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
eµaLSL

)
=

log
(
c0−1
c0−eµ

)
if µ < log c1

∞ otherwise.
(5.8)

We observe that Dp = {µ ∈ R : p(µ) <∞} = (−∞, log c1). Notice that the convergence

in the final line is not uniform on (−∞, log c1). However it is locally uniform in the

sense that for all µ ∈ D◦p there exists a δ = (log c1 − µ)/2 such that the convergence is

uniform on Bδ(µ). This is sufficient to fulfil the required assumptions of the pressure

made in Section 3.4.1. Following Definition 3.3, the grand canonical measures νLµ exist

for chemical potentials strictly less than µc = log c1 with single site marginals,

νL,µ[k] =
νL[k]eµk

zL(µ)
. (5.9)

The single site grand canonical partition function is zL(µ) = νL (eµη1).

The average particle density on a finite system under the grand canonical measure

with chemical potential µ is given by,

RL(µ) = νLµ (SL) = νL,µ (ηx) = ∂µpL(µ)

=
eµ

c0 − eµ
+

(
eµ

c0

)JL+1
(
JL + 1 + eµ/(c1 − eµ)
c1−eµ
c0−c1 + (eµ/c0)JL+1

)
. (5.10)

Note that RL(µ) is strictly increasing in µ and that for each fixed system size RL(µ)→∞
as µ → log c1. This means that on a fixed finite system there exist grand canonical
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Figure 5.1: Grand canonical densities as a function of the chemical potential for c0 = 2,
c1 = 1.5, a = 0.2. The dashed-dotted curves show the average density under the grand
canonical measures on finite systems RL(µ) as a function of the chemical potential (from
(5.10)). The solid black curve shows the limit R(µ) (see (5.11)). The blue dashed line
shows the analytic extension of R(µ) which exists upto log c0. Note the non uniform
convergence of RL as L→∞.

stationary measures for all densities. However, for fixed µ the average density under the

grand canonical measures converges pointwise,

RL(µ)→ R(µ) =
eµ

c0 − eµ
for each µ < log c1 . (5.11)

The limit does not diverge as µ→ log c1 and the convergence is not uniform, see figure

5.1.

The expected jump rate off a site is proportional to the average stationary current

or, in case the first moment
∑

z z p(z) vanishes, to the diffusivity. For simplicity we

therefore refer to current as the average jump rate off a site as in the previous chapter,

which is clearly site independent under the homogeneous stationary distribution. In the

grand canonical ensemble the current is simply given by,

jgc
L (µ) = νL,µ (gL(ηx)) =

1

zL(µ)

∞∑
n=0

gL(n)eµnνL[n] = eµ , (5.12)

(analogous to Chapter 4).

5.2.3 Restricted grand canonical measures

We define the restricted grand canonical measures as in Section 3.2.3 by truncating

the grand canonical measures at the scale bL = L. We recall, from Definition 3.5, the

random variable corresponding to the macroscopic size of the maximum site occupation,

ML(η) =
1

L
max
x∈ΛL

ηx .
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The restricted grand canonical measures are given by,

ν̄Lµ,m[η] = νLµ [η |ML ≤ mL]

=
e
µ
∑
x∈ΛL

ηx1{ML≤mL}(η)

zLm(µ)
νL[η]

=
∏
x∈Λ

eµηx

z̄L,m(µ)
νL[ηx]1{ηx≤mLL}(η) , (5.13)

where z̄L,m(µ) = νL
(
eµηx1{ηx≤mLL}

)
. Assumption (7) of Section 3.4.1 is fulfilled for

mL → m ∈ (0,∞), and if m = 0 we need mL → 0 no slower than 1/L, so we do not

truncate too quickly.

We are now in a position to calculate the essential domains of the truncated pressures.

Following (3.15), and inserting the form of the single site weights (5.3) into the definition

of the reference measure (5.4), the restricted single site partition function is given by,

z̄L,m(µ) =


1

WL

mLL∑
k=0

c−k0 ekµ if mLL ≤ JL

1

WL

 JL∑
k=0

c−k0 ekµ + c−JL0

mLL∑
k=JL+1

cJL−k1 ekµ

 if mLL > JL

(5.14)

where WL is the normalisation of the reference measure, from (5.7),

WL =
c0

c0 − 1

(
1 + c

−(JL+1)
0

(
c0 − c1

c1 − 1

))
.

We observe that if m > a, then mLL > JL for L sufficiently large, so the final term in

z̄L,m(µ) is divergent for µ > log c1 and converging to a constant for µ = log c1. Therefore

log z̄L,m(µ) → ∞ as L → ∞ if and only if µ ≥ log c1. It follows from Corollary 3.9 (or

alternatively by dominated convergence) that Dpm = Dp and

pm(µ) = lim
L→∞

log z̄L,m(µ) = p(µ) for µ ∈ Dp (5.15)

for all m > a. It also follows from 3.9 that the truncated grand canonical measures

converge weakly, in the sense of (3.24), to the grand canonical measures at the same

chemical potential for µ ∈ Dp as L→∞.

If m < a then the truncation occurs before the jump rates decrease (for sufficiently

large L). In this case we have

z̄L,m(µ) =
1

WL

mLL∑
k=0

c−k0 ekµ =

c0−c
mLL
0

c0−eµ

c0
c0−1

(
1 + c

−(JL+1)
0

(
c0−c1
c1−1

))
→ c0 − 1

c0 − eµ
for µ ∈ (−∞, log c0) as L→∞ . (5.16)
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So, for m < a,

pm(µ) = log

(
c0 − 1

c0 − eµ

)
and Dpm = (−∞, log c0) ⊃ Dp . (5.17)

The truncated pressure is clearly the analytic extension of the grand canonical pressure,

c.f. (5.8).

Note that there are only two cases. The first is if cut-off is larger than JL then the

restricted ensemble is equivalent (in the sense Definition 3.11) to the unrestricted grand

canonical ensemble. In this case the system still ‘feels’ the slow jump rate c1. The second

case is if the cut-off is smaller than JL then the restricted ensembles are equivalent to

the ‘fluid’ grand canonical measure corresponding to a system that has constant jump

rates c0. In this case the restricted measures are independent of c1. These preliminary

results are summarised in figure Fig. 5.2.

Since these are the only distinct cases, up to equivalence of ensembles, for the re-

stricted measures we introduce fluid measures to simplify notation. These are the sta-

tionary measures of the process with constant jump rate g(k) = c0 for all k. The single

site marginals are simple geometric distributions,

νµ,∞ =

(
c0

c0 − eµ

)
eµηxc−ηx0 , (5.18)

with corresponding pressure,

p∞(µ) = log

(
c0 − 1

c0 − eµ

)
for µ ∈ D∞ := (−∞, log c0) . (5.19)

We may now summarise the preliminary results discussed in this section as follows (recall

convergence in relative entropy implies equivalence in the sense of Definition 3.11),

1

L
H(νLµ,m | νLµ,∞)→ 0 for µ ∈ Dp , if m ∈ (a,∞] , (5.20)

and the limiting measures do not exist for µ ≥ log c1. For small m we have convergence

to the fluid measures over an extended range of chemical potentials,

1

L
H(νLµ,m | νLµ,∞)→ 0 for µ ∈ D∞ , if m < a . (5.21)

Since p∞ is steep at its boundary log c0 the fluid measures exist for all densities. Weak

convergence (from (3.24)) only implies convergence of the expected value of bounded

cylinder test functions, however, in general the system densities SL also converge since

it is given by the first derivative of the pressures.

Definition 5.1 (Fluid entropy density). We define the grand canonical fluid entropy

density as the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the fluid pressure (5.19), that is the pres-
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Figure 5.2: Left: The grand canonical pressure p(µ) in solid and the analytic extension
p∞(µ) dashed as functions of the chemical potential µ. p∞(µ) is steep at log c0. Right:
The Legendre transform of the grand canonical pressure (solid) and the Legendre trans-
form of its analytic extension (dashed). They agree up to ρc and are both given by the
thick black curve.

sure of the restricted measures with truncation less than a,

sfluid(ρ) = − sup
µ∈Dp∞

{ρµ− p∞(µ)} . (5.22)

Since p∞ is strictly convex and steep at log c0 the supremum in (5.22) is attained by

some µ ∈ Dp∞ dependent on ρ,

M∞(ρ) = (∂µp∞)−1(ρ) = log
c0ρ

1 + ρ
. (5.23)

This states that the fluid measures (with cut-off less than aL) exist for all densities, and

the chemical potential that realises density ρ isM∞(ρ). It follows that the fluid entropy

is given by,

sfluid(ρ) = p∞ (M∞(ρ))− ρM∞(ρ)

= (1 + ρ) log(1 + ρ)− ρ log c0ρ+ log(1− c−1
0 ) . (5.24)

This is entropy density (with respect to the reference measure) associated with the fluid

measures defined in (5.18) at average density ρ. More details on the Legendre-Fenchel

transform for differentiable convex functions can be found in Appendix C.

5.2.4 Canonical (conditioned) measures

For a fixed lattice ΛL, and initial conditions with fixed number of particles, the process

is a finite state irreducible Markov process, and the unique stationary measures belong

to the canonical ensemble (see Section 2.2.1 for details). Following Definition 3.8 the
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canonical measures are given by,

πLρ [η] = νL[η | SL(η) = ρL]

=
1S−1

L (ρL)

Z(L, ρL)
νL[η] . (5.25)

where ρL is a sequence converging to ρ as L → ∞ in the sense of (3.18). The limiting

behaviour is independent of the details of the sequence so long as ρ > 0.

The canonical partition function is given by the finite sum,

Z(L, ρL) = νL[SL = ρL] . (5.26)

As discussed in Section 2.2.1 the stationary current under the canonical measures is

given by a ratio of partition functions,

jcan
L (ρL) := πLρ (g(ηx)) =

Z(L, ρL − 1/L)

Z(L, ρL)
. (5.27)

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Equivalence of ensembles below ρc

For densities smaller than some critical value, ρc, equivalence of ensembles follows im-

mediately from Theorem 3.7. The grand canonical entropy density is defined by the

negative Legendre-Fenchel transform of the grand canonical pressures (see Definition

3.13),

sgcan(ρ) = −p∗(ρ) . (5.28)

We can calculate this exactly from the grand canonical pressure (5.8),

sgcan(ρ) = − sup
µ∈Dp

[ρµ− p(µ)]

=

(1 + ρ) log(1 + ρ)− ρ log(c0ρ) + log(1− c−1
0 ) if ρ < c1

c0−c1 ,

−ρ log c1 + log
(
c0−1
c0−c1

)
otherwise .

(5.29)

We observe that for densities strictly less than c1
c0−c1 the grand canonical entropy density

is strictly concave, and above this value it decreases linearly (therefore not strictly

concave). This defines the critical density for this model,

ρc =
c1

c0 − c1
.
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Theorem 5.1 (Equivalence below ρc). For ρ < ρc and ρL → ρ in the sense of (3.18),

lim
L→∞

1

L
logZ(L, ρL) := scan(ρ) = sgcan(ρ) (5.30)

and we have equivalence of ensembles in the sense of Definition 3.11; there exists a

sequence of chemical potentials µL(ρL) such that,

πLρ
L←→ νLµL(ρL) if ρL → ρ < ρc . (5.31)

Proof. This is a direct result of the general theorems of Chapter 3. We show that the size-

dependent system satisfies the assumptions of Section 3.4.1. Assumptions (1) and (2) on

the thermodynamic pressure were shown in the previous section. The reference measure

has finite exponential moments and the mean and variance converge to ∂µp(0) and ∂2
µp(0)

respectively, which is sufficient for assumption (3). The regularity assumption on the

reference measures (4) is clearly satisfied because the single marginals of the reference

measures are monotonic decreasing in the occupation number. Assumption (5) is clear

from the choice of scale aL = L. Assumption (6) on the condensate contribution to the

entropy is also clear, scond is given explicitly below in (5.41). Assumption (7) is satisfied

so long as mL → m ∈ (0,∞) or mL � 1/L.

From (5.29) sgcan(ρ) is strictly convex and differentiable, so −∂ρsgcan(ρ) ∈ D◦p for all

ρ < ρc. By Theorem 3.7 scan(ρ) = sgcan(ρ) for ρ < ρc. The equivalence of ensembles

result then follows by applying Theorem 3.6.

Corollary 5.2 (Convergence of the canonical current below ρc). For ρ < ρc we have,

µL(ρL)→ (∂µp)
−1(ρ) =: µ(ρ) (5.32)

= log
c0ρ

1 + ρ
(5.33)

and the canonical current converges to the grand canonical current,

jcan
L (ρL)→ eµ(ρ) =

c0ρ

1 + ρ
as L→∞ and, ρL → ρ < ρc . (5.34)

Proof. Let,

RL(µ) := νLµ (SL) (5.35)

= ∂µpL(µ) (5.36)

which is strictly increasing so invertible on (−∞, c1). By definition we have

µL(ρL) = (RL)−1(ρL) . (5.37)

Since RL converges locally uniformly to ∂µp(µ) and since its inverse is also continuous
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it follows that,

µL(ρL)→ ∂µp(µ) . (5.38)

as required.

The equivalence of ensembles, from Theorem 5.2, implies week convergence for

bounded continuous cylinder test functions, see Section 3.3, so for f ∈ Cb0,∣∣∣πLρ (f)− νLµL(ρL) (f)
∣∣∣→ 0 as ρL → ρ < ρc .

The jump rate off a single site is clearly a bounded cylinder function. We observe that

the grand canonical currents (5.12) converge as,

jgc
L (µL(ρL)) = νLµL(ρL) (g(η1)) = eµL(ρL) → eµ(ρ) .

The result (5.34) then follows from the triangle inequality.

5.3.2 Contracting on the most occupied site(s)

In this section we will see how contracting on the maximum occupied site allows us to

calculate the full large deviation principle for the density under the reference measure.

These give rise to the canonical entropy density. By applying this contraction we are

able to separate the entropy density into a contribution due to a ‘fluid’ background of

asymptotically independent sites and the contribution due to a macroscopically large

number of particles (of order of the lattice size) occupying finitely many sites.

If the truncation in the restricted ensembles are at small enough or the remaining

density in the background is low enough, then the large deviations of the restricted

measures can be calculated by the Gärtner Ellis theorem (Theorem 3.7). However, at

high densities it may be possible to condition on a maximum site occupation for which

the background density is still significantly above ρc, and the truncation is not smaller

than JL, in this case we may have to contract on further macroscopically occupied sites.

We show that for any density the canonical entropy can be derived by making only

finitely many contractions. It is possible to find the (point-wise) large deviations of the

joint event that the density is ρL and the maximum contains mLL particles, by the

general results in Chapter 3. The canonical entropy density can then be derived by a

contraction. This leads to results that go significantly beyond the first study of this

model in [66].

We define the macroscopic size, on the scale L, of the maximum occupied site fol-

lowing Definition 3.5,

ML(η) =
1

L
max
x∈X

ηx.

We show that the following limit, which gives rise to a large deviation principle for the
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joint density and maximum under the reference measure (see Appendix C), exists

I(ρ,m) = − lim
L→∞

1

L
log νL[SL = ρL,ML = mL] as ρL → ρ and mL → m (5.39)

where the sequence (ρL) and (mL) satisfy (3.41) and (3.18). By Theorem 3.10 this gives

rise to the canonical entropy density,

scan(ρ) = − inf
m∈[0,ρ]

I(ρ,m) .

By Corollary 3.11, it also gives rise to the canonical large deviations of the maximum,

Iρ(m) := lim
L→∞

1

L
log πLρL [ML = mL]

= I(ρ,m) + scan(ρ) .

The basis of finding the large deviations of the joint distribution for the density and

maximum site occupation lies in the following observation, based on the permutation

invariance of the reference measure. There are L sites on which the maximum could be

located, each of which is equally likely, so

νL[SL=ρL,ML=mL] = Lν[mLL]νL−1[SL−1=(ρL−mL), ηi<mLL ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L−1}] .

It follows that we may decompose the logarithm as

1

L
log νL[SL=ρL,ML=mL] =

1

L
log νL[mLL] +

1

L
log ν̄L−1

mL
[SL−1=(ρL −mL)]+

+
1

L
logL+ log νL[η1 < mLL] (5.40)

where ν̄LmL [η] = νL[η | η1, . . . , ηL < mLL].

Inserting the form of the single site marginals of the reference measure (5.3) and

(5.4) into Definition 3.15 of the condensed entropy contribution we find

scond(m) = lim
L→∞

1

L
log νL[mLL] as mL → m

=

{
−m log c0, if m ≤ a
−a log(c0/c1)−m log c1, if m > a.

(5.41)

So the condensate entropy contribution is a piecewise linear, continuous convex function.

The entropy contribution outside of the maximum,

scan,m(ρ−m) = lim
L→∞

1

L
log ν̄L−1

mL
[SL−1=(ρL −mL)]

can be calculated immediately from Theorem 3.7 so long as m < a or (ρ−m) < ρc. If

m < a then the truncated system asymptotically does not ‘feel’ the slower jump rate, and

by (5.17) the truncated pressure is steep at its boundary and so the Legendre-Fenchel
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transform is strictly convex for all densities. In the second case, if (ρ −m) < ρc, then

the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the truncated pressure is strictly convex at (ρ −m)

since the grand canonical entropy density is strictly concave here.

Contracting on the maximum

We are now in a position to calculate the canonical entropy density up to (ρc + a).

Lemma 5.3 (Contraction on the maximum). For ρ < ρc + a,

I(ρ,m) = − (scond(m) + sfluid(ρ−m)) , (5.42)

which has a unique boundary minimum at m = 0 so,

scan(ρ) = sfluid(ρ) . (5.43)

Proof. By Definition 3.14 and Equation (3.62),

I(ρ,m) = − (scond(m) + scan,m(ρ−m)) ,

(assuming the limits exist). If m < a, then pm(µ) = p∞(µ), and since the Legendre-

Fenchel transform of p∞ is strictly concave (see Fig. 5.2) Theorem 3.10 Part (b) implies

scan,m(ρ) = sfluid(ρ) for all ρ > 0. If m ≥ a, then since ρ < ρc + a, we have ρ−m < ρc

and the same result holds. I(ρ,m) has a unique minimum at m = 0 since ∂mI(ρ,m) > 0

for all m and so (5.43) follows from the contraction principle in Theorem 3.10.

Contracting on finitely many sites

If ρ > ρc+a we cannot calculate the large deviations of the maximum for m ∈ [a, ρ−ρc]
by contracting only on the maximum, since for m > a, sgcan,m(x) is not strictly concave

for x ≥ ρc. This is because if m > a we have sgcan,m(x) = sgcan(x) (which follows from

(5.15)) and this is only strictly concave up to ρc. So a single contraction is only sufficient

whilst m < a or (ρ−m) < ρc. The problem arises because the truncation is large enough

that the single site occupation, outside of the maximum, can still be greater than JL

and so experience the slow jump rate, and also the total density in the background is

greater than ρc. In this case we must iterate the contraction on the next most occupied

site.

If we assume a priori that the limits exist the process of iterating the contraction

can be described as follows (see Section 3.4.4 for details),

scan(ρ) = − inf
m∈[0,ρ]

I(ρ,m) = sup
m∈[0,ρ]

(scond(m) + scan,m(ρ−m)) ,
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where,

scan,m(ρ−m) := lim
L→∞

1

L
log νLmL [SL = (ρ−m)]

= sup
m′∈[0,m]

(
scond(m′) + scan,m’(ρ−m′)

)
.

Lemma 5.4. Each iteration of the contraction extends the accessible range of densities,

for which we can calculate scan(ρ), by at least a,

I(ρ,m) = −

scond(m) + sfluid(ρ−m) if m < a or m > (ρ− ρc),

scond(m)− infm(2)∈[0,m] I(ρ−m,m(2)) otherwise.

(5.44)

Proof. For all ρ > 0 if m < a or (ρ−m) < ρc then by Lemma 5.3,

I(ρ,m) = − (scond(m) + sfluid(ρ−m)) .

Assume we know I(x, y) for all x ≤ ρ and y ≤ x (for y > x, I(x, y) = ∞ by definition)

then

I(ρ+ a,m) = −scond(m) + inf
m(2)∈[0,m]

I(ρ−m,m(2)) , (5.45)

by Theorem 3.10 Part (a).

So we can calculate I(ρ,m) and hence scan(ρ) by only finitely many contractions for

each ρ > 0. We interpret scond(m) (the first term in (5.45)) as the cost of putting a

macroscopic mass m on a single lattice site, and the second term as the cost associated

with the most likely way of arranging the rest of the mass in the systems subject to no

site containing more than m particles. This is a specific case of the principle “a large

deviation is typically realised in the least unlikely of all the unlikely ways” ([35] page

10).

Since Lemma 5.4 gives the joint large deviations for all densities ρ > 0, and m ≤ ρ

by only finitely many contractions, it also gives rise to the canonical large deviations of

the maximum, by Corollary 3.11,

Iρ(m) = I(ρ,m)− inf
x∈[0,ρ]

I(ρ, x) , (5.46)

where the final term ensures the minimum is at 0 for each ρ. Way may write this

explicitly for m < a or m > ρ− ρc, by inserting Equations (5.24) and (5.41) into (5.44).

Otherwise we may calculate it by means of the contraction in Lemma 5.4. We do not

write the formula out in full here, since it would be lengthy and uninformative and refer

to Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

It is clear that for fixed ρ, Iρ(m) always has a local minimum on the boundary at

m = 0. Notice that for ρ > ρc + a there is also a local minimum at (ρ − ρc). This
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Figure 5.3: Iρ(x) at various values of ρ showing the single well for ρ < ρc + a and
double well with global minimum at 0 for ρc + a < ρ < ρtrans and double well with
global minimum at (ρ− ρc) for ρ > ρtrans. At higher densities (not shown here) there is
even more structure (see Fig. 5.4).

follows directly by differentiating sfluid, given explicitly in (5.24), and scond, given by

(5.41). These are the only possible local minima of Iρ, since the entropy contribution of

the background scan,m(ρ) is decreasing in ρ for ρ > ρc. We define the transition density

ρtrans as the density at which both minima of Iρtrans are of equal depth, given by the

unique solution of

Iρ(0) = Iρ(ρ− ρc), or equivalently,

sfluid(ρ) = scond(ρ− ρc) + sfluid(ρc) . (5.47)

From the explicit expression (5.24) and (5.41) it is easy to show that this equation has

a unique solution ρ = ρtrans, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. For ρ < ρtrans there is

a unique minimum of Iρ(m) at the bonder m = 0 and for ρ > ρtrans there is a unique

minimum at m = (ρ− ρc).
Depending on the total density ρ the large deviation rate function for the maximum

under the canonical measures Iρ(m) has one of four qualitative forms, illustrated in Fig.

5.3. If ρ < (ρc+a) then Iρ(m) has a unique minimum at m = 0 and is strictly increasing

on [0, ρ]. If (ρc +a) < ρ < ρtrans then Iρ(m) has a global minimum at m = 0 and a local

minimum at m = (ρ−ρc), corresponding to metastable condensed states. For ρ > ρtrans

the minimum at m = (ρ− ρc) becomes the global minimum and so the condensed state

becomes stable, and the fluid state (corresponding to m = 0) becomes metastable. For

ρ much larger than the transition density Iρ(m) can display more structure in the region

m ∈ [a, ρ − ρc] due to large deviations being realised by multiple condensates (see Fig.

5.4). At the transition point ρ = ρtrans we must examine higher order terms and it can

be shown by explicit computations that the condensed state is stable [66].

Notice that at high densities (if ρ > ρtrans + a) a large deviation in the maximum

in the region m ∈ (a, ρ− ρtrans) may typically be achieved by multiple macroscopically
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Figure 5.4: Iρ for c1 = 1, c0 = 2, a = 0.5, and ρ = 4.5. We see that for ρ >
ρtrans + a (significantly larger) a large deviation of the maximum ML in the region
a < x < ρ − ρtrans can be achieved in the most likely way by multiple condensates
(macroscopically occupied sites). Such events are always exponentially unlikely in the
system sizes and so do not affect the stationary behaviour, but they may still be relevant
for the dynamics.

occupied sites rather than a very high background density, see Fig. 5.4. This is because

the excess mass in the background (outside of the maximum occupied site) is still greater

than the transition density and the truncation m is also greater than a so the system

still ‘feels’ the slower jump rate. Although these are always exponentially unlikely events

they are still relevant for the dynamics, see Section 5.4.

5.3.3 Current matching

The large deviations of the maximum under the canonical measures can be understood

(in the region m < a and m > ρ − ρtrans) in terms of a current matching argument. If

the current into the maximum from the background is lower than the jump rate out of

the condensate then the condensate is expected to decrease in size and vice versa, this

is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. It turns out the this argument also holds rigorously in the

following sense.

Corollary 5.5 (Current matching). Provided m < a or m > (ρ− ρtrans),

∂mIρ(m) = lim
L→∞

(log gL(mLL))− log jfluid(ρ−m)

=

log c0 − log
(
c0(ρ−m)
1+(ρ−m)

)
if m < a

log c1 − log
(
c0(ρ−m)
1+(ρ−m)

)
if m > a ,

(5.48)
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Figure 5.5: Current matching, with c0 = 2, c1 = 1 and a = 0.25. Left: The jump
rate out of the maximum as given by gL(x) plotted in red and the average jump rate
in the background given by νLµ(ρ−m),∞ (gL) (see (5.49)). Right: Large deviation for
the maximum under the canonical measure. Vertical lines show the correspondence
between turning points of the rate function and current matching. If the current out of
the maximum is greater than the average current in the background then the maximum
is on average decreasing and vice versa. This gives rise to the stability of each turning
point and the boundaries points.

where the average current in the fluid background, jfluid, can be characterised by,

log jfluid(ρ) =M∞(ρ) = −∂ρsfluid(ρ)

= log

(
c0ρ

1 + ρ

)
(5.49)

This result is directly analogous to Corollary 4.9 in Chapter 4.

Proof. From Lemma 5.4, and the definition of ρtrans, we have

Iρ(m) = scan(ρ)− scond(m)− sfluid(ρ−m) provided m < a or m > (ρ− ρtrans)

Taking the derivative with respect to m, using the explicit forms of scond and sfluid in

Equations (5.41) and (5.23), respectively, we find

∂mIρ(m) =

log c0 −M∞(ρ−m) if m < a

log c1 −M∞(ρ−m) if m > a .

We may identify the chemical potential of the fluid measuresM∞(ρ) with the logarithm

of the average jump rate in the usual way for stationary product measures of a zero-range

process (see (2.17)),

log jfluid(ρ) := log νLM∞(ρ),∞ (gL) =M∞(ρ) .
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Figure 5.6: Left: The grand-canonical and canonical entropy agree up to ρc and
so we have equivalence of ensembles. Between ρc and ρtrans the canonical entropy is
equal to the fluid entropy so the canonical measures converge to the fluid measures
at the appropriate density ρ > ρc. Above ρtrans the canonical entropy is equal to
sfluid(ρc) + scond(ρ− ρc) and the background converges to the fluid measures at ρc (see
Theorem 5.6). Right: The average current is given by the derivative of the entropies.

5.3.4 Summary and equivalence of ensembles

The large deviations for the density and the maximum give rise to the full canonical

entropy density, and thus by the results in Chapter 3 to equivalence and non equivalence

of ensembles. Below ρc we have scan(ρ) = sgcan(ρ) and so we have equivalence of

ensembles between the canonical and grand canonical measures (at the appropriate

density). For ρc < ρ < ρtrans we have scan(ρ) = sfluid(ρ) and we have equivalence

of ensembles between the canonical and fluid measures (at the appropriate density).

For ρ > ρc + a there exists a metastable condensed state with exponential lifetime

corresponding to the local minimum of Iρ(m) at m = (ρ − ρc). For ρ > ρtrans we have

scan(ρ) = scond(ρ−ρc)+sfluid(ρc) and a breakdown of the usual equivalence of ensembles.

At such high densities the canonical measures after removing the maximally occupied

site converge to the fluid measures with density ρc. The results are summarised in the

following theorem and in Figures 5.6 and 5.7.

Theorem 5.6 (Equivalence of ensembles). The canonical entropy density,

scan(ρ) =


sgcan(ρ) if 0 < ρ < ρc

sfluid(ρ) if ρc ≤ ρ ≤ ρtrans

sgcan(ρc) + scond(ρ− ρc) if ρ > ρtrans ,

(5.50)

which gives rise to the following results describing the equivalence of ensembles,

πLρ
L←→

νLµ(ρ) if 0 < ρ < ρc

νLµ(ρ),∞ if ρc ≤ ρ < ρtrans

(5.51)

π̂Lρ
L←→ νL−1

µ(ρc),∞ if ρ ≥ ρtrans . (5.52)
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Figure 5.7: Equivalence of ensembles. (I) For ρ < ρc the sites are asymptotically inde-
pendent and distributed according to the grand canonical measures at the appropriate
chemical potential. (II) For ρ > ρc there no longer exist grand canonical measures with
density ρ. However for ρ < ρtrans the sites remain asymptotically independent and there
is equivalence with the fluid grand canonical measures at the appropriate chemical po-
tential. (III) For ρ > ρtrans, a large deviation in the density under the reference measure
is typically realised by a single highly occupied site whilst the remaining sites contain
on average ρc particles. This signals the onset of condensation whereby (ρ−ρc)L+o(L)
particles typically accumulate on a single lattice site.

where
L←→ denotes equivalence in the sense of bounded cylinder test functions (Def.

3.11). π̂Lρ is the canonical distribution of the background, defined in (3.71) (See Corollary

3.13 for details).

Proof. The canonical entropy density follows immediately by taking the infinimum over

m of I(ρ,m) in Lemma 5.4. Equivalence of ensembles for ρ < ρc follows from Theorem

3.7.

For ρc ≤ ρ < ρtrans, Iρ(m) has a unique minimum at m = 0 and so restricting the

canonical measures to have maximum less than a does not effect the entropy density.

That is, for all 0 < m < a we observe scan(ρ) = scan,m(ρ) = sfluid(ρ). The equivalence

with the fluid measure for ρ < ρtrans therefore follows by Corollary 3.12.

For ρ > ρtrans stationary configurations typically contain a macroscopic maximum

containing (ρ − ρc)L + o(L) particles and the canonical entropy is given by the sum of

the contribution due to the maximum and a contribution due to a fluid background at

density ρc. The result, π̂Lρ
L←→ νL−1

µ(ρc),∞, is a consequence of Corollary 3.13.

Since the jump rates are bounded test functions this implies that the canonical

current converges as (see Figure 5.6),

jcan
L (ρL)→

jfluid(ρ) if ρ < ρtrans

c1 if ρ > ρtrans .
(5.53)

Corollary 5.7 (Law of Large numbers for the maximum). The macroscopic size of the
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maximum site occupation, ML(η) = 1
L maxx∈ΛL ηx, obeys a weak law of large numbers,

ML

πLρ−−→

{
0 if ρ < ρtrans

ρ− ρc if ρ > ρtrans

, (5.54)

where
πLρ−−→ denotes convergence in probability as defined in Section 2.3.2.

Proof. Follows from the global minimum of Iρ by concentration of measure in Appendix

C, Theorem C.6.

These results can be refined, for instance to cover the fluctuations, with more precise

large deviation estimates. For example see the methods in [5] and [4] (these use refined

large deviation estimates due to Nagaev [103, 104, 105]). Since the large deviation

rate function for the maximum is locally parabolic at m = (ρ − ρc) under the extra

condition that the fluid pressure is complex analytic (at the origin) we may deduce that

fluctuations of the scaled maximum are locally Gaussian [21]. At the boundary m = 0

fluctuations of the maximum are expected to be given by extreme value statistics under

the fluid measure, which can be calculated following [47].

5.4 Metastability and dynamics of the condensate

In this section we discuss the physical interpretation of the local minimum of the canon-

ical rate function for the maximum site occupation Iρ(m) (see Fig. 5.3 and 5.4). The

equivalence of ensembles results in Theorem 5.6 only gives information about the glob-

ally stable state, which below ρtrans is fluid in the sense that the sites are asymptotically

independent and distributed according to the weak limit of the restricted ensembles

(with restriction lower than a). Above ρtrans the stable state is condensed in the sense

that the system phase separates into a condensate containing (ρ−ρc)L particles and the

remaining mass is distributed according to the fluid measure in the background phase.

The local minima of Iρ(m) for ρ > ρc + a correspond to metastable fluid and condensed

states in sense discussed in Section 2.4. It can be observed in Monte Carlo simula-

tions, that the dynamics exhibit metastable switching between the two states, exactly

analogous to the switching in the finite size effects (see Section 4.5). For the purpose

of measuring the lifetimes of the two phases in simulations, we say the configurations

are fluid if the maximum site occupation is less than JL = aL, and condensed if the

maximum site occupation is above aL. As in Section 4.5 the lifetimes of the two phase

are found to be exponentially distributed. Close to the transition density the picture

looks the same as in Fig. 4.5 (for more details see [66]).

According to the above decomposition of the state space, we define the two metastable

distributions as follows,

πL,fluid
ρ [·] = πLρ [· |ML ≤ a] (5.55)

πL,cond
ρ [·] = πLρ [· |ML > a] . (5.56)
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Proposition 5.8. For all ρ > 0,

πL,fluid
ρ

L←→ νLµ(ρ),∞ and ML
πL,fluid
ρ−−−−→ 0 ,

and for ρ > ρc + a,

π̂L,cond
ρ

L←→ νL−1
µ(ρc),∞ and ML

πL,cond
ρ−−−−→ (ρ− ρc) ,

where π̂L,cond
ρ is the distribution of the background, defined in (3.71).

Proof. The equivalence of the metastable fluid distribution with the fluid measure follows

from Corollary 3.12, since scan,a(ρ) = sfluid(ρ). The law of large numbers for ML follows

from concentration of measure, see Appendix C for details. The equivalence of the

condensed background measure follows from Corollary 3.13, with only a slight adaptation

of the proof.

Typical configurations in the condensed state are not translation invariant, since

there is a macroscopic maximum at a particular site. Therefore, this state exhibits an

obvious multiplicity and can be further decomposed with respect to the location of the

condensate into a further L states πL,xρ := πL,cond
ρ [· | ηx/L = ML]. In this sense the

condensed minimum of Iρ at (ρ − ρc) has an L fold degeneracy, corresponding to each

of the positions that the maximum could reside. Considering only the rate function

for the most occupied site, Iρ, is therefore not sufficient for a full understanding of the

condensate dynamics.

We show heuristically that the lifetimes of these metastable phases grow exponen-

tially quickly in L, and the typical paths between these states are given by a minimum

action principle as described in Section 2.4. Since the occupation number of each site

can change by at most one in each transition of the underlying Markov process, in order

for the system to change between metastable states, or for the maximum to relocate,

the system must visit a configuration in which the maximum and second most occupied

site (second maximum) differ by at most a single particle. We denote the macroscopic

size of the second most occupied site,

M
(2)
L (η(t)) =

1

L
max
x∈ΛL−1

C(η) ,

the cut operator C is defined in (2.37). It follows that the scaled maximum and sec-

ond maximum (ML(η(t)),M
(2)
L (η(t))) perform a two dimensional random walk on the

restricted simplex;

S = {(x, y) ∈ [0, ρ]L×[0, ρ]L | x+y ≤ ρ, y ≤ x} where [0, ρ]L = {0, 1/L, . . . , bρLc/L} ⊂ 1

L
Z .
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The metastable lifetimes can be expressed in terms of the following hitting times,

τfluid
L = inf{t ≥ 0 |ML(η(t)) ≥ a}

τ cond
L = inf{t ≥ 0 |ML(η(t)) ≤ a}

τmove
L = inf{t ≥ 0 |ML(η(t)) ≤M (2)

L (η(t)) + 1/L} . (5.57)

The expected lifetime of the fluid state, condensed state, and time to observe condensate

motion are given respectively by,

Tfluid = Eπ
L,fluid
ρ

[
τfluid
L

]
Tcond = Eπ

L,cond
ρ

[
τ cond
L

]
Tmove = 2Eπ

L,cond
ρ [τmove

L ] , (5.58)

where the expectations are with respect to measure on path space defined by the gen-

erator LL (2.12) and initial condition given by the metastable distributions.

By ergodicity of the underlying process (η(t) : t ≥ 0) the ratio of the fluid and con-

densed lifetimes is directly related to the stationary distribution,

Tfluid

Tcond
=
πLρ [ML ≤ a]

πLρ [ML ≥ a]

≈
√
∂2
mIρ(ρ− ρc)√

2πL∂mIρ(0)
e−L(Iρ(ρ)−Iρ(ρ−ρc)) (5.59)

where the second line follows by a saddle point (Laplace) approximation of the integrals,

and the derivative in the denominator is understood as the derivative from the right.

By construction the two dimensional random walk (ML(η(t)),M
(2)
L (η(t))) is a non

Markovian ergodic process on state space, S, and has stationary distribution πLρ [ML =

m
(1)
L ,M

(2)
L = m

(2)
L ]. So its stationary large deviations are given by the joint canonical

rate function for the maximum and second maximum. This can be calculated exactly

as a straightforward extension of Lemma 5.4, using also equations 5.41 and 5.24,

I(2)
ρ (m(1),m(2)) = lim

L→∞
πLρ [ML = m

(1)
L ,M

(2)
L = m

(2)
L ]

= scan(ρ)− scond(m(1)) + I(ρ−m(1),m(2)) . (5.60)

It corresponds to the free energy landscape for the highest, and second highest occupied

sites. The first term scan(ρ) is the canonical normalisation and ensures that the minimum

resides at zero, the second term is the contribution due to macroscopic maximum m(1)

and the final term is the contribution to to the remaining system containing a density
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Figure 5.8: The exponential rates of the lifetimes and condensate motion time, given
by (5.65), for c0 = 2, c1 = 1, a = 0.5. For ρ < ρc + a = 1.5 the rate function for
the maximum has a unique minimum at m = 0 and there are no exponential barriers
or metastability. ∆fluid(ρ) is strictly decreasing, ∆cond

1 (ρ) is strictly increasing, and
∆cond

2 (ρ) is constant. ∆fluid(ρ) intersects ∆cond
1 (ρ) at ρtrans, and ∆cond

1 (ρ) intersects
∆cond

2 (ρ) at ρdyn as defined in (5.66). The exponential rate of the relocation time of a
condensate is given by the minimum of ∆cond

1 (ρ) and ∆cond
2 (ρ).

of (ρ−m(1)) and the maximum in this part of the system being m(2). Note that,

scond(m(1))+scond(m(2)) =


−(m(1)+m(2)) log c0 if m(2) ≤ m(1) ≤ a ,

−a log( c0c1 )−m(1) log c1−m(2) log c0 if m(2) ≤ a ≤ m(1) ,

−2a log( c0c1 )−(m(1)+m(2)) log c1 if a ≤ m(2) ≤ m(1) .

(5.61)

So if the background is fluid (m(2) < a or ρ−m(1)−m(2) < ρtrans) then I
(2)
ρ (m(1),m(2))

is constant on m(1) +m(2) = const if m(1) < a or m(2) > a. Also I
(2)
ρ (m(1),m(2)) is linear

on m(1) +m(2) = const if m(1) > a or m(2) < a.

In analogy to Section 4.5 we approximate the two dimensional process

(ML(η(t)),M
(2)
L (η(t))) by a continuous time Markov process (XL(t), YL(t)) on S where

the transition from state (x, y) to (x−1/L, y) and (x, y−1/L) occurs at rate g(xL) and

g(yL) respectively. The maximum and second maximum gain particles corresponding

to a transition from (x, y) to (x+ 1/L, y) and (x, y+ 1/L) at a rate fixed by the station-

ary distribution νLρ [ML = x,M
(2)
L = y]. This is a two dimensional birth-death process

and it is straightforward to show that it is ergodic with unique stationary measure

πLρ [ML = x,M
(2)
L = y]. It follows that the rate at which particles enter the maxi-

mum and second maximum is proportional to the stationary current in the background

jcan
L−1(ρ − x − y). Configurations with x ≤ a belong to the fluid state, and those for

which x > a to the condensed state. In order for the condensate to relocate the two

dimensional process must reach the line x = y on the simplex.
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Figure 5.9: Average time for condensate motion as measured in simulations, for a
system with c0 = 2, c1 = 1 and a = 0.25, symbols show the average relocation time from
simulations, sample standard deviation is the size of the symbols. Left: ρ = 1.75 < ρdyn,
the second largest site was always smaller than aL when the condensate moved. Re-
location time grows with exponential factor given by ∆cond

1 (see (5.65)). Right: ρ =
2.4 > ρdyn, the second largest site was always larger than aL and the bulk density
(outside the maximum and second largest) was on average ρc when the condensate
moved. Re-location time grows with exponential factor given by ∆cond

2 (see (5.65)).

Under these assumptions we can compute any expected hitting times exactly by

solving the inhomogeneous Dirichlet problem (see e.g. [15]). Let the generator of the

random walk (XL(t), YL(t)) be GL and denote the hitting times by τA = inf{t ≥ 0 |
(XL(t), YL(t)) ∈ A}. Then we can calculate the hitting times by solving the linear

problem,

−GLwA(x, y) =

1 if (x, y) ∈ Ac ,

0 if (x, y) ∈ A ,
(5.62)

where,

wA(x, y) =

E(x,y)[τA] if (x, y) ∈ Ac ,

0 if (x, y) ∈ A .
(5.63)

This allows us to calculate an approximation to the metastable exit times Tfluid, Tcond

and Tmove. By making a saddle point approximation to the resulting sums from (5.62)

it is clear that these grow exponentially with L according to,

lim
L→∞

1

L
log Tfluid = ∆fluid(ρ)

lim
L→∞

1

L
log Tcond = ∆cond

1 (ρ)

lim
L→∞

1

L
log Tmove = ∆cond

1 (ρ) ∧∆cond
2 (ρ) (5.64)
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Figure 5.10: Mechanisms of condensate motion. A) For ρ < ρdyn, the condensate moves
by losing particles to the bulk. The average occupation of the remaining sites increases
homogeneously until the systems reaches a fluid state. A condensate then reforms on
a lattice site chosen uniformly at random independently of the previous location. B)
For ρ > ρdyn the fluid sate is exponentially less likely than sharing the excess mass
between two sub condensates. This becomes the dominating mechanism for condensate
re-location. The position of the condensate after it moves is dependent on its initial
position.

where,

∆fluid(ρ) = Iρ(a)− Iρ(0)

= sfluid(ρ)− scond(a)− sfluid(ρ− a)

∆cond
1 (ρ) = Iρ(a)− Iρ(ρ− ρc)

= sfluid(ρc) + scond(ρ− ρc)− scond(a)− sfluid(ρ− a)

∆cond
2 (ρ) = I(2)

ρ (ρ− ρc − a, a)− Iρ(ρ− ρc)

= scond(ρ− ρc)− 2scond((ρ− ρc)/2)

= a log
c0

c1
. (5.65)

Note that the saddle point at m(1) = (ρ− ρc− a), m(2) = a corresponding to ∆cond
2 only

exists if ρ > ρc + 2a and the system can sustain two macroscopically occupied sites. In

general, metastable exit times are dominated (exponentially) by the lowest maximum

that a continuous path connecting the metastable states has to cross. In the case of

condensate motion there are two scenarios for such paths, leading to the minimum in

(5.64), which corresponds to choosing the fastest path. For details of the computation

restricted to one dimension see Section 4.5.

Since ∆cond
1 (ρ) is increasing with ρ and ∆cond

2 (ρ) is constant (see Fig. 5.8), these

results imply that there is a dynamic transition at some density ρdyn defined by,

∆cond
1 (ρ) ∧∆cond

2 (ρ) =

∆cond
1 (ρ) for ρ < ρdyn

∆cond
2 (ρ) for ρ > ρdyn .

(5.66)
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Figure 5.11: Mechanism A for condensate motion for ρ = ρtrans < ρdyn with parameters

c0 = 3, c1 = 1.2, and a = 0.1. Left: Surface plot of the joint rate function I
(2)
ρ (5.60),

where the red arrow indicates the minimal action path. Right: The projection along the

x-axis Iρ(x) = I
(2)
ρ (x, 0) is shown as a full black line, and the dashed blue line denotes

the projection along the diagonal I
(2)
ρ (x, x). To reach the diagonal, the minimal action

path follows the black line in mechanism A. The dashed red line denotes the projection
along the most likely path into the local minimum on the diagonal, which is not followed
here. ∆cond

1 < ∆cond
2 denote the corresponding exponential costs as given in (5.65).

If ρ < ρdyn condensate motion typically occurs by the maximum losing particles to the

rest of the system which remains fluid. The second maximum never becomes macroscop-

ically large and the condensate motion occurs via the fluid state (which may be globally

stable ρ < ρtrans or only metastable ρ > ρtrans). We refer to this as motion via mecha-

nism A, see Figure 5.10 for a diagrammatic representation. However, if ρ > ρdyn then it

is exponentially more costly to reach the fluid state than growing a second macroscop-

ically occupied site. In this case the condensate typically moves by giving up particles

to another macroscopically occupied site (the second maximum) which are transported

by the fluid bulk at ρc. This is referred to as mechanism B. This dynamic transition is

observed in simulations, see Figure 5.9. These are the only two types of condensate mo-

tion typically observed on a large system since any other configuration is exponentially

more unlikely.

It is also possible to predict the typical trajectories leading to transitions between

the states. This scenario is in accordance with the minimal action paths of the Freidlin

Wentzell theory explained in Section 2.4. The action for a certain path ψ : [0, T ] → S

on the restricted simplex is given by,

1

2

∫ T

0

∣∣∣ψ̇(s)−∇I(2)
ρ (ψ(s))

∣∣∣ ds . (5.67)

For ρ < ρdyn the minimal action path is along the axis with M
(2)
L = 0, as shown Fig.

5.11, corresponding to mechanism A. At higher densities, ρ > ρdyn the saddle point at

I
(2)
ρ (a, 0) becomes higher than the one at I

(2)
ρ (ρ−ρc−a, a), and the minimal action path

from the condensed minimum at ((ρ− ρc), 0) to x = y, is shown in Fig. 5.12.

It is possible to calculate the canonical probability distribution over the maximum

and second most occupied sites using the methods described in Appendix D.1. This
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Figure 5.12: Mechanism B for condensate motion for ρ = 1.5 > ρdyn with parameters

c0 = 3, c1 = 1.2, and a = 0.1. Left: Surface plot of the joint rate function I
(2)
ρ (5.60),

where the red arrow indicates the minimal action path. Right: The projection along the

x-axis Iρ(x) = I
(2)
ρ (x, 0) is shown as a full black line, and the dashed blue line denotes

the projection along the diagonal I
(2)
ρ (x, x). As opposed to Fig. 5.11, the diagonal is now

typically reached along the dashed red line since the corresponding costs ∆cond
1 > ∆cond

2

(5.65) have changed order.

allows us to calculate the finite size equivalence of I
(2)
ρ exactly for each system size.

For a moderate system size of L = 100 this is shown in Fig. 5.13. The corresponding

minimal paths are also shown.

5.5 Discussion

In this section we have have provided rigorous results on the equivalence of ensembles

for a size-dependent zero-range process using the entropy methods of Chapter 3. In

particular we observe equivalence between the canonical and grand canonical measure

below ρc. Grand canonical measures do not exist above the critical density, however we

observe that canonical measures are equivalent to restricted grand canonical measures

(which converge weakly to ‘fluid’ measures) in the thermodynamic limit for densities

up to ρtrans. The associated pressure and entropy of this fluid measure are given by

the analytic extension of the grand canonical versions. Above the transition density we

observe a breakdown of the equivalence of ensembles and phase separation. The system

separates into a homogeneous background equivalent to the fluid measures at ρc and the

excess mass accumulates on a single lattice site.

We identify local minima of the large deviation rate function for the maximum site

occupation under the canonical measures as metastable states. At densities above the

transition density if the system is prepared in a homogeneous state it will remain ‘close’

to the metastable fluid measures for a length of time growing exponentially with L at

rate ∆fluid(ρ). At densities below the transition density but above ρc + a, if the system

is prepared in a condensed state with more than aL particles on a single lattice site it

will remain in such a state for a length of time also growing exponentially with L at

rate ∆cond
1 (ρ). This is observed in Monte Carlo simulations and a detailed analysis of

the metastable behaviour has been given under a Markovian assumption. We associate
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Figure 5.13: Exact numerics on a finite system L = 100 with c0 = 2, c1 = 1 and
a = 0.25. The typical path to realise condensate motion is marked by the white arrow.
For the condensate to move the second largest site must contain the same number of
particles as the largest site (given by the line x = y). Left: ρL = 1.75. At this density
the system is most likely to reach this point by increasing the bulk density, decreasing
the maximum whilst the second maximum remains small. Right: ρL = 2.40. At such
a high density it is more likely to reach x = y from the global minimum by following
a line for which the density outside of the two largest sites remains at ρc (cf. Figures
(5.11) and (5.12)) .

appropriately restricted measures with metastable distributions for which we can derive

the average current and entropies exactly. These are shown to correspond with the

observed metastable branches from Monte Carlo simulations.

It has also been shown that the typical mechanism of condensate motion depends on

the total system density ρ. If the total density is low (below ρdyn) then the condensate

typically moves by the system first reaching the fluid state. However, at high total den-

sities (above ρdyn) the condensate typically moves by growing a second macroscopically

occupied site whilst the background remains at ρc.

Since the two dimensional random walk describing the maximum and second max-

imum site occupation is not Markovian, the results on the metastable dynamics are

heuristic. Recently, it has been shown rigorously for a reversible condensing zero-range

process on a finite lattice as the particle density tends to infinity that the location pro-

cess of the condensate is asymptotically Markovian and the metastable dynamics have

been identified using a potential theoretic approach [8]. An addition challenge here is

the increasing number of metastable states in the thermodynamic limit, as well as the

different mechanisms of condensate motion. In the cases of reversible dynamics (with

nearest neighbour jumps q(1) = q(−1) = 1/2) it should also be possible to derive rig-

orous results on metastability for the model consider in this chapter (for example using

the techniques in [16]). This present an interesting avenue for future work. It would

also be interesting to extend these results to the non-reversible case, however, there are

currently no comparable techniques available for this.
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Chapter 6

Condensation in the inclusion

process

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we study an inclusion processes as introduced in Chapter 2.2.3. Recall

that particles are subject to nearest neighbour attraction (inclusion), as well as perform-

ing independent random walks on the lattice (diffusion). We study a class of inclusion

processes with system size-dependent diffusion strength. Depending on the rate of diffu-

sion relative to the rate of attraction, the canonical measures are either equivalent to the

grand canonical measures at all densities, or there is non-equivalence of ensembles at all

positive densities, signalling a condensation transition. In Sections 6.3 and 6.4 we show

that if the rate of diffusion is not too small then there is equivalence of ensembles at all

densities. This implies that we can estimate the canonical expected value of bounded

observables by the grand canonical expectations. It is also shown from simulations that

this holds for the average current, which is actually an unbounded observable. We are

also able to show that the canonical measures concentrate on configurations in which no

site contains of order L particles. In Sections 6.5 we show that if the rate of diffusion

is very small relative to the rate particles attract each other, then there is condensation

at all densities. We show that typically, under the canonical measures, all the mass

resides on a single lattice site and we have non-equivalence of ensembles. This type of

‘complete’ condensation has also been studied for zero-range processes with jump rates

that vanish as the occupation number tends to infinity [79].

In Chapter 3 we described a general approach to studying equivalence of ensembles,

and the large deviations of the maximum, in condensing particle systems, under various

assumptions. We showed in Chapters 4 and 5 that these assumptions are satisfied for a

wide class of interesting problems. In this chapter we show how the general approach

outlined in Chapter 3 can still be applied even when some of the technical assumptions

breakdown. If the diffusion rate tends to zero with the system size we find that there is

no well defined, suitable reference measure. In particular, in Section 6.4, the regularity

assumption on the reference measures (assumption (4) in Section 3.4.1) breaks down.
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In Section 6.5 we find that the relevant scale for the large deviations does not satisfy

the scale assumption (assumption (5) in Section 3.4.1) required to apply general results

from the theory of large deviations.

Recall from Chapter 2.2.3, the dynamics on a finite lattice ΛL are defined by the

generator,

LLf(η) =
∑

x,y∈ΛL

ηx(dL + ηy)p(x, y) (f(ηx→y)− f(η)) , (6.1)

where we include explicitly the L dependence on the diffusion rate dL.

We observe that a condensation transition can occur in the limit of weak diffusion

dL → 0 when the convergence to zero is fast enough. We consider the case of constant

diffusion rate in Section 6.3, weak diffusion in Section 6.4 (1/L � dL � 1), and very

weak diffusion (strong attraction) in 6.5 (dL � 1/L). We discuss the dynamics of

the condensate in Chapter 6.6, with a focus on the totally asymmetric process on a

one dimensional lattice with periodic boundary conditions. We are able to describe

heuristically the motion of the condensate and how two condensates interact when they

get in contact.

6.2 Stationary measures

The focus of this chapter will be on the usual thermodynamic limit, as in Chapter 5, in

which the total number of particles in the system N grows linearly with system size L.

The relevant order parameter is therefore,

SL(η) =
1

L

∑
x∈ΛL

ηx (6.2)

corresponding to the choice bL = L in Chapter 3. We will see that if dL → 0 as L→∞
then the relevant scale for the large deviations aL is smaller than L.

6.2.1 Reference measures

For the symmetric case (SIP) stationary product measures were found in [58]. These

results were generalised to include homogeneous systems on translation invariant lattices

in [70] as discussed in Section 2.2.3. In this Chapter we focus on finite translation

invariant lattices ΛL which are subsets of Zd with periodic boundary conditions. We

also restrict the dynamics to having homogeneous jump distribution, as in previous

Chapters. Then the condition in (2.26) implies that there exist homogeneous product

stationary measures. Recall from Section 2.2.3 that in this case the single site weights

are given by

wL(n) =
Γ(dL + n)

n!Γ(dL)
. (6.3)
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and obey the following recursion relation,

wL(n+ 1) =
dL + n

n+ 1
w(n) . (6.4)

By applying Stirling’s approximation these behave asymptotically, for large n as,

wL(n) ∼ dLndL−1 , (6.5)

which is not normalizable. Thus, we define the stationary reference measures νL by

products of tilted single site marginals,

νL[ηx] =
wL(ηx)edLµ0ηx

(1− edLµ0)
−dL

, (6.6)

for some µ0 < 0. The normalisation is given by the identity,

∞∑
n=0

wL(n)edLµ0n =
(

1− edLµ0

)−dL
,

which follows by computing the Taylor expansion of the right hand side. The a-priori

tilting of the stationary weight by dLµ0 < 0 ensures that they are normalisable and

the mean and standard deviation of the density converge. The mean density under the

reference measure is give by,

ρ̄L = νL (SL) = νL (η1) =
dLe

dLµ0

1− edLµ0
(6.7)

→ ρ̄ = − 1

µ0
if dL → 0 as L→∞ . (6.8)

The variance of the density is given by,

σ̄2
L = νL

(
η2

1

)
− ρ̄2

L = ρ̄

(
1 +

ρ̄

dL

)
(6.9)

→∞ if dL → 0 as L→∞ . (6.10)

If the jump distribution is asymmetric, q(x) 6= q(−x), then the reference measures

are not reversible and the system can support a non zero stationary current.

6.2.2 Canonical measures

The inclusion process (2.25) clearly conserves the total number of particles and is irre-

ducible on the finite canonical state space,

XL
ρ = {η ∈ XL|SL(η) = ρL}

and therefore ergodic. The sequence ρL is assumed to be of the form (3.18), and the

canonical measures are given by the conditioned reference measures (see Section 2.2.3
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for details),

πLρ [η] = νL[η|SL = ρL] =
νL[η]1S−1

L (ρL)

Z(L, ρL)
(6.11)

The canonical current is defined as the average jump rate off a site (as in previ-

ous chapters this is proportional to the true current in the system for non symmetric

dynamics and otherwise is proportional to the diffusivity),

jcan
L (ρ) = πLρ

ηx ∑
y∈ΛL

(dL + ηy)q(y − x)

 . (6.12)

Since stationary measures conditioned on fixed particle number are no longer product

measures this quantity is difficult to calculate.

6.2.3 Grand canonical measures

The grand canonical measures are tilted versions of the reference measure (see Section

3.2.2) which are defined with respect to the scale aL,

νLµ [η] =
eaLµSL(η)νL[η]

νL (eaLµSL)
=
∏
x∈ΛL

e(aLL
−1)µηxνL[ηx]

z(µ)
(6.13)

where the single site grand canonical partition function is given by,

zL(µ) = νL

(
e(aLL

−1)µη
)

=

(
1− edLµ0

1− edLµ0+(aLL−1)µ

)dL
(6.14)

which is finite, and so the grand canonical measures exist, for all µ < −dLL
aL
µ0.

The grand canonical pressure on a finite system is given by,

pL(µ) =
1

aL
log νL

(
eaLµSL

)
=
dLL

aL
log νL

(
e(aLL

−1)µη
)

=
dLL

aL
log

(
1− edLµ0

1− edLµ0+aLL−1µ

)
, (6.15)

The derivative of the pressure (scaled cumulant generating function) at µ is the average

density under the grand canonical measure with chemical potential µ,

RL(µ) = ∂µpL(µ) = νLµ (SL)

=
dLe

dLµ0+(aLL
−1)µ

1− edLµ0+(aLL−1)µ
. (6.16)

For each L this is a strictly increasing function of the chemical potential with range

(0,∞). Therefore the grand canonical measures exist for all densities independently of
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the choice of scale aL. With a slight abuse of notation we denote the inverse of RL by

µL and so the grand canonical measure on a system of size L and with density ρ is given

by νLµL(ρ).

The grand canonical current is simple to calculate due to the sites being independent,

jgc
L (ρ) = νLµ(ρ)

ηx ∑
y∈ΛL

(dL + ηy)q(y − x)

 = ρ(ρ+ dL) . (6.17)

So if dL → 0 the grand canonical current converges to ρ2.

The asymptotic behaviour of the grand canonical measures as dL → 0 was studied

in [70], where it was shown that the single site marginals obey,

νL,µL(ρ)[0] =

(
dL
ρ

)dL
(1 + o(1))→ 1 and (6.18)

νL,µL(ρ)[n] = dL

(
dL
ρ

)dL (
1− dL

ρ

)n
ndL−1(1 + o(1))→ 0 for n ≥ 1 . (6.19)

This implies,

1

dL
νL,µL(ρ)[n]→ 1

n
for n ≥ 1 , (6.20)

as L → ∞ and dL → 0. We observe that for small diffusivity, dL, sites are empty with

very high probability and the average density ρ is attained by few sites containing a very

large number of particles. It follows from this asymptotic behaviour that for small dL

the single site marginals show an approximate power law decay (n−1) for small n with

an exponential cut-off at large n,

νL,µL(ρ)[n] ' dL

n−1 if 1� n� ρ/dL(
1− dL

ρ

)n
ndL−1 if n� ρ/dL .

(6.21)

This behaviour can result in a type of condensation being observed purely in the grand

canonical ensemble, for details see [70]. In this chapter we are concerned with a stronger

form of condensation that occurs in the canonical ensemble and leads to a breakdown

of the equivalence of ensembles.

The equivalence or non-equivalence of ensembles (in the sense of Definition 3.11) can

be determined from the relative entropy at the scale aL,

lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(πLρ |νLµL(ρL)) = pL(µL(ρL))− µL(ρL)ρL −

1

aL
logZ(L, ρL)

= (−p∗)(ρ)− scan(ρ) as ρL → ρ according to (3.18) , (6.22)

where the final line follows from Theorem 3.6 (see Section 3.3 for more details). The

thermodynamic pressure is p(µ) := limL→∞ pL(µ) and is dependent on the choice of

scale aL.
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6.3 Fixed diffusion rate

Firstly we consider the case of fixed diffusion rate dL = d independent of the system size.

In this case there is no condensation transition and we find that there is equivalence of

ensemble at all densities.

6.3.1 Determining the relevant scale (aL)

First we find the relevant scale aL that describes the large deviations of the density under

the reference measure. This is the scale on which the canonical and grand canonical

entropy densities are defined. The thermodynamic pressure on scale aL is given by,

p(µ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
eaLµSL

)
= lim

L→∞

dL

aL
log

(
1− edµ0

1− edµ0+aLL−1µ

)
(6.23)

following (6.15). By applying L’Hôpital’s rule we find the relevant scale aL at which

large deviations of the density under the reference measure decay;

Case 1: aL � L,

p(µ) =

0 if µ ≤ 0

∞ if µ > 0
(6.24)

Case 2: aL = L,

p(µ) =

d log
(

1−edµ0

1−edµ0+µ

)
if µ < −dµ0

∞ if µ ≥ −dµ0

(6.25)

Case 3: aL � L,

p(µ) = ρ̄µ (6.26)

It follows from the Gärtner-Ellis Theorem [34, 35], that large deviations of the density

under the reference measure decay on the scale L, this is therefore the correct scale

to derive non-trivial results on the equivalence of ensembles from the relative entropy

method (c.f. Theorem 3.7). We therefore fix aL = L for the non size-dependent case.

Now the grand canonical measures as defined in Section 6.2.3 for chemical potentials

in µ ∈ Dp = (−∞,−dµ0) are given by,

νLµ [η] =
eLµSL(η)ν[η]

νL (eLµSL)
=
∏
x∈ΛL

eµηxνL[ηx]

z(µ)
(6.27)

where the single site grand canonical partition function is independent of L and given
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by,

z(µ) = νL (eµη) =

(
1− edµ0

1− edµ0+µ

)d
. (6.28)

The average density under the grand canonical measures is also independent of L for

fixed µ and is given by,

R(µ) = νLµ (SL) = ∂µp(µ) =
dedµ0+µ

1− edµ0+µ
(6.29)

and we denote its inverse by µ(ρ) (the L index is not required in this case),

µ(ρ) = log
ρ

d+ ρ
− dµ0 . (6.30)

So the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the grand canonical pressures is,

p∗(ρ) = −sgcan(ρ) = ρµ(ρ)− p(µ(ρ))

= ρ (log ρ− dµ0)− (d+ ρ) log (d+ ρ) + d log

(
d

1− edµ0

)
, (6.31)

which is strictly convex on (0,∞).

The restricted pressures, see Definition 3.6, are equal to the thermodynamic pressure

p on Dp by Corollary 3.9, so we have Dpm = Dp and

pm(µ) = p(µ) for all µ ∈ (−∞,−dµ0) . (6.32)

Therefore the restricted grand canonical measures, see Definition 3.7,

ν̄Lµ,m[η] = νLµ [η|ML < mL] , (6.33)

exist for all m ∈ (0,∞) and µ ∈ Dp. Also, by Corollary 3.9, for each restriction m

the restricted measures at chemical potential µ converge weakly to the grand canoni-

cal measure at µ. This result is intuitively very clear, since the grand canonical single

site marginals have exponential tails the maximum of L independent samples from this

distribution is of order logL, the grand canonical measures therefore concentrate (ex-

ponentially) on configurations with maximum less than mLL.

6.3.2 Equivalence of ensembles

Since the thermodynamic pressure (6.25) is steep at its boundary, −dµ0, the Legendre-

Fenchel transform is strictly convex on the entire domain (0,∞). Equivalence of ensem-

bles follows immediately from Theorem 3.7.
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Proposition 6.1. The canonical measures conditioned on density ρL converge in specific

relative entropy, on the scale aL, to the grand canonical measure with chemical potential

chosen to fix the average density,

lim
L→∞

1

L
H(πLρ |νLµ(ρ)) = sgcan(ρ)− scan(ρ) = 0 for all ρ > 0 . (6.34)

So πLρ
L←→ νLµ(ρ), and we have convergence of expected values of bounded cylinder test

functions (see Definition 3.11).

Also the canonical current converges to the grand canonical current, given by (6.17),

jcan
L (ρL)→ jgc(ρ) = ρ(ρ+ d) as L→∞ and ρL → ρ . (6.35)

Note that this does not simply follow from the equivalence, since the current in the

inclusion process is an unbounded test function (this is not the case in the zero-range

process). The on site occupation numbers are asymptotically independent and dis-

tributed according to νLµ(ρ). Also, by following the comment made after Theorem 3.7,

the equivalence result can be strengthened to,

lim
L→∞

1

âL
H(πLρ |νLµ(ρ)) = 0 for all âL � logL . (6.36)

Although it is not required for finding the large deviations of the density, that give rise

to equivalence of ensembles, we may still calculate the large deviations of the maximum.

Following Section 3.4.4 the large deviations of the maximum can be expressed in terms of

the restricted canonical entropy density and the condensate contribution. The condensed

entropy contribution is given by,

scond(m) = lim
L→∞

1

L
log νL[mLL] for mL → m as in (3.41) (6.37)

= (dµ0)m . (6.38)

Since the reference measures have exponential tails we observe that the exponential ‘cost’

of a macroscopic maximum of size m is linear in m. The entropy density of the restricted

canonical measures is given by the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the grand canonical

pressure, since the restricted pressures are equal to the thermodynamic pressure (6.25),

and the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the pressure is strictly convex on its essential

domain. That is, by Theorem 3.10, we have

scan,m(ρ) = lim
L→∞

νL[SL = ρL|ML ≤ mL]

= −p∗(ρ) , (6.39)

where p∗(ρ) is given explicitly in (6.31). By Applying Theorems 3.7 and 3.10 the large

deviations of the joint maximum and density under the reference measure are described
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by the rate function,

I(ρ,m) = − (scond(m) + sgcan(ρ−m))

= p∗(ρ−m)− (dµ0)m .

Proposition 6.2. As ρL → ρ and mL → m, following (3.18)and (3.41), the canonical

large deviations of the maximum are give by,

Iρ(m) : = lim
L→∞

1

L
πLρ [ML = mL] = −sgcan(ρ−m)− scond(m) + sgcan(ρ)

= p∗(ρ−m)− µ0md− p∗(ρ) (6.40)

= (ρ−m) log

(
ρ−m

d+ ρ−m

)
− ρ log

(
ρ

d+ ρ

)
+ d log

(
d+ ρ

d+ ρ−m

)
. (6.41)

We observe that for all densities ρ, this has a unique boundary minimum at m = 0 and

is strictly increasing on [0, ρ].

6.4 Size-dependent diffusion rate: Fluid regime

In case of dL → 0 slowly we observe that the situation is qualitatively the same as

for dL constant. However, assumption (4) of Chapter 3 is not satisfied. We present a

further calculation that allows us in principle to apply the same results. In this section

we consider

dL → 0 such that dLL/ logL→∞ .

The mean and variance under the reference measure, Equation (6.6), are given by,

ρ̄ = νL (η1)→ − 1

µ0
(6.42)

σ̄2
L = νL

(
η2

1

)
− ρ̄2 ' − 1

µ0

(
1− 1

dLµ0

)
. (6.43)

So the second moments grows like 1/dL,

dLν
L
(
η2

1

)
→ 1

µ2
0

as L→∞ . (6.44)

6.4.1 Determining the relevant scale (aL)

Recall the thermodynamic pressure on scale aL is given by (6.23). By applying L’Hôpital’s

rule we find the relevant scale aL at which large deviations of the density under the ref-

erence measure decay;

Case 1: aL � dLL,

p(µ) =

0 if µ ≤ 0

∞ if µ > 0
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Case 2: aL = dLL,

p(µ) =

− log (1− ρ̄µ) if µ < 1/ρ̄

∞ if µ ≥ 1/ρ̄
(6.45)

Case 3: aL � dLL,

p(µ) = ρ̄µ

We therefore fix aL = dLL.

We again define the grand canonical measures at scale aL for chemical potentials

in Dp = (−∞, 1/ρ̄). Unlike the fixed dL case the single site marginals are now size-

dependent,

νLµ [η] =
edLLµSL(η)νL[η]

νL (edLLµSL)
=
∏
x∈ΛL

edLµηxνL[ηx]

zL(µ)
(6.46)

where the single site grand canonical partition function is given by,

zL(µ) = νL

(
edLµη

)
=

(
1− edLµ0

1− edL(µ0+µ)

)dL
. (6.47)

The average density under the grand canonical measures is dependent on L for fixed

µ, but converges as L→∞,

RL(µ) = νLµ (SL) = ∂µpL(µ) =
dLe

dL(µ0+µ)

1− edL(µ0+µ)

→ R(µ) =
ρ̄

1− ρ̄µ
= ∂µp(µ) . (6.48)

This is a strictly increasing function of the chemical potential with range (0,∞). There-

fore the grand canonical measures exist for all densities. Just as in the previous section

we will denote the inverse R−1(ρ) by µ(ρ),

µ(ρ) =
1

ρ̄
− 1

ρ
. (6.49)

So the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the grand canonical pressures is given by,

p∗(ρ) = −sgcan(ρ) = ρµ(ρ)− p(µ(ρ))

=

(
ρ

ρ̄
− 1

)
+ log

ρ̄

ρ
, (6.50)

which is strictly convex on (0,∞).

The restricted pressures, see Definition 3.6, are equal to the thermodynamic pressure

p on Dp by straightforward extension of Corollary 3.9. Since the variance of the reference

measure diverges we must consider the restriction mLL to grow faster than 1/dL. So
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we have Dpm = Dp and

pm(µ) = p(µ) for all µ ∈ (−∞, 1/ρ̄) . (6.51)

Therefore the restricted grand canonical measures, see Definition 3.7,

ν̄Lµ,m[η] = νLµ [η|ML < mL] , (6.52)

exist for all m ∈ (0,∞) and µ ∈ (−∞, 1/ρ̄). Also by Theorem 3.10 for each restriction m

the restricted measures at chemical potential µ converge weakly to the grand canonical

measure at µ. So for all mL � 1/(dLL) we have equivalence between the restricted and

the unrestricted grand canonical measures.

6.4.2 Equivalence of ensembles

All assumptions of Section 3.4.1 are satisfied except the required regularity of the ref-

erence measure (4). We propose two methods so that we may apply the same general

results. It is clear that assumptions (1) to (3) are satisfied. Assumption (5) is clear from

the choice of scale aL = dLL,

1

LdL
logL→ 0 since dL � logL/L .

We can compute the condensate entropy contribution from the asymptotic behaviour of

the single site reference measure (6.5),

scond(m) = lim
L→∞

1

dLL
log νL[mLL] for mL → m as in (3.41)

= mµ0 , (6.53)

so assumption (6) is also satisfied. Assumption (7) holds so long as the macroscopic

maximum satisfies,

mL �
1√

L logL
, (6.54)

since,
L

aL(mLbL)2
=

1

L2dLm2
L

� 1

L logLm2
L

.

This implies that we can only give an upper bound on the large deviation probability

for sequences for which the maximum is smaller than
√

1/L logL.

The breakdown of assumption (4) is due to the high probability of each site contain-

ing exactly 0 particles,

νL[0] =

(
dL
ρ̄

)dL
(1 + o(1))→ 1 as dL → 0, and (6.55)

(1− νL[0]) ' −dL log dL , (6.56)
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which leads to QL → 0 in assumption (4). In fact, it is this behaviour of the single site

marginals that actually drives the condensation transition in this model, as we will see

in Section 6.5. We outline two methods for dealing with this issue.

The simplest way of avoiding the regularity assumption (4) altogether is to avoid the

use of the local limit theorem. This can be done by conditioning the canonical measures

on a set of densities with non-empty interior in the thermodynamic limit, known as a

density shell. This is the approach typically adopted by Lewis et al. [90]. For instance

we may define the ε shell canonical measures,

πLρ,ε[η] = νL[η|SL ∈ (ρ− ε, ρ+ ε)] . (6.57)

Then the canonical entropy density is given by,

sεcan(ρ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL ∈ (ρ− ε, ρ+ ε)] = sup

x∈(ρ−ε,ρ+ε)
sgcan(x) , (6.58)

which follows directly from the Gärtner-Ellis theorem and continuity of the rate function

−sgcan(x). We may prove this result directly by applying Chebyshev’s inequality for the

upper bound, and using the Lindberg-Feller central limit theorem for the lower bound

(which applies since the variance of the single site density does not grow too fast).

Equivalence of ensembles follows immediately from (6.58) and Theorem 6 in [93]. The

limit ε→ 0 may be taken formerly after the thermodynamic limit. However this is not

very natural for applications, for example our canonical simulations are always run from

initial conditions with a fixed number of particles.

The second approach is to condition the reference measures on each site containing

at least one particle. The conditional measures clearly satisfy assumption (4) since the

single site marginals are decreasing for n > 0 and νL[1]→ 0. For this method we follow

a similar contraction as in Section 3.4.4. However, here we contract on the number of

empty sites instead of the occupation of the maximum. The number of empty sites in a

configuration is given by

EL(η) =
∑
x∈ΛL

10(ηx) . (6.59)

Then by applying the grand canonical change of measure the canonical normalisation

can be written as,

Z(L, ρ)eaLp
∗
L(ρ) = νL[SL = ρL]eaLp

∗
L(ρ) = νLµ(ρ)[SL = ρL]

=
L∑

eL=0

νLµ(ρ)[SL = ρL | EL = eL]νLµ(ρ)[EL = eL]

=

L∑
eL=0

νL−eLµ(ρ)

[
SL−eL =

ρL
1− eL/L

∣∣∣∣ EL−eL = 0

]
νLµ(ρ)[EL = eL] . (6.60)
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We may estimate the sum in the same way as in the contraction on the maximum. Then,

ν
L−e∗L
µ(ρ)

[
SL−e∗L =

ρL
1− e∗L/L

∣∣∣∣ EL−e∗L = 0

]
νLµ(ρ)[EL = e∗L] ≤ Z(L, ρ)eaLp

∗
L(ρ)

≤ LνL−e
∗
L

µ(ρ)

[
SL−e∗L =

ρL
1− e∗L/L

∣∣∣∣ EL−e∗L = 0

]
νLµ(ρ)[EL = e∗L] , (6.61)

for some e∗L ∈ {0, . . . , L} that gives rise to the maximum under the sum. We only need

the lower bound in the following, and for that we choose e∗L to be the integer part of the

mean of EL which is νL,µ(ρ)[0]L. Taking the logarithm in (6.61) and dividing through

by the scale aL the final term tends to zero,

0 ≥ 1

aL
log νLµ(ρ)[EL = e∗L] =

1

aL
log νLµ(ρ)[EL = bνL,µ(ρ)[0]Lc ]→ 0 , (6.62)

since the variance of each term in the sum EL tends to zero,

νL,µ(ρ)

((
10 − νL,µ(ρ)[0]

)2)
= νL,µ(ρ)[0](1− νL,µ(ρ)[0])→ 0 .

It follows that,

1

aL
logZ(L, ρL) + p∗(ρ) ≥ 1

aL
log ν

L−e∗L
µ(ρ)

[
SL−e∗L =

ρL
1− e∗L/L

∣∣∣∣ EL−e∗L = 0

]
+ o(1) .

(6.63)

The mean of the single site marginals νL,µ(ρ)[·|η1 > 0] can be approximated by,

νL,µ(ρ) (η1|η1 ≥ 1) =
νL,µ(ρ) (η1)

1− νL,µ(ρ)[0]
' ρL

1− e∗L/L
→∞ , (6.64)

since
(
1− νL,µ(ρ)[0]

)
→ 0. Note that for the distribution conditioned on ηx ≥ 1 assump-

tion (4) of Section 3.4.1 is fulfilled. We therefore conjecture that a local limit theorem

similar to that stated in [99] Theorem 1 is still satisfied, and so we obtain the lower

bound,

ν
L−e∗L
µ(ρ)

[
SL−e∗L =

ρL
1− e∗L/L

∣∣∣∣ EL−e∗L = 0

]
& 1/(L− e∗L) .

Since we choose e∗L = LνL,µ(ρ)[0] we have,

L− e∗L = L(1− νL,µ(ρ))[0]) ' LdL log
1

dL
,

and since aL = LdL we have,

0 ≥ 1

aL
logZ(L, ρL) + p∗(ρ) &

1

LdL
log

(
LdL log

1

dL

)
→ 0 . (6.65)

The argument above implies that the results of theorem 3.7 still hold, this is sum-

marised in the following conjecture.
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Figure 6.1: Left: The canonical entropy density scan(ρ) = sgcan(ρ) from Conjecture
6.1 shown by the solid black curve. This is strictly concave for all densities. Dashed
coloured curves show 1

aL
logZ(L, ρ) on finite systems, converging to scan. Right: The

large deviations of the maximum are described by Iρ(m) in (6.68).

Conjecture 6.1. The grand canonical entropy density is strictly concave on its domain

and we have equivalence of ensembles for all densities. We have,

lim
L→∞

1

aL
H(πLρ |νLµ(ρ)) = sgcan(ρ)− scan(ρ) = 0 for all ρ > 0 , (6.66)

which implies πLρ
aL←→ νLµ(ρ) in the sense of Definition 3.11, by Lemma 3.3.

We also observe from simulations that the canonical current converges to the grand

canonical current (as given in (6.17)), see Fig 6.2,

jcan
L (ρL)→ jgc(ρ) = ρ2 as L→∞ and ρL → ρ . (6.67)

This calculation, along with (6.51) allows us to calculate the large deviation function

for the maximum under the canonical measures (see Fig. 6.1),

Iρ(m) = −(scond(m) + sgcan(ρ−m)) + sgcan(ρ)

= −
(
mµ0 + log

ρ

(ρ−m)
+
m

ρ̄

)
. (6.68)

As in the case of fixed dL we observe that the canonical measures concentrate on con-

figurations for which no site contains a macroscopic (order L) number of particles.

6.5 Size-dependent diffusion rate: Condensed regime

In case of dL → 0 quickly, we observe a breakdown in the equivalence of ensembles and

typically all the particles condense on a single lattice site in the thermodynamic limit.

We consider dL � 1/L, such that

dL = L−γ with γ > 1 . (6.69)
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Figure 6.2: The average jump rate of a single site as a function of the system density.
The solid curve shows the limiting value of the grand canonical current, jgc(ρ), given
in (6.17). The data points show measurements of the average current from canonical
Monte-Carlo simulations, in good agreement with the grand canonical current. The
standard error of the measurements are of order of the symbol size.

In this case the relevant scale in the fluid regime, aL = dLL, does not diverge. It turns

out that the relevant scale aL, that gives rise to non-degenerate entropy densities and

the large deviations of the maximum, does not satisfy the scale condition (assumption

(5)). This means that combinatorial factors, such as the number distinct configurations

that are identical after removing the maximum, also contribute on the scale of the large

deviations.

Although the general results of Chapter 3 do not apply we are able to follow the

same principles in order to find the canonical and grand canonical entropy densities

and described the large deviations of the maximum. The analysis is done by direct

computations and the results are supported by exact numerics and canonical simulations.

6.5.1 Determining the relevant scale (aL)

Firstly we examine the thermodynamic pressure, for scale aL given by,

p(µ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL

(
eaLµSL

)
(6.70)

= lim
L→∞

dLL

aL
log

(
1− edLµ0

1− edLµ0+aLL−1µ

)
. (6.71)

For dL → 0 faster than 1/L there is only one case, we have for all aL →∞

p(µ) =

0 if µ ≤ 0

∞ if µ > 0 ,
(6.72)
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since

p(µ) ' dLL

aL
log

dLL

aL

µ0

µ
and

dLL

aL
→ 0 as L→∞ .

So the grand canonical entropy density is zero,

sgcan(ρ) = 0 for ρ ≥ 0 . (6.73)

Therefore considering the thermodynamic pressure alone is insufficient to find the rele-

vant scale.

We can calculate the scale on which a positive number of particles residing on a

single lattice site contributes to the entropy from the asymptotic behaviour of the single

site marginals (6.18),

scond(m) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[mLL] as mL → m according to (3.41) . (6.74)

Case 1: aL � logL,

scond(m) = 0 for all m ≥ 0 (6.75)

Case 2: aL = logL,

scond(m) =


0 if mL = 0 , for all L

−(γ + x) if mL = O(Lx−1) , x ∈ (0, 1)

−(γ + 1) if mL → m > 0

(6.76)

Case 3: aL � logL,

scond(m) =

0 if mL = 0 , for all L

−∞ otherwise.
(6.77)

We therefore fix aL = logL, since this is the scale on which any occupied site contributes

to the entropy. This clearly does not satisfy the assumptions of chapter 3.

6.5.2 Non-equivalence of ensembles and condensation

To find the canonical entropy density and large deviations of the maximum we follow

the same framework as in Chapter 3 doing explicit calculations. Recall from Definition

3.12,

s̄can(ρ) := lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL]

scan(ρ) := lim inf
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL] ,
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and if the limit exists,

scan(ρ) = lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL = ρL] .

Proposition 6.3. On the scale aL = logL an bL = L we find, for γ > 1

−γ ≤ scan(ρ) ≤ s̄can(ρ) ≤ −γ + 1 < 0 = sgcan(ρ) , (6.78)

for all ρ > 0, and so the canonical and grand canonical measures do not converge in

specific relative entropy. For γ > 2 the lower bound is tight,

scan(ρ) =

0 if ρ = 0

−γ if ρ > 0 .
(6.79)

Remark 6.4. The condition γ > 2 is required for the estimate made in (6.87) and could

be improved with finer estimates. We believe, and the numerics suggest, that the same

result should hold for all γ > 1.

Proof. We firstly consider the joint distribution with aL = logL and bL = L. There

are exactly L states with all the mass is on a single lattice site, mL = ρL, so we have

directly

1

aL
log νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = ρL] =

1

aL
logL+

1

aL
log νL[ρLbL]− L

aL
log νL[0]

→ 1− (γ + 1) = −γ as L→∞ . (6.80)

Since there is a finite cost, on scale aL , to place any number of particles greater than

zero on another site (see (6.76)) we have for ρL > 0 and mL < ρL,

1

aL
log νL−1[SL−1 = (ρL −mL),ML−1 ≤ mL] ≥ 1

aL
logLνL[(ρL −mL)L]→ −γ (6.81)

1

aL
log νL−1[SL−1 = (ρL −mL),ML−1 ≤ mL] ≤ 1

aL
log νL[η1 ≥ 1]→ −γ . (6.82)

The lower bound follows by putting all the mass uniformly in the system, and the upper

bound follows from putting any mass anywhere in the system, we observe

νL[η1 ≥ 1] = 1− νL[0] ' −dL log dL

= γL−γ logL

and since aL = logL this give rise to (6.82). So the probability of observing a density

ρL under the reference measures, and a maximum strictly smaller than ρLL, is small

lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = mL] ≤ −2γ for mL < ρL . (6.83)

We are now in a position to derive the asymptotic behaviour of the canonical entropy
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density. It follows from these bounds that the upper and lower canonical entropy den-

sities are given by,

s̄can(ρ) = lim sup
L→∞

1

aL
log
∑
mL

νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = mL]

≤ lim
L→∞

1

aL
log
(
ρLLν

L[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = ρL]
)

(6.84)

scan(ρ) = lim inf
L→∞

1

aL
log
∑
mL

νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = mL]

≥ lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = ρL] . (6.85)

It follows from the limit in (6.80),

−γ ≤ scan(ρ) ≤ s̄can(ρ) ≤ −γ + 1 < 0 = sgcan(ρ) , (6.86)

and so we have non-equivalence of ensembles. In this case, also the canonical current

does not converge to the grand canonical current (see Figure 6.4).

If γ > 2 we can make more precise estimates of the canonical entropy density and

also derive the large deviations of the maximum.

1

aL
log νL[SL(η) = ρL] =

1

aL
log
∑
mL

νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = mL]

=
1

aL
log νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = ρL]

+
1

aL
log

1 +
∑

mL 6=ρL

νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = mL]

νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = ρL]


.

1

aL
log νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = ρL] +

1

aL
log
(

1 + Le(−γ+1) logL
)

→ −γ as L→∞ , (6.87)

since L−γ+2 → 0. Therefore,

scan(ρ) =

0 if ρ = 0

−γ if ρ > 0
. (6.88)

We can use the same method used to derive the canonical entropy density to derive

the large deviation behaviour of the maximum. However, since the scale aL is only

logarithmic in the system size we must take care when estimating the probabilities of

certain events, since combinatorial effects are also important. The probability that

the maximum contains mL ≥ ρL/2 is dominated by the remaining mass being on a

single site, by the same argument that gave rise to the canonical entropy density being

dominated by all the mass residing on a single site. However, there are O (L(L− 1))
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Figure 6.3: The canonical large deviations of the maximum, for dL = L−2 (that is γ = 2)
and ρ = 2, as described by Iρ(m) from Proposition 6.5, shown by the step function in
solid black (only shown for m ≥ 0.5). The dashed lines show − 1

aL
log πLρ [ML = m] on

finite systems. We observe point-wise convergence.

such configurations since the maximum can reside on any of the L lattice sites and the

remaining mass concentrates on one of the remaining L − 1 sites. Asymptotically we

therefore find,

1

aL
log νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = mL]→ 2− 2(γ + 1) = −2γ for ρL/2 ≤ mL < ρL .

(6.89)

The same argument can be applied to ρL/3 ≤ mL ≤ ρL/2. Such a large deviation is

now dominated by the event that the mass is divided over exactly three sites giving rise

to O(L3) ways of arranging the sites containing particles. There is also an extra combi-

natorial factor due to the number of ways of arranging the mass outside the maximum

between the remaining two sites, again this is of order L. It follows that,

1

aL
log νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = mL]→ −3γ + 1 for ρL/3 ≤ mL < ρL/2 . (6.90)

With care taken over the combinatorial contributions the asymptotic distribution of the

maximum on the scale logL can be found for all mL ∈ (0, ρL]. The calculations are

summerised in the following proposition.
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Proposition 6.5. The point-wise large deviations of the maximum under the canonical

measure are given by,

Iρ(m) = − lim
L→∞

1

aL
log πLρ [ML = mL] (6.91)

= − lim
L→∞

1

aL
log νL[SL(η) = ρL,ML(η) = mL] + scan(ρ)

=



0 m = ρ

γ ρ/2 ≤ m < ρ

2γ − 1 ρ/3 ≤ m < ρ/2

nγ − (n−1) ρ/(n+ 1) ≤ m < ρ/n for n ∈ N

(6.92)

See Figure 6.3.

Remark 6.6. Since γ > 1 this result implies that for all ε > 0

− lim
L→∞

1

aL
log πLρ [ ML ∈ [0, ρ− ε] ] > 0

so that the macroscopic maximum site occupation converges in probability to the total

density ρ,

ML

πLρ−−→ ρ .

This is often referred to as complete condensation (for example see [79]).

Although Iρ is a good rate function (see Definition C.2), this does not give rise to

a large deviation principle for the maximum, because the scale aL is logarithmic in the

system size. The discontinuous jumps come from the fact that putting even a single

particle on a separate site costs on the scale aL.

Since the canonical measures concentrate on configurations in which all the mass

resides on a single lattice site, and the jump rate out of such a state, dL → 0 as L→∞,

we expect the canonical current to also tend to zero in the thermodynamic limit. In

the grand canonical distribution, on the other hand, the current converges to ρ2 from

(6.17), see Fig. 6.4.

6.6 Dynamics

In this section we apply the previous insights on the stationary measures to give a

heuristic analysis of the dynamics of the process. These depend on the geometry, and

we focus mostly on one-dimensional nearest neighbour dynamics and finish with some

remarks on other geometries.

6.6.1 Totally asymmetric dynamics

We firstly consider the dynamics of the condensate in the totally asymmetric inclusion

process on a one dimensional lattice with periodic boundary conditions. If q(1) = 1,
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Figure 6.4: Speed of the condensate in the condensed regime dL � 1/L for totally
asymmetric dynamics. Left: The position of the condensate on the lattice ΛL, with
L = 128 sites and ρL = 1, as a a function of time. We observe ballistic motion with
speed ρLdL L, the vertical jumps are an artefact of the periodic boundary conditions.
Right: The average current as a function of the system density. The thick black curve
shows the grand canonical current density relation, and the data points show the average
canonical current measured in simulations. The inset plot is zoomed in on the canonical
currents, and the thin solid lines show the scaling prediction in (6.97). All simulations of
the inclusion process were performed using the update algorithm described in Appendix
D.2.

and q(x) = 0 for x not equal to one, particles can only jump one lattice site to the right

at each transition. We recall that the generator (2.25) in this case is given by

LLf(η) =
∑
x∈ΛL

ηx(dL + ηx+1)
(
f(ηx→x+1)− f(η)

)
. (6.93)

In the following we will show by simple arguments that there is a separation of time

scales and the dynamics of condensates are dominated by the time it takes for a single

particle to escape the condensate.

Single condensate dynamics

For γ > 2 we observe that the canonical distribution is dominated by configurations for

which the entire mass resides on a single lattice site. Starting from such a configuration,

with the condensate residing on site x, the only possible transition is a particle leaving

the condensate and moving to site (x+1) mod L, which happens at rate dLρLL (tending

to zero as L → ∞). For simplicity of notation we will omit ‘ mod L’ in the following.

After that transition, the single particle could move one space to the right at rate dL, or

the condensate could lose a further particle to site (x+1) at a much faster rate (ρLL−1)

(diverging with L→∞) from the inclusion interaction. In fact, the total time T for all

particles to proceed to site x+ 1 is a sum of independent exponential variables

T =

ρLL−1∑
k=1

tk , where tk ∼ Exp
(
(ρLL− k)k

)
(6.94)
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with asymptotic mean given by

E[T ] =

ρLL−1∑
k=1

1

(ρLL− k)k
' 1

L

∫ ρ−1/L

1/L

1

x(ρ− x)
dx ' 2

ρL
log(ρL) . (6.95)

Due to the quadratic scaling of the inclusion interaction the process speeds up and this

vanishes as L→∞. In contrast, the rate at which any particle escapes form site x+ 1

is bounded above by dLρLL → 0 with L → ∞. Similar to the above, the standard

deviation of T can be shown to scale as 1/L� E[T ], and therefore the probability that

a particle escapes to site x+ 1 during the time the condensate moves is bounded above

by

P
(
τ < T

)
. dLρLLE[T ] ∼ dL logL , where τ ∼ Exp(dLρLL) , (6.96)

vanishing for L→∞ (here τ is a random time that dominates the time a particles takes

to exit site x+ 1). So with high probability a single condensate on an otherwise empty

lattice moves ballistically with speed ρLdL L or, equivalently, on time scale τmoveL =

1/(dLL) (see Figure 6.4) with ρL → ρ > 0. Combining (6.96) with the rate of motion,

we expect that condensates are stable on time scales at least of order (d2
LL logL)−1,

which are much larger than τmoveL .

We also expect this mechanism to dominate the stationary current, and therefore

predict

jcan
L (ρL) ' ρLdL L

ρLL

L
' ρ2dLL→ 0 as L→∞ and ρL → ρ , (6.97)

which is confirmed by the simulation data in Figure 6.4 Right.

Condensate interaction

We now consider the interaction of two condensates (sites containing of order L parti-

cles). We observe that large condensates catch up with smaller ones and then pass them

by means of a ‘slinky’ motion. By the previous argument the speed of the condensate is

proportional to the number of particles on the site. Larger condensates therefore tend

to ‘catch-up’ with smaller condensates. We now consider the typical situation of a larger

condensate containing N1 particles behind a smaller condensate containing N2 particles,

such that N1 and N2 are both order L. They interact via inclusion when there is a single

lattice site between them. The probability of the smaller condensate moving away from

the larger one is dominated by the probability that the smaller condensate loses a par-

ticle by diffusion before the larger. This occurs with probability N2/(N1 + N2) < 1/2.

However if the larger condensate loses a particle first (with probability greater than

1/2) then on a time scale that is much shorter than the diffusion the larger condensate

continues to lose particles to the site in-between (following the above arguments). On

average the number of particles on the site between the two condensates continues to

increase, until the condensate at the back reduces to a similar height as the leading con-
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densate. At this point the rate of particles leaving the site between the two condensates

and joining the leading condensate becomes greater than the rate of particles exiting

the trailing condensate. On average the leading condensate grows until there is again

no particles between the two.

The average behaviour described above can be made more precise in terms of a

(heuristic) scaling limit. We consider the initial condition η where η1 = x0L, η3 = y0L

with x0 > y0 and η2 = εL. Every other site is empty, ηx = 0 for all x ∈ {4, . . . , L}, so the

total density is ρL = x0 + y0 + ε. The time evolution of the expected value of the single

site occupations can be derived from the generator (6.93) by the forward equation,

dEη[η1(t)]

dt
= −dLEη[η1(t)]− Eη[η1(t)] Eη[η2(t)]

dEη[η2(t)]

dt
= dL(Eη[η1(t)]− Eη[η2(t)]) + Eη[η1(t)] Eη[η2(t)]− Eη[η2(t)] Eη[η3(t)]

dEη[η3(t)]

dt
= dL(Eη[η2(t)]− Eη[η3(t)]) + Eη[η2(t)] Eη[η3(t)] , (6.98)

under the ’mean-field’ assumption that the correlation functions factorize (as is the case

under the stationary distribution). As before, for any finite time t the probability of

observing a diffusive event before time t is equal to 1− e−αρLLt which converges to zero

since dL → 0 faster than 1/L. We therefore have neglected any terms due to particles

escaping site 3. Since the total number of particles is conserved on the three sites under

this approximation, we effectively have a two dimensional process that we parametrize by

the occupation number of site 1 and site 3 (trailing and leading condensates respectively).

We slow down time by 1/L and consider the occupation of each site rescaled by 1/L,

x(t̂) =
Eη[η1(t̂/L)]

L
, y(t̂) =

Eη[η3(t̂/L)]

L
, ρ− x(t̂)− y(t̂) =

Eη[η3(t̂/L)]

L
, where t̂ = tL .

(6.99)

In the limit L → ∞ we can derive the following coupled differential equations from

(6.98), describing the time dependence of the mean occupation of the two condensates,

dx

dt̂
= −ρx+ x2 + yx (6.100)

dy

dt̂
= ρy − y2 − yx (6.101)

where ρ = limL→∞ ρL. For initial conditions x0 and y0 such that (x0 + y0) < ρ and

2x0 > ρ we can solve these directly (this is done by a change of variables z1 = x+ y and

z2 = x− y followed by a time change ds/ dt = (z1 − c)). We find,

x(t) =
1

2

(
ρ−D tanh

(
Dt

2
−A

))
→ ρ−D

2
as t→∞ (6.102)

y(t) =
2y0x0

ρ−D tanh
(
Dt
2 −A

) → 2x0y0

ρ−D
as t→∞ (6.103)
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where D =
√
ρ2 − 4x0y0 and A = tanh−1

(
2x0−ρ
D

)
. If we take the limit as the initial

density on the middle site ε tends to zero we find,

(x0 + y0)→ ρ and D → x0 − y0 > 0 . (6.104)

So by taking the limit of small ε after t→∞ we find that the average number of parti-

cles on the first site is proportional to y0 and the average number of particles on the 3rd

site is proportional to x0. This implies that the condensates exchange positions with,

on average, no net transfer of mass between them. So instead of the large condensate

absorbing the smaller one (as one might have expected a priori), the condensates pen-

etrate each other. This mechanism is very particular for totally asymmetric dynamics

and has first been observed for the models studied in [125] in a slightly different scaling

limit.

The state in which all particles reside on a single lattice site is effectively absorbing

since condensates divide only with very small probability (cf. (6.96)). So, by random

fluctuations, a coarsening process takes place until only a single condensate resides on

the lattice.

Coarsening dynamics

We now derive the expected time scale for this coarsening process. Consider two macro-

scopic condensates on the lattice, which move at relative speed of order dLL, since both

move at speed of this order. So the average time between two encounters is of order

L/(dLL) ∼ 1/dL. In order for one of them to be absorbed by the other it has to gain

of order L particles. According to the above argument, particle exchanges during a

single encounter of condensates are unbiased and expected to be of order
√
L in size.

Therefore, of order L encounters of the condensates are necessary until only one of them

is left or a macroscopic fraction of mass has moved from one to the other. Thus the

coarsening dynamics are expected to run on the time-scale τ coarsL = L/dL, which is much

larger than the typical time-scale of motion of a condensate τmoveL = 1/(dLL). This is

in contrast to the zero-range process defined in (4.1), where the condensate motion is

on a slower time scale than the coarsening (see [59] and references therein). In that

model the coarsening is driven by particle exchange via the bulk of the system and the

condensate sites remain fixed. This is not possible in the inclusion process, since the

bulk is essentially empty with vanishing particle current, and the coarsening is driven

by condensate motion instead.

Starting from a homogeneous initial distribution ν0 where the ηx(0) are iidrv’s with

mean ρL (e.g. Poisson distributed), we expect that due to the fast inclusion interaction

initially condensates form quickly. The equilibration dynamics is then dominated by

coarsening on the time scale τ coars
L , and we therefore expect a scaling behaviour of

relevant observables. For example, for the variance σ2
L(t) = Eν0

[
η2
x(t)

]
we expect for
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Figure 6.5: Left: Data collapse for the variance σ2
L(t) using the scaling relation given in

(6.105). We observe a good data collapse for the range of parameters investigated. Right:
Double logarithmic plot of the data collapse in the coarsening regime, σ2

L/(ρ
2
LL) < 2/3.

The dashed line shows a power law with exponent −1 for reference.

large L

σ2
L(t) ' ρ2

LL f(t/τ coarsL ) , (6.105)

with a scaling function f such that f(0) = 0 and f(x)→ 1 as x→∞. This behaviour is

confirmed by the data collapse for different system sizes in Figure 6.5 (left). It remains

an interesting question to determine the actual form of the scaling function. Note that

in the case of two large condensates that share the total mass in a uniform way, the

expected value of the observable is σ2
L/(ρ

2
LL) = 2/3. When only two clusters are left,

the system is clearly already in a saturation regime. The system is therefore only in the

coarsening regime whilst σ2
L/(ρ

2
LL) < 2/3, so we would only expect the function f to

show a power-law scaling behaviour, in this regime. A double logarithmic plot in Figure

6.5 (right) does not give conclusive evidence, and the question whether or not there is

a window with asymptotic power law behaviour and what is the underlying mechanism

remains open and will be addressed in future studies.

Stability of the condensates on the coarsening time scale is vital for the above

arguments to hold. Following (6.96), we have argued that condensates are stable

on time scales of order (d2
LL logL)−1, which is much larger than τ coarsL as long as

dL � 1/(L2 logL) which is the case for γ > 2.

6.6.2 Symmetric and general dynamics

If the process is not totally asymmetric condensates do not necessarily perform the

same ballistic motion and the analysis becomes more complicated. However, under more

restrictive assumptions on dL one can still establish a separation of time scales and show

that the dynamics is governed by motion of stable condensates. In the following we focus

on symmetric nearest neighbour dynamics in one dimension, i.e. q(1) = q(−1) = 1/2,

and comment on other geometries later.
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Symmetric dynamics

Firstly, consider again the stationary situation, i.e. a configuration with all the ρLL

particles on a single site, x. The first particle moves again with rate dLρLL, now either

to y = x + 1 or x − 1. Now the effective dynamics between the two sites can be

described by a symmetric random walk ηy(t) with state space {0, 1, . . . , ρLL} with state

dependent rates (ρLL− k)k, k ≥ 1 as before. The walk starts an excursion from state 0

with vanishing rate dLρLL, and if the excursion first reaches the other boundary at ρLL

then the condensate has moved to y. The time T this takes is given by the first passage

time for the right boundary, which can be derived by standard methods similar to the

above arguments (c.f. formula given in (4.82)) to have expected value

E[T ] ' 1

ρ
log(ρL) ∼ logL . (6.106)

So with dL ∼ Lγ , γ > 2, this is still much faster than the typical escape time of any

particle to a third site, and we have a separation of time scales as in the asymmetric

case. In case the excursion of ηy(t) ends at 0 it is even quicker on average, and the

condensate has not moved. Since the walk is symmetric, the probability of an excursion

leading to an actual motion of the condensate to y is 1/L. So the number of excursions

until condensate motion is a geometric random variable with success rate 1/L, which

is known to scale to an exponential random variable in the limit L → ∞. So for large

L we expect the stationary condensate to be stable, and to perform itself a symmetric,

continuous-time random walk on the lattice with rate dLρL, i.e. the time scale of motion

is now τmoveL = 1/dL, a factor of L slower than before.

To understand the coarsening dynamics, consider again two condensates. As in the

asymmetric case, they start exchanging mass if they are separated by one site, say site 2

as in the previous notation. By the special form of the jump rates the marginal process

on site 2 has exactly the same law as ηy(t) above. In particular, an excursion (a period of

η2(t) > 0) takes expected time (6.106) and is much faster than periods of no interaction

with η2 = 0. Following from the above arguments using symmetry, with probability

of order 1/L an interaction period or excursion consists of order L2 transitions (larger

than in the asymmetric case), and thus leads to an exchange of a macroscopic number

of particles which is unbiased. One possible outcome now is also that both condensates

actually merge on site 2. As in the asymmeric case the coarsening dynamics is effectively

limited by condensate motion, and we need of order L interactions to see a macroscopic

change in configuration numbers. However, the time until two condensates meet on the

lattice now scales like L2τmoveL = L2/dL since they perform unbiased random walks, and

in total we end up with the prediction τ coarsL = L2/dL which is a factor of L2 slower

than the totally asymmetric case. This relation is different to what has been observed

for zero-range processes [59], but note that the interaction mechanisms here are very

different as explained above.

The time scale for the stability of condensates is the same as before, (α2
LL logL)−1,

and therefore our predictions should hold as long as αL � 1/(L4 logL) which would
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require γ > 4. However, simulation times in such systems are very high and not feasible,

and we do not have good numerical data available at the moment to corroborate our

results.

Remarks on other geometries

On a complete graph, i.e. q(x) = 1/(L− 1) for all x 6= 0, the dynamics will be entirely

dominated by the inclusion interaction and the picture is very different and, in fact, much

simpler. The rescaled occupation numbers 1
ρLL

(
η1(t), . . . , ηL(t)

)
approximate a Wright-

Fisher diffusion (see e.g. [77]) on the (L− 1)-dimensional unit simplex with very small

mutation rate αL. To derive the relaxation time we ignore αL for the moment. Analogous

to above arguments, by the special quadratic form of the jump rates (2.25), the marginal

process ηy(t) on a given site y is itself a symmetric random walk on {0, . . . , ρLL} with

state dependent rate k
(
ρLL − k

)
and absorbing boundaries. By conservation of mass

these processes are of course coupled, and by total connectivity the full process η(t)

has L absorbing states, where all the mass is condensed on a single site. Say the time

evolution leads to condensation of mass on site y, then the process ηy(t) is a random

walk with above rates conditioned on reaching the boundary ρLL. If initial occupation

numbers on all sites are of order 1 (homogeneous initial conditions), from the above

calculations for the symmetric case (6.106) we know that the expected time to reach

that boundary is of order logL. Since on that time scale typically no diffusion event

with rate αL occurred, this is also the relaxation time of the full system. The stationary

dynamics of the condensate is then again limited by diffusion, and given by a random

walk with rate αL on the complete graph.

We have discussed in some detail three extreme cases of geometries, which exhibit

quite different features. Intermediate geometries, such as general networks or partially

asymmetric dynamics on regular lattices, will have to be treated on a case by case basis

with a combination of the above arguments.

6.7 Discussion

The symmetric inclusion process with two sites can in fact be interpreted as a Moran

model, which describes the time evolution of two competing genotypes in a fixed popu-

lation [101]. The inclusion interaction corresponds to competition due to reproduction

and the diffusion corresponds to mutation, which naturally happens at a small rate in

many applications. With more than two sites, the inclusion process can therefore be

interpreted as a multi-type Moran model. For a review of the Moran process and recent

applications see [13]. From a theoretical perspective, scaling limits of Moran type mod-

els lead to Wright-Fisher diffusions, which have also attracted a lot of recent research

interest (see e.g. [77] and references therein). Most results up to now focus on two geno-

type models (corresponding to only two lattice sites), and the analysis of the symmetric

inclusion process could lead to interesting generalizations for many species which are of

great interest (see e.g. [121]).
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There is much scope for a more detailed understanding of the equilibration dynamics.

In particular if the jump process is not totally asymmetric. It would also be interesting

to study the case dL ∼ 1/L, which is not covered by our analysis. It is expected that in

this case one typically observes hierarchically structured configurations and it may be

possible to compute scaling solutions for the full time evolution [70]. The use of known

self-duality relations for the inclusion process [58] can be useful in a rigorous study of

the dynamics.

We have shown that depending on the rate of diffusion dL the inclusion process

is either fluid or condensed at all densities in the thermodynamic limit. If dL tends

to zero fast enough we observe complete condensation, whereby, typically all the mass

concentrates on a single lattice site in the thermodynamic limit. In case of an asymmetric

jump process the condensate performs ballistic motion on the lattice. If the jump process

is symmetric the condensate would diffuse on the lattice although this case has not yet

been studied in detail. For dL � 1/L we have shown how two condensates interact,

on a finite system, in terms of the time evolution of the average on site occupation

(on the macroscopic scale). It would also be interesting to study the fluctuations in

this simple interaction. This argument holds for the totally asymmetric jump process

only, a natural extension would be to partial asymmetry. For the case of symmetric

jump distribution the process is reversible and techniques from potential theory could

be applied. Studies of this nature could help to understand the coarsening dynamics

from an initially uniform configuration in much more detail than presented here. In the

reversible case such results could be applied to a deeper understanding of the Brownian

Energy and Brownian momentum processes due to the duality with the inclusion process

[57, 58, 70]. This is an interacting diffusion process with continuous local state space,

but otherwise behaves very similarly to the inclusion process.

If dL � 1/L there is equivalence of ensembles at all densities, however a large fraction

of the sites are empty. The proportion of empty sites in any finite window, in the fluid

regime, is asymptotically the same as under the grand canonical measures. However,

the proportion of empty sites on the entire lattice can not be represented in terms of

a bounded cylinder test function, and its asymptotic behaviour is not covered by the

equivalence of ensembles. There is also much scope for studying the distribution of the

maximum in the fluid regime.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and outlook

In this Chapter we summarise the main findings of the thesis, and give a brief outlook

of future research. We aim to supplement the conclusions and outlook provided at the

end of each chapter by giving a more general perspective.

In this thesis we considered several stochastic models that exhibit jamming and con-

densation transitions. In particular we focused on models that are ergodic on finite

systems and exhibit stationary measures that are of a product form. The canonical

stationary measures, that describe the long time behaviour of the system starting from

arbitrary initial conditions on a finite lattice, are not of product form due to the re-

striction to a fixed number of particles. We generalised previous rigorous results on the

equivalence of ensembles for such systems in the context of large deviation and entropy

methods. These results are sufficient to characterise the expected value of a wide and

important class of observables in the thermodynamic limit, as the system size tends to

infinity, in terms of the much simpler product grand canonical measures. These methods

were also shown to give rise to rigorous results on the large deviations of the maximum

site occupation. The maximum site occupation is an important observable in condens-

ing systems, since it carries a finite fraction of the total mass in the thermodynamic

limit. However, it is not typically covered by the standard equivalence of ensembles re-

sults. As well as giving rigorous results on the stationary distribution of the maximum

site occupation, we also provided a detailed non-rigorous analysis of the dynamics of

the condensate, based on the saddle point structure of the relevant large deviation rate

functions.

In Chapter 3 we introduced the main techniques and presented some general rigorous

results that are used throughout the thesis. These results rely on tools from the theory

of large deviations and local limit theorems for triangular arrays. These entropy meth-

ods significantly generalise those used to first give rigorous results on the equivalence

of ensembles in zero-range condensation [69]. This work is similar to the large devia-

tions approach and thermodynamic formalism pioneered by Lewis and Pfister [91]. The

novelties in Chapter 3, compared to this previous work, were that here the local state

space is non-compact, the canonical measures are conditioned on a single value of the

density rather than a ‘shell’, and we may calculate the canonical entropy density in the
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non-concave region by contracting on the most occupied sites. This lead to a complete

description of the equivalence of ensembles and the breakdown of equivalence between

the canonical and grand canonical measures. We observed that, for high densities, if

the canonical measures do not converge to any grand canonical measure they may still

converge to some truncated version of the grand canonical measure that belongs to the

restricted ensemble. All the results in this chapter were presented for a general choice

of the large deviation scale and density scale (called (aL) and (bL) respectively).

In Chapter 4 we demonstrated how we may exploit the generality of the scales used in

Chapter 3 to study the leading order finite-size effects in a condensing zero-range process

around the critical point. It was shown that the homogeneous fluid states continue to

exist above the critical point, and at the transition point both the bulk density and

average current are discontinuous. Close to the transition point the system exhibits

metastable switching between the fluid and condensed states. The fluid extension was

characterised in terms of truncated grand canonical measures under which it is possible

to calculate the leading order correction to bounded observables, that depend on only

finitely many lattice sites, such as the average current. The metastable branches of these

observables were calculated exactly. We observed two threshold densities, above the first

threshold the metastable condensed branch exists, before becoming stable at the second

threshold. After the condensed branch becomes stable the fluid branch, which exists for

all densities, becomes metastable and can be characterised by the analytic extension of

relevant thermodynamic functions such as the the pressure. Before the transition, the

excess density of mass in the system above the critical density is typically distributed

homogeneously across the lattice. At the transition point the fraction of the excess

distributed in the bulk abruptly decreases, and is absorbed by a single lattice site; as

the excess mass continuous to increase, a greater fraction of the excess typically resides

on this one condensate. The dynamics of the metastable switching between fluid and

condensed states were analysed under a random walk approximation. The random walk

was constructed in such a way that its stationary distribution is exactly the stationary

distribution of the maximum site occupation.

In Chapter 5 we considered a zero-range process for which the jump rates depend on

the system size. The jump rates were chosen to stabilise the metastable effects, observed

in Chapter 4, in the standard thermodynamic limit, whilst keeping calculations simple.

This allowed us to study in more detail the phenomenology of the previous Chapter.

In particular, we gave a much more detailed study of the metastable switching, and

dynamics of the condensate. It was found that there is a dynamic transition at density

ρdyn, above the transition density, at which the typical mechanism of condensate motion

changes. Below ρdyn the condensate typical moves by the system first reaching the fluid

state, and then regrowing a condensate on a uniformly chosen site. Above ρdyn the

condensate typical moves by loosing particles that are transported through the fluid bulk

to a second sub-condensate which grows until it dominates the previous condensate. In

this case the location of the new condensate depends on the previous position. There

is a completely analogous transition in the non size-dependent system, in the finite size
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scaling limit of Chapter 4; however, in this case the calculations required to prove that

such a transition occurs are more lengthy, and were not presented.

In Chapter 6 we studied a recently introduce stochastic particle system known as the

inclusion process. This system also exhibits a condensation transition, but the origin

is different from that in the zero-range process. For this process some of the technical

assumptions of Chapter 3 do not hold. The same approach can still be applied in the

fluid regime. In the condensed regime the general results of Chapter 3 no longer apply

directly; however, the same principles may still be applied via direct calculations. It

was found that the dynamics of the condensate are very different compared to the zero-

range process. Here, the analysis of the condensate motion is, in many ways, simpler

due to a strong separation of time scales. A detailed heuristic analysis of the condensate

motion was given for the totally asymmetric dynamics. The symmetric case is more

complicated, and offers an opportunity for future research.

Several interesting and important open questions follow directly from the work in this

thesis. Under natural restrictions on the dynamics it should be possible to extend the

methods of Chapter 3 to systems with continuous mass (local state space R+). However

this would offer little new insight whilst requiring significantly more technical details

for the proofs. Another natural extension of the content of Chapter 3 would be to non-

product measures. A reasonable starting point for research in this direction would be to

attempt a similar analysis for systems that exhibit pair factorised stationary measures

[126]. The analysis of the metastability and condensate motion has shed new light on

dynamical aspects of these processes, and it poses a significant challenge in a currently

very active area of applied probability research to give rigorous proofs of such results.

It would also be interesting to further explore potential applications of this work, for

example the zero-range process as a traffic model (on roads or other networks), or the

inclusion process as a simple model for evolutionary dynamics in biological systems.
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Appendix A

Relative entropy

In the following we summarize some properties of the relative entropy which are used

in the thesis. Proofs and more detailed information can be found in [31, 129], [86]

Appendix 1.8 or, [32] Chapter I.3.

Definition A.1. For two arbitrary probability measures π and ν on a state space X
the relative entropy is given by,

H(π | ν) =


∫
X log dπ

dν (w)π[ dw] π � ν,

+∞ otherwise.
(A.1)

For countable state space X , if π � ν, we may write

H(π | ν) =
∑
w∈Ω

π[w] log
π[w]

ν[w]
.

Here π � ν means that π is absolutely continuous with respect to ν (ν[A] = 0⇒ π[A] =

0).

The relative entropy is positive,

H(π | ν) ≥ 0, H(π | ν) = 0⇔ π[x] = ν[x] for all x ∈ X .

The relative entropy is sub-additive, that is if the measures π, ν have marginals π1,π2

and ν1,ν2 respectively, on subspaces X1, X2 ⊂ X with X1 ∩X2 = ∅, then

H(π | ν) ≥ H(π1 | ν1) +H(π2 | ν2) . (A.2)

The relative entropy can be written in terms of a Legendre-Fenchel transform (c.f.

Appendix C),

H(π | ν) = sup
Cb(X ,R)

{π (f)− log ν
(
ef
)
}

where Cb(X ,R) denotes bounded continuous functions from X → R. A direct conse-
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quence of this variational form is the entropy inequality,

π (f) ≤ 1

α

(
log ν

(
eαf
)

+H(π | ν)
)
,

for all α > 0. This can be used to estimate the expected value of functions under the

measure π in terms of the exponential moments of the measure ν.

For relating convergence in specific relative entropy to convergence in expectation of

bounded cylinder functions we use the Kemperman-Pinsker inequality,

2H(π | ν) ≥ ‖π − ν‖2T.V., (A.3)

where ‖ · ‖T.V. is the total variation norm,

‖π − ν‖T.V. = sup
A∈B

∣∣∣π [A]− ν [A]
∣∣∣ . (A.4)

If the state space X is countable then the total variation distance can be expressed as,

‖π − ν‖T.V. =
1

2

∑
x∈X

∣∣∣π [x]− ν [x]
∣∣∣ .
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Appendix B

Local limit theorems

In the following we state relevant limit theorems for triangular arrays that are used to

derive the general results in Chapter 3. Details and a proof of the central limit theorem

can be found in, for example, [39]. The local limit theorems can be found in [33] and

[99]. More precise large deviation estimates for the sum of i.i.d random variables (not

triangular arrays) relevant for the non size-dependent condensing zero-range process are

given in a series of papers by Nagaev [103, 104, 105].

Throughout we fix the following notation. For each n, let ξi,n, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, be

independent random variables with law Pi,n. Note that for application in Chapter 3

for each fixed system sizes the site occupations are identically distributed under the

reference measure, analogously Pi,n = Pn independent of i.

Theorem B.1 (The Lindeberg-Feller central limit theorem). Suppose E[ξi,n] = 0, and

(i)
∑n

i=1 E[ξ2
i,n]→ 1 as n→∞.

(ii) For all ε > 0,
∑n

i=1 E
[
|ξi,n|2 1|Xi,n|>ε

]
→ 0 as n→∞.

Then
∑n

i=1 ξi,n converges in distribution to the standard normal as n→∞.

We now restrict ourselves to considering lattice distributions. For constant lattice

spacing h > 0 and shift b, Pi,n[ξi,n ∈ b+ hZ] = 1, where b+ hZ = {b+ hz : z ∈ Z}. The

largest h for which this holds is called the span of the distribution. For any given span

h the transformation,

ξ′i,n =
ξi,n − a

h
,

allows us to reduce the general case to the case in which the span is equal to one, while

the shift is equal to zero. It is therefore sufficient to state the following results in terms

of integer valued random variables. From now on we assume Pi,n has support on Z.

The Bernoulli part decomposition of the random variables ξi,n is expressed in terms

of,

q(Pi,n) =
∑
k

(Pi,n[k] ∧ Pi,n[k + 1]) .
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Define,

Qn =

n∑
i=1

q(Pi,n) .

Theorem B.2. Let Zn =
∑n

i=1 ξi,n. Suppose there exist sequences Bn > 0 and An,

n ≥ 1, such that Bn → ∞, lim supBn/Qn < ∞, and, (Zn − An)/Bn converges in

distribution to the standard normal. Then,

sup
k

∣∣∣∣BnP [Zn = k]− φ
(
k −An
Bn

)∣∣∣∣→ 0 as n→∞ , (B.1)

where φ is the standard normal density.

We now give an alternative form of the local limit theorem, due to McDonald [99].

Theorem B.3. Let An =
∑n

i=1 E[ξi,n], and B2
n =

∑n
i=1 Var [ξi,n], and assume the

following:

(1) lim supn→∞
1
n

∑n
i=1 E[ea|ξi,n|] <∞ for some positive constant a,

(2) There exists a constant c > 0 such that

lim inf
n→∞

1

n
B2
n ≥ c ,

(3) lim infn→∞Qn/n > 0.

Then,

P [Zn = k] =
1

Bn
√

2π
Exp

(
−(k −An)2

2B2
n

+
(k −An)3

n2
λn

(
k −An
n

))(
1 + o

(
k −An
n

))
,

(B.2)

uniformly for k in 1 ≤ |k − An| ≤ n/w(n), where limn→∞w(n) = ∞, and for each n,

λn(τ) is a power series converging uniformly with respect to n for sufficiently small τ .
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Appendix C

Large deviation methods

In the following we summarize some relevant aspects of large deviation principles. For

proofs and more detailed information we refer the reader to [34],[35]. Throughout we

assume that X is a Polish metric space with distance d : X × X → [0,∞) and Pn

a sequence of probability measures on (X ,B) where B contains the completed Borel

σ-algebra.

Definition C.1 (Semi-continuity). f : X → [−∞,∞] is lower semi-continuous if it

satisfies any of the following equivalent properties:

(i) lim infn→∞ f(xn) ≥ f(x) for all xn → x ∈ X ,

(ii) limε↘0 infy∈Bε(x) f(y) = f(x) where Bε(x) = {y ∈ X : d(x, y) < ε},

(iii) f has closed level sets, f−1([−∞, c]) = {x ∈ X : f(x) ≤ c} is closed for all c ∈ R.

f : X → [−∞,∞] is upper semi-continuous if and only if −f is lower semi-continuous.

Lemma C.1. A lower (upper) semi-continuous function attains a minimum (maximum)

on every non-empty compact set.

Definition C.2 (Rate function). I : X → [0,∞] is called a rate function if

(I1) I 6≡ ∞,

(I2) I is lower semi-continuous,

(I3) I has compact level sets (implies lower semi-continuity).

Definition C.3 (Large deviation principle). A sequence of probability measures (Pn)

on X satisfy the large deviation principle with speed an and rate function I if

(D1) I is a rate function,

(D2) lim sup
n→∞

1

an
logPn[C] ≤ − inf

x∈C
I(x) ∀C ⊂ X closed,

(D3) lim inf
n→∞

1

an
logPn[O] ≥ − inf

x∈O
I(x) ∀O ⊂ X open.
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A weak rate function satisfies (I1) and (I2) but not necessarily (I3). A weak large

deviation principle holds with speed an and weak rate function I if,

(D1’) I is a weak rate function,

(D2’) lim sup
n→∞

1

an
logPn[K] ≤ − inf

x∈K
I(x) ∀K ⊂ X compact ,

(D3) lim inf
n→∞

1

an
logPn[O] ≥ − inf

x∈O
I(x) ∀O ⊂ X open.

Definition C.4 (Exponential tightness). A family of probability measures Pn is expo-

nentially tight if for every M <∞, there exists a compact set KM such that,

lim sup
n→∞

1

an
logPn[Kc

M ] ≤ −M .

If Pn satisfies the large deviation upper bound (D2) then the sequence of measures

is exponentially tight. If Pn satisfies a weak large deviation principle and Pn is expo-

nentially tight then Pn satisfies a large deviation principle.

Theorem C.2 (Varadhan’s Lemma). Let (Pn) be a sequence of probability measures

on X satisfying the large deviation principle with speed an and rate function I. Let

F : X → R be a continuous function that is bounded above, then

lim
n→∞

1

an
log

∫
X
enF (x) Pn[dx] = sup

x∈X
[F (x)− I(x)] . (C.1)

Theorem C.3 (Contraction Principle). Let (Pn) be a sequence of probability measures

on X satisfying the large deviation principle with speed an and rate function I. Let

• Y be a Polish space,

• F : X → Y a continuous map,

• Qn = Pn ◦ F−1 an image probability measure.

The Qn satisfies the large deviation principle on Y with rate n and rate function J given

by

J(y) = inf
x∈X :F (x)=y

I(x)

(By definition inf∅ I =∞).

Definition C.5. Let p : Rd → [−∞,∞] be an extended real valued function, then the

Legendre-Fenchel transfrom of p is given by,

p∗(x) = sup
µ∈R
{〈x, µ〉 − p(µ)}, µ ∈ Rd (C.2)

where 〈·, ·〉 is the usual inner product in Rd.
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Figure C.1: Geometric interpretation of the Legendre-Fenchel transform.

Definition C.6. A point x ∈ Rd is called exposed for f∗ : Rd → [−∞,∞] if there exists

a point t ∈ Rd such that

f∗(y)− f∗(x) > 〈y − x, t〉 ∀y 6= x .

Such a t is called an exposing hyperplane for x.

Notice f∗ is convex, and at exposed points it is strictly convex. If f is differentiable

and convex then,

f∗(x) = xtx − f(tx)

where tx is found by inverting the derivative of f ,

∂tf(t) = x .

Gärtner-Ellis Theorem

Given a sequence (Zn) of random variables with law Pn. We make the following as-

sumptions on the scaled generating function (pressure),

lim
n→∞

1

n
logPn

(
enµZn

)
= p(µ) ∈ [−∞,∞] exists, (C.3)

0 ∈ D◦p, with Dp = {µ ∈ R : p(µ) <∞} . (C.4)

Theorem C.4 (Gätner-Ellis Theorem). Under the assumptions above (C.3,C.4) p∗ is

a rate function and,

• lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logPn[C] ≤ − inf

x∈C
p∗(x) ∀C ⊂ X closed,

• lim inf
n→∞

1

n
logPn[O] ≥ − inf

x∈O∩E
p∗(x) ∀O ⊂ X open,

where E is the set of points for which p∗ is strictly convex and the exposing hyperplane

belongs to D◦p. Suppose further that p satisfies,

(1) p is lower semi-continuous,
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(2) p is differentiable on D◦P ,

(3) Either Dp = Rd or p is steep at its boundary, limt→∂Dp |∂tp(t)| =∞.

Then O∩E can be replaced by O and (Pn) satisfies a large deviation principle with rate

function p∗.

Concentration of probability

For details and proofs see [93] Chapter 2.

Definition C.7. Let (Pn) be a sequence of probability measures, we say that (Pn) is

eventually concentrated on a set A if, for each measurable neighbourhood G of A, we

have,

lim
n→∞

Pn[G] = 1 .

Theorem C.5. Let (Pn) be a sequence of probability measures that satisfies a large

deviation principle with rate function I, then

a) the set

NI = {x ∈ X : I(x) = 0}

is non-empty and compact.

b) the sequence (Pn) is eventually concentrated on the set NI , and for any measurable

neighbourhood G of NI , we have

lim sup
n→∞

1

an
logP [N c

I ] < 0 .

Theorem C.6. Let (Pn) be a sequence of probability measures, let f : X → [−∞,∞],

and let (Bn) be a sequence of measurable subsets of X such that,

lim
n→∞

Pn[Bn] = 1 .

Suppose that (Pn) is eventually concentrated on a subset N of X .

a) If f is lower semi-continuous and uniformly bounded below on Bn for n sufficiently

large, then

inf
x∈N

f(x) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

∫
Bn

f(x)Pn[ dx] .

a) If f is upper semi-continuous and uniformly bounded above on Bn for n sufficiently

large, then

lim sup
n→∞

∫
Bn

f(x)Pn[ dx] ≤ sup
x∈N

f(x) .

LD-regularity

For details and proofs see [93] Chapter 3.
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Definition C.8. Let (Pn) be a sequence of probability measures satisfying the large

deviation principle with speed aL and rate function I. A sequence of sets (Cn) is LD-

regular if,

(1) (Cn) is a decreasing sequence of measurable sets, and 0 < Pn[Cn] < ∞ for all n

sufficiently large;

(2) the closed set

C =
⋂
n

C̄n

is non-empty;

(3) the limit,

lim
n→∞

1

aL
logPn[Cn] = − inf

x∈C
I(x) .
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Appendix D

Computational methods

D.1 Numerics

We state some properties of the canonical measures that we exploit to calculate exact

numerics. These are a direct consequence of the product nature of the reference measure.

We consider a fixed lattice ΛL of size L and local state space N, the full state space

is NL (for details see Chapter 2). The reference measures are given by the product of L

single site marginals,

νL[η] =
L∏
x=1

ν[ηx] .

The canonical measures are defined by conditioning on the total number of particles in

the system. Since we are not considering any limits here we can simplify the notation.

πLN [η] = νL[η |
L∑
x=1

ηx = N ]

=
νL[η]

Z(L,N)
δ

(
L∑
x=1

ηx −N

)

where δ is the Kronecker delta and Z(L,N) = νL
[∑L

x=1 ηx = N
]
. Since νL is a product

measure,

Z(L,N) =
N∑
k=0

νL

[
L∑
x=1

ηx = N,
L−1∑
x=1

ηx = (N − k)

]

=

N∑
k=0

ν[k]Z(L− 1, N − k) .

This can be used to calculate Z(L,N) recursively, with initial condition Z(1, k) = ν[k].

Z(L,N) can always be divided into any such sub-systems in this manner. For large
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system sizes it is therefore efficient to use the following form, for L = 2n for some n ∈ N,

Z(L,N) =
N∑
k=0

Z(L/2, k)Z(L/2, N − k) .

Similar methods can be used to calculate the canonical distribution function for the

maximum site occupation. We define,

Q(L,N,M) = νL

[
L∑
x=1

ηx = N, max
x∈ΛL

ηx ≤M

]
(D.1)

=

M∑
k=0

ν[k]Q(L− 1, N − k,M) . (D.2)

Again for L = 2n for some n ∈ N the most efficient recursion is given by

Q(L,N,M) =
N∑
k=0

Q(L/2, k,M)Q(L/2, N − k,M) ,

with initial condition Q(1, k,M) = ν[k] if k ≤ M and Q(1, k,M) = 0 if k > M . Q can

be used to calculate the canonical (cumulative) distribution function of the maximum,

πLN

[
max
x∈ΛL

ηx ≤M
]

=
Q(L,N,M)

Z(L,N)
.

The particular form of the single site weights for zero-range process (see Chapter 2

Section 2.2.1 allows us to calculate the average jump rate of a single site in terms of the

partition functions above.

ν[n] ∝
n∏
k=1

1

g(k)
,

therefore g(k)ν[k] = ν[k − 1], so

πLN (g(η1)) =
1

Z(L,N)

∑
η

g(η1)νL[η]δ

(
L∑
x=1

ηx −N

)

=
1

Z(L,N)

∑
η′

νL[η′]δ

(
L∑
x=1

η′x − (N − 1)

)

=
Z(L,N − 1)

Z(L,N)
,

where, on the second line, we have made the change of variables η′1 = (η1 − 1) and

η′x = ηx for x 6= 1. This also implies that the log of the canonical current is given by the

derivative of the canonical entropy density since,

− log πLN (g(η1)) = logZ(L,N)− logZ(L,N − 1) .
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D.2 Simulation methods

In this section we describe the Monte-Carlo methods of simulation that have been used

throughout the thesis for the zero-range and inclusion processes. All pseudo random

numbers were generated using the Fast Mersenne Twister [112].

D.2.1 Zero-range process: Random sequential update algorithm

Throughout the thesis simulation results for the zero-range process (2.12) are produced

using a random sequential update algorithm described bellow. The state of the Markov

process is given by η(t) = (ηx(t))x∈ΛL as described in Chapter 2.

Algorithm 1 Random sequential update algorithm for the ZRP with N particles on a
lattice of L sites. The underlying homogeneous random walk q from (2.12) has range R.

Define: gmax = max0≤n≤N g(n)
Define: dt = 1/(L gmax)
{ Choose a site uniformly }
x← Uniform random integer from {1, 2, . . . , L}
r ← Uniform random number on [0, 1)
{ Particle jumps with probability g(ηx)/gmax }
if r < g(ηx)/gmax then
ηx ← ηx − 1
{ Choose target site according to random walk q }
r ← Uniform random number on [0, 1)
S ← 0 and i← −R
while S ≤ r do
S ← S + q(i)
i← i+ 1

end while
ηx+i−1 ← ηx+i−1 + 1

end if
t← t+ dt

To save time at the expense of memory the g(n)/gmax are calculate for n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}
and stored in memory at the beginning of the simulation. Algorithm 1 corresponds to

a single update step, so that O(L) steps are required for the simulation to reach a fixed

time t = T .

This is an approximate algorithm since the time increment is fixed and not sampled

from an exponential distribution. However, since the jump rates are bounded uniformly

in L we know dt → 0 as L → ∞, and so, by the convergence of the (scaled) geomet-

ric distribution to the exponential distribution, the waiting times converge quickly to

exponential waiting times as the system size increases. Therefore, this algorithm gives

a good approximation of the true dynamics of the Markov process (2.12), provided

supL,n,m∈N |gL(n)− gL(m)| is not too large.
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D.2.2 Inclusion process: Gillespie type algorithm

Throughout the thesis simulation results for the inclusion process are produced using

a Gillespie type update algorithm described bellow (also known as the Bortz-Kalos-

Lebowitz algorithm [14]). This is an exact algorithm in that it produces statistically

correct trajectories of the Markov process. For the inclusion process (2.25) the jump

rates are not bounded uniformly in L, and the difference between the slowest and fastest

transitions are very large. So a random sequential update algorithm like the one de-

scribed above would be very inefficient, due to a lot of rejected moves, and also would

not give a good approximation of the Markov process.

Algorithm 2 Gillespie update algorithm for the inclusion process with N particles on
a lattice of L sites. The underlying homogeneous random walk q has range R.

Requires: List of the L jump rates off each site in the current state (ci)
L
i=1

Requires: The partial sums Cn =
∑n

i=1 ci and C0 = 0
{ Sample time increment from Exp(CL) }
dt← Exponentially distributed random number with mean 1/CL
t← t+ dt
{ Choose to move particle of site x with probability cx/CL }
r ← Uniform random number on [0, CL)
Perform a binary search for x such that Cx−1 ≤ r < Cx
ηx ← ηx − 1
{ Choose target site according to random walk q }
r ← Uniform random number on [0, 1)
S ← 0 and i← −R
while S ≤ r do
S ← S + q(i)
i← i+ 1

end while
ηx+i−1 ← ηx+i−1 + 1
{ Update transition rates and partial sums }
Update rates cx and cx+i−1

Update Cn for n ∈ {min{cx, cx+i−1}, . . . , L}

This update algorithm has computational complexity O(L), since in each time step

we must update each of the partial sums Ci for i ∈ {min{cx, cx+i−1}, . . . , L}. However

the complexity can be reduced to O(log(L)), at the expense of more memory usage, by

storing a binary tree. In this case it is simplest to restrict to lattices of length L = 2n

for n ∈ N. Then the binary tree is defined recursively by Ci,j = Ci−1,2j−1 + Ci−1,2j

for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2n−i} with initial conditions C0,j = cj for j ∈
{1, 2 . . . , 2n=L}. In this case the updates to the rates can be done by retracing the path

followed down the binary tree by the binary search, which selects the transition to make,

which has a computational complexity of O(logL).
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